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1. Introduction

The Presidency of Donald J. Trump has shown how eas‐
ily the legitimacy of international arrangements can be
called into question and how far‐reaching the conse‐
quences can be. Under Trump, the US retreated from
international agreements and commitments and ques‐
tioned its membership of a number of international orga‐
nizations (Debre & Dijkstra, 2020).

There is no shared understanding of what legitimacy
means at the international level, nor of how it is achieved.
Therefore, by taking into account the latest research
on international legitimacy, this editorial presents an
overview of approaches to studying legitimacy with the
twin goals of improving our understanding of the legit‐
imacy of international arrangements, as well as of the
consequences of delegitimation for institutional change.

This editorial begins by explaining the importance of
and challenges to the legitimacy of international arrange‐
ments: a topic taken up by the various individual arti‐
cles in this thematic issue. Then, the various approaches
to the study of legitimacy are discussed. Here, attention

is paid to important concepts that feature throughout
the various contributions, namely legitimacy and illegit‐
imacy, legitimation and delegitimation, audiences and
consent, and institutional change in response to chal‐
lenges. This editorial will then serve as the background
to a variety of articles on the legitimacy of international
economic and financial arrangements for this thematic
issue of Politics and Governance.

The notion of “international arrangements” as used
in this editorial refers to both formal and informal forms
of international and transnational collaboration, includ‐
ing organizations, institutions, regimes, agreements, and
networks. Throughout this thematic issue, beliefs, val‐
ues, and norms are used interchangeably, even though
they relate in different ways to the formation of attitudes
and behaviour.

2. Legitimacy Challenged

While Trump’s Presidency placed the issue of legitimacy
at the top of the international agenda, the legitimacy
of international arrangements has been scrutinized for
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much longer. As Hooghe et al. (2019) argue, economic
liberalization since the 1990s has created intensified
international cooperation—for example, through the
establishment of the WTO—which was accompanied
by increased domestic political contestation over what
international cooperation should look like. Intensified
international cooperation has brought with it new power
distributions, something that, in turn, has given rise to
extensive discussion. This has been demonstrated by
the debate between radical right‐wing nationalist ideas
and radical leftist views about the shape that interna‐
tional cooperation should take, and even whether it is
warranted at all. These clashes of perception are high‐
lighted by disputes about the legitimacy of trade agree‐
ments, of the EuropeanUnion (EU), and of the funding of
international organizations. These disputes have, in turn,
led to the delegitimation of international organizations
and arrangements (Hooghe et al., 2019, pp. 732–733),
such as is the case with the EU investment court sys‐
tem (Diependaele et al., 2019) within the WTO (Elsig,
2007; Howse & Nicolaidis, 2003; Reid, 2020), and within
free trade agreements (Theuns, 2019). This trend has
been accelerated by the current Covid‐19 crisis, where
for example, the Trump administration accused theWHO
of being too susceptible to influence from China (Jenkins
& Jones, 2020, p. 22). In general, the Covid‐19 crisis has
added further relevance to these issues, as new vulner‐
abilities have come to the fore, such as dependency on
other countries for essential goods and new policies for
attracting and regulating investments, to name just a few
(see Campbell‐Verduyn et al., 2019).

3. The Importance of Legitimacy

According to Beetham (1998), “[l]egitimacy refers to
the rightfulness of a power holder or system of rule.”
The legitimacy of international arrangements is of piv‐
otal importance to their functioning, as Buchanan and
Keohane (2006, p. 407) point out, because international
institutions encourage cooperation while at the same
time posing limits on (democratic) societies. What inter‐
national cooperation offers is the promise of dealing
with shared problems effectively and transparently and,
increasingly, the prospect of doing so democratically—
thereby showing its relevance to states and other stake‐
holders (Dingwerth et al., 2020; Tallberg & Zürn, 2019).
This way, international organizations can convince states
to follow the agreed‐upon rules (Tallberg & Zürn, 2019,
p. 582). However, states are not the only stakehold‐
ers in international arrangements. The notion of audi‐
ences (including constituencies and observers) is often
used to capture the wide variety of actors involved and
affected (Bexell & Jönsson, 2018; Tallberg & Zürn, 2019).
Besides states, constituencies also involve individuals in
states, those that represent the states, perhaps the staff
of the arrangements, and maybe even those involved
in global private and hybrid arrangements. The notion
of observers (outside the authority‐relationship charac‐

terizing an arrangement) refers to civil society actors,
media, and non‐member states (Bexell & Jönsson, 2018,
pp. 124–132).

Securing legitimacy is seen as a long‐term investment
rather than an instrument to fulfil short‐term needs.
This long‐term investment means that in the eyes of
those extending legitimacy to an organization, there
is continued support even if an organization (in the
short‐term) does not act in the self‐interest of those con‐
cerned (Tallberg & Zürn, 2019, p. 587). As Bäckstrand
and Söderbaum (2018) show, it is created (and reduced)
through a variety of means, such as behavioural (e.g.,
opinion polls, taken by the institution itself, or lobby‐
ing activities to support the arrangement, as done by
others), institutional (e.g., including outside actors), and
discursive practices (e.g., through the targeted spread
of information).

As Zaum (2017) and Tallberg and Zürn (2019, p. 582)
point out, the costs of support through legitimacy are
lower than the costs of creating andmaintaining support
through material benefits or coercion, and besides that,
international organizations often lack suchmeans to pro‐
vide benefits of enforcement. In other words, legitimacy
also matters because international organizations do not
usually have the resources to reward or punish their
members to enforce compliance. Rather, for an organiza‐
tion to function and its members to adhere to the rules
of the game, it needs to be regarded as legitimate (Zaum,
2017, pp. 1111–1112).

4. Approaches to Legitimacy

This editorial seeks to select standards that can pro‐
vide a framework to assess the legitimacy of an interna‐
tional arrangement. Traditionally, two broad approaches
to legitimacy are distinguished in the literature. Firstly,
the sociological approach (also referred to as the empiri‐
cal or descriptive approach), whose origins lie in thework
of the German sociologistMaxWeber, defines legitimacy
in terms of whether people believe an arrangement
to be legitimate. Second, there is a normative, philo‐
sophical approach, referring to the question of whether
an arrangement has the right to rule (Beetham, 2013,
pp. 4–9; Buchanan & Keohane, 2006; Dietz et al., 2019,
pp. 751–752).

An example of this first approach is offered by
Tallberg and Zürn (2019) in a recent special issue of
The Review of International Organizations, devoted to
the legitimacy of international organizations. Tallberg
and Zürn propose an empirical approach and define
legitimacy as “beliefs of audiences that an IO’s author‐
ity is appropriately exercised, and legitimation as a pro‐
cess of justification and contestation intended to shape
such beliefs” (Tallberg & Zürn, 2019, p. 583). The focus
of Tallberg and Zürn is on developing a framework
that should help us understand how international orga‐
nizations obtain support and lose legitimacy, namely
through their own features (authority, procedure, and
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performance), thus affecting the process by which legit‐
imation takes place. These features have consequences
for how organizations present themselves to their audi‐
ences and how their audiences discuss them, which
subsequently affects whether the audience believes
the organization is legitimate. Dingwerth et al. (2020)
have studied how and why international organizations
increasingly use democratic narratives, concluding that
organizations that are more subject to media scrutiny
and to protest by those affected by their policies are
more responsive to the need for democratic legitima‐
tion. Along broadly similar lines, Hooghe et al. (2019)
look at the role of national political contestation in
processes that lead to a situation of non‐legitimacy.
An example of this approach is also found in this thematic
issue’s article byMetinsoy (2022), where it is shown how
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) loses legitimacy
when taking responsibility for labour market reforms.
What these studies have in common is that a decrease in
the legitimacy of international arrangements is equated
with a lack of support from those affected by them.

Hurd formulates a critique on the model designed
by Tallberg and Zürn and points to the lack of attention
to the role of politics by arguing that such a “narrow”
approachmakes “legitimation...a tool of social control”—
something that should be remedied by bringing in poli‐
tics in the study of legitimacy (Hurd, 2019, pp. 719–720).
In Hurd’s view, more attention should be paid to what
international organizations do and how they perform on
the output side than the framework of Tallberg and Zürn
allows. As Hurd (2019) maintains, it is not the way in
which an international organization manages to increase
its legitimacy (andwith it the compliance to its rules) that
counts. Rather, an organization should earn its legitimacy
by having a positive impact on those affected by its poli‐
cies. Hurd argues that an a‐political view of legitimacy
“risks beingmore of amarketing strategy than an engage‐
ment with its substantive effects in the world” (Hurd,
2019, p. 725). Put differently:

The legitimacy dynamics around international organi‐
zations are no doubt in part attributable to IOs’ inter‐
nal structure, media strategies, channels of participa‐
tion and voice, and other features. But they are also
certainly connected to how they affect the distribu‐
tion of resources, power, and opportunities for peo‐
ple. (Hurd, 2019, p. 727)

Hurd’s line of reasoning echoes the critique of Beetham
(2013) on Weberian approaches. Beetham argues that
the focus on beliefs in the conception of legitimacy
and the process by which the creation of legitimacy
takes place (i.e., legitimation) is fraught with prob‐
lems. Beetham (2013, p. 9) argues that by employing
a sociological approach, social scientists might equate
a regime’s legitimacy to the marketing abilities of the
powerful. In a similar vein, Zaum (2017, pp. 1115–1116)
points to the resources that international organizations

have at their disposal to co‐create constituent’s beliefs.
In this thematic issue, Linsi’s (2022) study illustrates the
influence of economic narratives on individual beliefs.
However, what matters, according to Beetham, is that
“[a] given power relationship is not legitimate because
people believe in its legitimacy, but because it can be
justified in terms of their beliefs” (2013, p. 11, emphasis
in the original).

Many studies about the legitimacy of international
arrangements are examples of the second approach to
the concept. As pointed out, this normative, philosoph‐
ical approach revolves around the development of nor‐
mative standards to help assess the legitimacy of a
regime, irrespective of whether people believe in said
legitimacy—and even though the immediate motive to
discuss norms may be the audience’s decreasing belief
in the legitimacy of such an arrangement. They engage
in assessing legitimacy along a yardstick of norms. It links
how an arrangement performs to the question of how it
should perform. Examples of such studies are provided
by Howse and Nicolaidis, who suggest that reforms of
the WTO should take into account “institutional sensi‐
tivity, political inclusiveness, and top‐down empower‐
ment” (2003, p. 76), and by Diependaele et al. (2019)
on the EU’s investment arbitration facility. Other exam‐
ples of a normative approach to international arrange‐
ments come from Buchanan and Keohane (2006), who
focus on the question of whether an institution has the
right to rule. Building upon their work, Scherz (2019)
has developed a model to assess the legitimacy of inter‐
national institutions that takes into account the dif‐
ferent degrees of political power the institutions con‐
cerned exercise.

The main criticism levelled against the use of a nor‐
mative yardstick to assess legitimacy is that it uses a
“universalizing claim: it is not the principles that happen
to pertain in a given society that are sufficient, but those
that any rational person, upon considered and unbiased
reflection, would have to agree to” (Beetham, 2013, p. 5).
As Beetham (pp. 13–14) argues, this leads to a situation
where it is not the prevailing societal norms that count,
but rather where universal norms are developedwithout
taking the context of a given society into account. And
this context is precisely what makes the topic of legiti‐
macy interesting to a social scientist.

Choosing certain normative yardsticks is not
detached from the social context in which a researcher
operates. Similarly, empirical approaches also reserve a
role for norms. Reid (2020, p. 92) points to the conflation
that often occurs between the two forms of legitimacy
as they tend to be related. While the empirical tradition
aims for a value‐free concept of legitimacy, it is far from
that, as Kocken (2008) points out. In the field of inter‐
national relations, the (sometimes implicit) norm is that
international collaboration and protection of the inter‐
national system are seen as intrinsically valuable (Hurd,
2019, p. 727). In addition, while employing an empirical
approach, Tallberg and Zürn (2019, p. 587) recognize,
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for example, that norms produced in society inform the
beliefs of actors.

Because of the relationship between the two
approaches to legitimacy, concentrating on both or
on one but at the same time referring to the other, is
common. It is, for example, employed by Reid (2020)
and Dietz et al. (2019). Reid uses Bodansky’s distinction
between normative and descriptive legitimacy to assess
the legitimacy of the WTO and EU in the area of trade
and environment. Dietz et al., in their study about the
investor‐state arbitration of the EU, refer to Beetham’s
three criteria. One could argue that Beetham’s (2013)
approach to legitimacy is an example of a sociological
approach that integrates norms explicitly. Legitimacy in
this approach concerns “beliefs held by those who are
subject to and/or participate in a given political institu‐
tion” (Agné, 2018, p. 20). In his plea for a social‐scientific
approach to legitimacy that moves away from the
Weberian concept, Beetham (2013, pp. 16–17) empha‐
sizes three criteria for power to be considered legitimate.
Criterion 1: “It conforms to established rules” (Beetham,
2013, p. 16), meaning that the actions an organization
undertakes should be in line with the established legal
framework. When it is not, something should be consid‐
ered illegitimate. Criterion 2: “The rules can be justified
by reference to beliefs shared by both dominant and
subordinate” (Beetham, 2013, p. 16). This mix helps to
move away from the danger that the beliefs expressed
are only a reflection of those of the powerful, and at the
same time, it understands that beliefs are rootedwithin a
“given society” and cannot be considered universal with‐
out taking into account time and place, as philosophers
tend to think: “For the moral and political philosopher,
power is legitimate where the rules governing it are justi‐
fiable according to rationally defensible normative prin‐
ciples” (Beetham, 2013, p. 5). Shared beliefs need to be
found in perceiving the power holders as “a valid source
of authority,” the “qualities” of those in power, and in
serving the “general interest” (Beetham, 2013, p. 17).
Finally, criterion 3 states that “there is evidence of con‐
sent by the subordinate to the particular power relation”
(Beetham, 2013, p. 16). Such consent confers legitimacy
to the powerful in the form of, for example, mass mobi‐
lization or taking part in consultations (Beetham, 2013,
pp. 93–94). This is an important criterion as it is a demon‐
stration of commitment (for whatever reason) of those
participating in a power relationship—something that is
important for the relationship itself, while at the same
time giving a signal to those who are not part of this spe‐
cific relationship. As Beetham (2013, p. 12) says, actions
“confer legitimacy.” That this approach can help to assess
legitimacy on an international level, taking into account
the particularities of the role of states and their relation‐
ship, is further explored in the article by de Deugd and
van Roozendaal (2022).

As Zaum (2017, pp. 1110–1111) maintains, shared
beliefs that lead to legitimation can come about in three
functional forms. It concerns beliefs about what output

should look like and whether this is attained effectively
by an arrangement. Here, the notion that deserves spe‐
cial attention is that of the performance of an arrange‐
ment. Or, as Tallberg and Zürn (2019, pp. 592–593) put
it, does it deliver in terms of, for example, effective‐
ness? And does it contribute to the creation and dis‐
tribution of welfare? Secondly, it refers to the process
by which power holders are selected, how decisions are
formulated and agreed upon, and how participation is
being shaped. Tallberg and Zürn (2019, pp. 591–593)
also refer to democratic performance, meaning the deci‐
sions made in terms of, for example, democratic qual‐
ity. The third form referred to by Zaum (2017, p. 1111)
concerns structural legitimacy. This is a more abstract
notion about whether the arrangement or organization
is seen (by those it serves and thewider audience [includ‐
ing non‐member states and non‐governmental organiza‐
tions]) as the organization best designed to deal with
a given set of issues. More than procedural legitimacy,
it has an essential nature in the sense that an arrange‐
ment’s “general organizational features” allows for legit‐
imacy (Suchman, 1995, p. 581). There are different ways
in which shared beliefs can be established. Dietz et al.
(2019), for example, establish shared beliefs by reviewing
the normative issues that are contested and addressed
in the public debates. However, for Beetham (2013,
Chapter 3), shared beliefs should be established by look‐
ing at sources and content of such beliefs such as tradi‐
tion or “the people.” Additionally, expressed consent can
be found in, for example, public debates.

For Beetham (2013), the legitimation of power is very
different when comparing the national and the interna‐
tional level. First of all, power overlaps with legitimacy
at the international level, as there are hardly any other
means by which power can be exercised. In addition,
subject and audience conflates at the international level,
where states design the frameworks to which they are
also audiences. However, with the increased prominence
of non‐governmental organizations (NGOs), audiences
have broadened over time. Thirdly, when taking into
account the three conditions specifically, international
organizations need to act in accordance with the inter‐
national legal structure, their actions should address
common goals and take into account procedures estab‐
lished, and states need to comply with the rules, or
at least they should not act against them. However,
in an international environment, rules have more than
one interpretation, and the underlying norms suffer
from a conflict between the need to cooperate and
the need to secure sovereignty; they also suffer from
unfair procedures, with some states being more pow‐
erful than others, and citizens being under‐represented
(other than through the representation by states). Also,
compliance on the international level means legitimacy
(but non‐compliance may not matter that much in the
absence of coercive power of international arrange‐
ments; Beetham, 2013, pp. 269–274).
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5. How a Loss of Legitimacy Can Be Addressed by
International Arrangements

As Lenz and Viola argue, there appears to be an implicit
assumption in much of the organizational legitimacy lit‐
erature that “incongruence between societal values and
an organization’s procedures, purpose, and performance
will lead to a loss of legitimacy and, consequently, to pres‐
sures for institutional change” (2017, p. 941). According
to what Lenz and Viola call the “congruence model” and
in line with the views espoused by Beetham on the mat‐
ter, organizations should be sensitive to a (perceived)
loss of legitimacy. After all, such a loss of legitimacy
might well lead to reduction in support for the orga‐
nization concerned. This holds true, especially in cases
where organizations lack the power that comes with
coercivemeasures or caseswhere organizations are func‐
tioning sub‐optimally. In order to regain support, legiti‐
macy can be reestablished through reform so that incon‐
gruence will transform into congruence (Lenz & Viola,
2017, p. 943).

To the congruence model with its roots in institution‐
alist scholarship, Lenz and Viola add the element of per‐
ception, which they take from cognitive psychology lit‐
erature (2017, p. 941). The question of how legitimacy
is perceived is crucial to understanding how congru‐
ence/incongruence is assessed and to what extent the
need for organizational reform is felt (Lenz & Viola, 2017,
p. 947). As Lenz and Viola maintain, judgments regarding
legitimacy can be “sticky” (2017, p. 952)—implying that
change is not always or not necessarily forthcoming. For
example, this can be the case for well‐established insti‐
tutions: The older an organization is, the more likely it is
to be perceived as legitimate—and the less likely it is to
undergo institutional change to try and increase congru‐
ence (Lenz & Viola, 2017, pp. 955–956).

In those cases where the legitimacy of an organiza‐
tion is under threat, and this non‐legitimacy is indeed
assessed as such by the recipients, then the resultant
process of institutional reform is beset with its own
peculiarities, as is shown in this thematic issue’s arti‐
cles by Pircher (2022), Verbeek (2022), and Langford and
Fransen (2022). Resultant processes of reform may not
necessarily improve an institution but rather support
compliance to a set of external demands (Zaum, 2017,
p. 1124). In a process of what Campbell (2004, p. 43)
has defined as symbolic change and what Dietz et al.
(2019, p. 754) call symbolic closure, arrangements may
well engage in reforms that fall in the category of “form
over function” (Zaum, 2017, p. 1125).

Still, this does not exclude the possibility that this
method of preserving or enhancing legitimacy will lead
to more substantive changes in the long run (Campbell,
2004, p. 43), even though that may not be their pri‐
mary purpose.

6. A Thematic Issue of Politics and Governance

The debate about the legitimacy of international arrange‐
ments is inviting both state and non‐state actors alike to
develop new responses, or stimulating them to return to
old ones. The thematic issue of Politics and Governance
focuses on the analysis of how—from a social science
perspective—legitimacy questions affect international
economic and financial arrangements and if, and how,
such legitimacy questions lead to institutional change.
It builds upon the ideas about the legitimacy crisis that
many international arrangements face, explores socio‐
logical approaches to study legitimacy, and applies these
to several empirical cases. Such exploration is relevant,
as pointed out by Tallberg and Zürn (2019, p. 582), who
argue that the way international organizations create
and sustain legitimacy is still underdeveloped.

In this thematic issue, attention is paid first to the
question of how legitimacy is shaped. From a sociologi‐
cal perspective, Linsi (2022) addresses not just the role
of material factors but also the role of ideational fac‐
tors as drivers of the major shift away from the restric‐
tion and regulation toward the promotion and attrac‐
tion of inward foreign direct investments that occurred
in the 1990s. Arguably, economic narratives can play an
important role in determining what individuals perceive
as legitimate. In turn, this element of legitimacy influ‐
ences what individuals believe to be in their best interest.
By thus taking into account both material and ideational
elements in the study of legitimacy, the author argues for
theoretically more comprehensive approaches to under‐
standing institutional changes in international politi‐
cal economy.

Focusing on the ongoing legitimacy crisis in the global
investment treaty regime and the system of investor‐to‐
state dispute settlement (ISDS), Verbeek (2022) analyses
why—even in the face of significant contestation—the
EU has not moved away from the ISDS system. As the
author showcases, several factors are at play here, includ‐
ing the belief on the part of the European Commission
that the lack of legitimacy of the ISDS system is caused by
its procedural features rather than bymore fundamental
issues regarding its social purpose.With the EU still firmly
set on its neoliberal path, attempts to remedy the under‐
lying causes of the legitimacy gap are a non‐starter.

de Deugd and van Roozendaal (2022) move the dis‐
cussion to the link between legitimacy and compliance.
They address the various agreements that have been
concluded between the EU and Ukraine and focus on
the role of labour standards therein. While these agree‐
ments contain the commitment to enhance (the protec‐
tion of) core labour standards and express and adhere
to shared beliefs, progress in this area has been slow,
demonstrating a lack of compliance. As the authors show,
this lack of compliance with the terms of the treaties
may well be connected to the fact that commitment to
the improvement of labour standards is regarded—by
some audiences at least—as merely symbolic. All this
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might change now that Ukraine has requested accession
to the EU.

Decreasing public and political support may lead to
more than symbolic policy changes, as shown by the arti‐
cle of Pircher (2022). In response to the Covid crisis, the
EU was forced to make swift decisions on procurement,
resulting in less involvement of different parties and
thereby creating a legitimacy deficit in the implementa‐
tion phase. As Pircher shows, this, in turn, is expected
to affect the legitimacy of the EU procurement policies
in a sociological sense, as it allows for more diversity in
implementation on national levels, which consequently
may lead to corruption.

International organizations might contradict their
own legitimacy claims in their policy formulations, as dis‐
cussed in the next contribution. Metinsoy (2022) sug‐
gests that the IMF builds its legitimacy claims on being a
“technocratic” organization that is “above” (geopolitical)
concerns and designs policies solely in accordance with
“macro‐economic indicators” in a country. In her arti‐
cle, Metinsoy provides evidence that US‐allied left‐wing
governments receive both a higher number and stricter
labour conditions than non‐allied and right‐wing and cen‐
trist governments, irrespective of their prior labour insti‐
tutions. This is problematic at several levels in addition
to being contradictory to original legitimacy claims. First
of all, in terms of output legitimacy, increased inequal‐
ity and decreased protection of workers’ rights compro‐
mises the broad support for IMF policies. Secondly, from
a procedural legitimacy perspective, the formulation of
policies based on the informal influence of a powerful
state contradicts the “transparent” and macroeconomic‐
based policy formulation claims. Finally, from a norma‐
tive perspective, because these governments were prob‐
ably elected on a different platform, policy prescriptions
of the IMF that run counter to the demands of their con‐
stituencies are hard to justify.

Finally, the emergence of new initiatives in the face
of a crisis of legitimacy of older arrangements is dealt
with by Langford and Fransen (2022). Following the
delegitimation of Northern‐oriented transnational eco‐
nomic governance, new initiatives—backed by Southern
actors—have emerged. As the authors argue, based
on an India‐based transnational governance initiative
focused on labour and environmental regulation of tea
production, the emergence of such new initiatives in an
era of polycentric trade requires a careful balancing act
between the preferences, perspectives, and beliefs of
different actors from different geographies in order to
attain legitimacy.

All in all, through the exploration of questions sur‐
rounding the sociological legitimacy of international
arrangements and the consequences for institutional
change, the different ways in which international
arrangements canmaintain legitimacy or have their legit‐
imacy threatened, the various approaches to (re)building
legitimacy, and the effects of a lack of legitimacy on the
role and function of institutions are highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Policies shaping the structure of the international invest‐
ment regime have shifted considerably over the past
decades. Restrictions on foreign direct investments (e.g.,
screening mechanisms, equity restrictions, and other
conditionalities imposed on inward investments) were
commonplace in the decades following World War II,
in the Global South as well as in advanced industrial
economies. By the late 20th century, the regulatory
approach had been overturned, as the global policy
regime’s primary purpose had moved from restricting
and regulating investments by foreign companies to
actively promoting and attracting them (Danzman &
Slaski, 2021; Elkins et al., 2006; Jandhyala et al.,
2011; Jensen et al., 2014; Linsi, 2016; Poulsen, 2015;
Wellhausen, 2021). Existing literature in international
political economy explains this shift by transformations

such as the empowerment of labor classes through
global democratization (Pandya, 2014; Pinto, 2013),
demands by local businesses in response to banking
reforms (Danzman, 2019), or policy diffusion (Elkins
et al., 2006). While these factors undoubtedly did play
a role in the global opening up of the international
investment regime in the 1990s and 2000s, they tend
to downplay the role of contemporaneous discursive
and normative developments. Institutional changes are
socially and normatively embedded, as the literature
on legitimacy has shown for a broad variety of policy
issues and organizations (Beetham, 1991; Burgoon &
Fransen, 2017; Dingwerth et al., 2019; Seabrooke, 2006;
Tallberg & Zürn, 2019). The politically powerful cannot
adapt rules as they please. Institutional changes such as
those observed in the international investment regime
require justification by reference to beliefs shared by
dominant and subordinate groups alike (Beetham, 1991;
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de Deugd & van Roozendaal, 2022). Economic ideas
and discourses mobilized by ruling classes can play an
important role in this context in legitimizing institutional
changes (Carstensen & Schmidt, 2016).

The thrust of the argument pursued in this article
is that the implementation of pro‐liberalizing reforms
in the international investment regime was accompa‐
nied and made possible by shifts in economic narra‐
tives that recast widely held beliefs about the desirability
of inward foreign direct investment (IFDI). Building on
previous work on the role of ideas and imaginaries in
political economy (e.g., Abdelal et al., 2010; Cameron
& Palan, 2004; De Ville & Siles‐Brügge, 2018; Schmidt,
2001; Shiller, 2019; Stanley, 2014; Sum & Jessop, 2013),
the article suggests that economic narratives circulated
in public discourses can play an important role in the con‐
struction of individual preferences towards economic
globalization. As previous literature has suggested (e.g.,
Blyth, 2002; Chwieroth, 2007; Linsi, 2020; Metinsoy,
2021), economic narratives are oftentimes rooted in aca‐
demic work but get disseminated by think tanks, inter‐
national organizations, politicians, and the news media
who simplify and popularize certain theoretical concepts
and ideas among a wider public. Narratives provide read‐
ily available scripts and causal expectations that can func‐
tion as cognitive shortcuts, but also respond to (and
make sense of) individuals’ economic hopes and anxi‐
eties. By doing so, they can influence how the public
“sees” the material consequences of economic integra‐
tion for themselves and the in‐groups they care about
and, as a result, how they define their stance towards
economic globalization and the legitimacy of certain pol‐
icy decisions (Carstensen & Schmidt, 2016; Chwieroth &
Sinclair, 2013; Fuller, 2021).

To test this argument empirically, the article exam‐
ines mass attitudes towards IFDI in the UK. Two consid‐
erations make it a suitable case for that purpose: First,
as will be shown, in the late 1980s and early 1990s
the framing of the costs and benefits of IFDI in British
public economic discourses changed sharply in a mat‐
ter of a few years (developments that were mirrored in
many other countries subsequently). Second, the phe‐
nomenon of IFDI consists of two distinct types of trans‐
actions, greenfield and mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
IFDI, which have similar material consequences accord‐
ing to economic research but were portrayed very dif‐
ferently in public economic discourses. In short, while
greenfield IFDI was perceived favorably throughout the
period, in the 1950s–1980s, political groups from left and
right repeatedly rang alarm bells about foreign takeovers
of British firms (M&A IFDI), which were described as a
threat risking to undermine the nation’s long‐term devel‐
opment prospects. From the early 1990s onwards, when
a narrative of globalization and competitiveness took a
hold of British public economic discourses (Watson &
Hay, 2004), debates started to change. Rather than as
a problem, foreign takeovers were increasingly framed
as an inevitable and on the whole economically bene‐

ficial phenomenon, which some even started to inter‐
pret as an indicator of the success of the UK economy
(Linsi, 2020).

To evaluate whether and to what extent this change
in discourse affected mass attitudes towards IFDI, I lever‐
age a well‐established finding from previous research
on socialization, which has found the likelihood of
individuals to absorb and internalize political‐economic
information and value judgments to be greatest dur‐
ing late adolescence and early adulthood and rapidly
decreasing thereafter (Grasso et al., 2017; Inglehart,
1989; Mannheim, 1970). Accordingly, I hypothesize that
individuals who passed their prime period of political‐
economic socialization at a time inwhich the discourse of
economic statismwas prevalent will expressmore skepti‐
cal views of M&A IFDI than their peers who came of age
at a time in which the economic narrative of globaliza‐
tion was prominent, independently from their material
position in economic structures and the broader cultural
and political‐ideological beliefs that they hold.

Using the results of one of the most fine‐grained
surveys of IFDI attitudes conducted to date and tak‐
ing other age‐related factors that can potentially influ‐
ence IFDI attitudes into account, I find strong empirical
support for this hypothesis. While earlier studies and
public commentary have also observed higher levels of
globalization skepticism among older respondents, this
article forwards a novel and more specific explanation
which emphasizes the social contingency of such pat‐
terns. Consistent with the hypothesis of socialization and
contrary to notions of a “natural” age‐dependent trend
towards conservatism, I find older cohorts in the UK to
be more skeptical only of M&A and not of investments
from abroad in general. Furthermore, while other unob‐
served age‐related dynamics may simultaneously be at
play, I am able to establish through a causal mediation
analysis (CMA) that about half of the sizable cohort effect
can be explained by differences in the degree to which
individuals of each cohort (dis)agree with the ideology
of economic statism (which is measured separately in
the survey).

As a whole, the article encourages scholars studying
economic attitudes and preferences to pay closer atten‐
tion to how individual interests are being constructed,
and the role that narratives and other interpretive frame‐
works can play in legitimating changes in the rules that
govern the global economy. As the findings show, taking
legitimacy seriously can lead to amore complete account
of the remarkable transformation in the international
investment policy regime over the past decades. At the
same time, it promises to help us better understand the
return of investment restrictions in most recent years
(Babić & Dixon, 2022; Danzman & Meunier, 2021; Gertz,
2021; Linsi, 2021), which has gone hand in hand with
an anti‐globalist movement in which discursive strate‐
gies tapping into themes of earlier economic statist nar‐
ratives have played a prominent role. The remainder of
the article is organized as follows: The argument is briefly
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situated in the literature, followed by an elaboration of
the empirical strategy and the presentation of key find‐
ings. The last section concludes.

2. The Formation of Individual Preferences Towards
Economic Globalization and Inward Foreign Direct
Investments

Early studies of mass attitudes towards economic glob‐
alization have primarily focused on individuals’ position‐
ing within economic structures. Building on variants of
Heckscher and Ohlin’s factor‐endowment theory, they
uncovered evidence that individuals who possess the
necessary skill set to take advantage of the opportuni‐
ties that further economic integration can bring about
are more likely to support the liberalization of regimes
regulating cross‐border flows of trade, capital, andmigra‐
tion, while those at risk to incur a net income loss
from greater factor mobility are opposed to it (Mayda &
Rodrik, 2005; Scheve& Slaughter, 2001). The few existing
studies of IFDI attitudes closely mirror these arguments
and emphasize the association of higher (lower) levels
of skills, income, or education with more (less) favor‐
able views of foreign companies (Pandya, 2010; Scheve
& Slaughter, 2004). While these arguments can provide
convincing explanations of variation in attitudes across
social groups, they face some limitations inmaking sense
of shifts in attitudes over time.

Furthermore, individuals’ self‐interests in the world
economy are not self‐evident (Abdelal et al., 2010; Rho
& Tomz, 2017). Whether or not the attraction of foreign
companies is in one’s personal interest can be very diffi‐
cult to tell. The material reality of the world economic
system as such is too vast and complex to be readily
“seen.” Arguably people’s knowledge and opinions about
economic policies are therefore not primarily based on
observations of the economy itself but rather on eco‐
nomic imaginaries that depict the latter in certain ways
(Cameron&Palan, 2004; Campbell‐Verduyn, 2021; Fuller,
2021; Lobo‐Guerrero et al., 2019; Sum & Jessop, 2013).

In this perspective, economic narratives become
important objects of analysis because they are what
shapes shared imaginaries about the economy: They pro‐
vide deliberately simplifying accounts of socio‐economic
macro‐structures surrounding us in order to allow us to
make (some) sense of our position and activity within
highly complex systems (Krebs, 2015). As such, they are
a relational concept that mediates structure and agency,
enabling individuals to “(re)construct visions of theworld
that allow them to (re)situate themselves in the world”
(Schmidt, 2008, p. 306). Or as Krebs (2015, p. 16) has for‐
mulated it: “It is through narrative that human beings
order disordered experience and impart meaning to
themselves and their world.”

In other words, economic narratives are socially con‐
structed and intersubjectively shared stories that pro‐
vide plausible and commonsensical accounts of how
the economy works, which can serve as useful cogni‐

tive frames in helping individuals to make sense of their
surroundings. But economic narratives are not neutral
reflections of reality; by necessity, they emphasize cer‐
tain aspects of economic phenomena at the expense
of others. What they emphasize and what they down‐
play, in turn, can shape how individuals perceive eco‐
nomic realities, what they consider as “problems” and
“solutions’’ and how they define their interests (Narlikar,
2020; Schmidt, 2001; Stanley & Jackson, 2016). By the
same token, at the societal level, changes in narratives
over time have the potential to shift the positioning of
average opinion over time.

Against this background, the remainder of this arti‐
cle evaluates the impact of over‐time shifts in dominant
economic narratives on mass attitudes towards inward
investments from multinational corporations.

3. Empirical Strategy

To evaluate the impact of shifts in economic narratives
on individual preferences, the research design focuses
on an empirical case in which the description of an eco‐
nomic phenomenon in dominant discourses has shifted
abruptly at a roughly identifiable point in time, and
leverages insights from socialization research to iden‐
tify heterogeneities in the extent to which this discur‐
sive change is expected to affect the economic belief sys‐
tems of different social groups. The following paragraph
briefly synthesizes the discursive shift in the portrayal of
IFDI in the UK; the subsequent section introduces the
age‐dependency of socialization processes.

3.1. A Blessing or a Curse? Inward Foreign Direct
Investments in Public Economic Discourses in the UK

Economic discourses in the aftermath of World War II
were dominated by narratives of economic statism, in
the UK and elsewhere (Linsi, 2016). The world econ‐
omy was described as a system consisting of a set of
partly autonomous national economic units exchang‐
ing (relatively modest amounts of) goods and capi‐
tal with each other. The principal drivers of economic
growth and development were perceived to be located
at the national level. National firms were portrayed as
all‐important actors determining a nation’s economic
success or failure in the long run. In line with this reason‐
ing, foreign acquisitions of domestic firms were mostly
seen as economic problems. From the 1950s well into
the 1980s, governments from both the Conservative and
the Labour Party emphasized the economic importance
of national industry, actively devised various programs
to strengthen nationally owned companies, and warned
about the dangers of foreign takeovers of domestic firms
(Hall, 1986; Linsi, 2020).

Yet, the discourse of economic statism in Britain
was not just opposed to international economic integra‐
tion per se or the presence of foreign economic actors
in general. The worries focused to a large extent on
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the phenomenon of M&A IFDI, which had been sin‐
gled out as the most problematic aspect of economic
internationalization. There was comparatively little dis‐
cursive opposition to free trade in British economic dis‐
courses at the time, which was portrayed in much more
favorable terms. Also, greenfield IFDI—that is, the FDI
that does not involve the direct takeover of domestic
companies—were considered in a much more positive
light. Developing an implicit theory of “good” (green‐
field) and “bad” (M&A) IFDI, Prime Minister Harold
Wilson, for instance, suggested:

[We must] distinguish between those forms of for‐
eign investment which are and have always been wel‐
comed, which…lead to the creation of new industries
or new factories…for our people on the one hand,
and, on the other, those which involve a partial or
complete take‐over of existing British firms which are
already very well run. (Hodges, 1974, p. 175)

Survey evidence from British policy elites, collected inde‐
pendently by Fayerweather (1972) and Hodges (1974)
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, strongly mirrors such
views: While greenfield IFDI were primarily seen as a
source of technology and valuable addition to the coun‐
try’s distressed balance of payments, M&A IFDI were
widely considered to be a problem.

The rise of Thatcherism somewhat softened the
opposition to M&As, but it was only in the early 1990s
that those concerns began to dissipate visibly when a
new discourse of globalization and national competitive‐
ness started to gain a hold of public economic debates
(Schmidt, 2001; Watson & Hay, 2004). Drawing from

the highly influential work by Porter (1998) and oth‐
ers, the narrative was first promoted in Britain by the
Conservative Party and then enthusiastically embraced
by the “New” Labour Party under the leadership of Tony
Blair and Gordon Brown. The competitiveness narrative
suggested that, in a globalizing economy, the national‐
ity of companies was increasingly irrelevant. In this view,
the long‐term success of a national economy depends
not so much on the strength of nationally owned indus‐
tries, but primarily on a country’s ability to attract the
economic activities of globally mobile companies of any
(or no) nationality (Fougner, 2006; Jaakkola et al., 2022;
Linsi, 2020; Puehringer et al., 2021). This change in think‐
ing prepared the ground for a broader reorientation of
British industrial strategy that gradually shifted from the
strengthening of domestic industry across the country
towards fomenting the development of an international
financial industry hub around the City of London (Augar,
2000). Accompanying this change in strategy, takeovers
and foreign ownership of domestic companies came
to be described as normal parts of economic life—or
even symbols of economic strength demonstrating the
UK’s success in attracting globally mobile companies—
rather than a problem. As a result, despite unprece‐
dented increases in M&A IFDI in the UK in the 1990s and
2000s, the phenomenon of foreign takeovers lost polit‐
ical salience. As indicated in Figure 1, which reproduces
the findings of an analysis of parliamentary speeches pre‐
sented in Callaghan (2015), political debates about M&A
IFDI almost entirely disappeared from parliamentary dis‐
cussions in the 1990s, with the word “takeover” barely
even being mentioned any longer. In short, inward FDI
had become a political non‐issue.
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3.2. Age‐Dependent Processes of Economic Socialization

As empirical research on socialization has shown, social
attitudes are primarily shaped during adolescence and
become less likely to change fundamentally after early
adulthood. This pattern has been observed in a variety of
issue areas, such as partisan attachment and political ide‐
ologies (Dinas, 2014; Grasso et al., 2017), religious beliefs
(Sherkat, 1998), or redistribution preferences (Giuliano
& Spilimbergo, 2014).

Krosnick and Alwin (1989) ascribe this dynamic to
a combination of three mechanisms: a neurobiologi‐
cally driven process of cognitive transformations that
makes the absorption of new information more diffi‐
cult for older people; individuals’ reliance on previous
experiences as anchors that create psychological stabil‐
ity, which naturally decreases the proportional impact of
new information as the total number of previous experi‐
ences grows; and the tendency of individuals to center
their social networks around peers from the same age
group, which reduces individuals’ exposure to different
norms and beliefs popular among other cohorts.

3.3. Predictions

Applied to the case of changing narratives about
M&A IFDI, this suggests the predictions summarized in
Table 1. Individuals who passed their late adolescence
and early adulthood in a time period in which the statist

economic discourse was prominent are likely to view
M&A IFDI more skeptically than younger peers who
grew up in a context in which the globalization nar‐
rative shaped public economic debates; at the same
time, no such difference is to be expected for the case
of greenfield IFDI where no similar change in framing
has occurred.

4. Empirical Analyses

To evaluate these propositions, the study leverages an
original in‐depth survey of public attitudes towards
IFDI with a sample of 700 respondents from the UK
conducted through Survey Sampling International in
October 2016. The questionnaire included a variety
of questions eliciting respondents’ views of different
types of IFDI and the perceived positive and negative
aspects thereof. More details about the questionnaire
are provided in the Supplementary File accompanying
this article.

Most importantly, the survey aims to distinguish
between mass attitudes towards the two main types of
FDI: greenfield andM&A. Respondents were asked sepa‐
rately about their opinion about the “presence of foreign
companies” in the UK economy in general, their view of
foreign companies “building new companies” (greenfield
IFDI) and their attitudes towards foreign companies “buy‐
ing existing companies” (M&A IFDI). The distribution of
responses is shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Stylistic overview of predicted outcomes.

Relative skepticism towards…

Greenfield IFDI M&A IFDI

Time period of prime socialization 1990s–2000s Low Low
1960s–1980s Low High
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4.1. Greenfield vs. M&A IFDI

To evaluate the role of economic socialization, survey
respondents are classified into various birth cohorts
according to the historical time period in which they
passed their prime period of socialization. Following
previous studies, the prime period of socialization is
defined as the age span between roughly 15 and 30 years.
Assuming that the shift away from the narrative of eco‐
nomic statism occurred in the early 1990s, respondents
are divided into three groups: individuals born after 1975
(who turned 15 after 1990 andwere thus presumably not
strongly exposed to the narrative of economic statism
during their formative years), individuals born between
1960 and 1975 (who were likely exposed to both narra‐
tives), and individuals born before 1960 (who had turned
30 before 1990 and were presumably only exposed to
the economic statism narrative during their prime period
of economic socialization).

The main concern for identification is that the three
specified cohorts may differ in their views of M&A IFDI
for other reasons than economic socialization, such as
differences in their labor market status or the strength
of broader cultural (rather than strictly economic) nation‐
alist sentiments. These concerns are taken into account
in three ways: First, the inclusion of a battery of con‐
trol variables proxying for individuals’ labor market sta‐
tus and cultural and political‐ideological beliefs. Second,
the simultaneous comparison of greenfield and M&A
IFDI attitudes (with the socialization hypothesis predict‐
ing a difference in cohort attitudes only for M&A but not
greenfield IFDI, while distributional or cultural consider‐
ations should in principle be similarly relevant for both
types of IFDI). Third, I performaCMA in order to estimate
the part of the cohort differences that is systematically
related to differences in economic beliefs.

4.1.1. Empirical Model and Main Results

Respondents’ views of greenfield and M&A IFDI, as illus‐
trated in Figure 2 above, are the two dependent vari‐
ables. Given the nature of the dependent variables, the
models are specified as ordered probit models.

Themain independent variable is the categorical vari‐
able dividing respondents into the three socialization
cohorts. To take theoretical arguments related to the
distributive consequences of IFDI into account, infor‐
mation about respondents’ level of education, house‐
hold income, the skill intensity of their current job,
as well as a dummy variable indicating whether they
are employed by a foreign multinational corporation is
included. To account for alternative cultural or ideolog‐
ical drivers of IFDI attitudes, information about respon‐
dents’ national identity (“British” vs. “English,” “Scottish”
or “Welsh”), partisan preferences, their stance on Brexit,
and the salience of nationalist views unrelated to eco‐
nomic issues are also included. Furthermore, a dummy
variable controls for respondents’ gender.

The regression results are presented in Table 2.
Models 1 and 2 assess the determinants of public skep‐
ticism towards greenfield and models 3 and 4 atti‐
tudes towards M&A IFDI. Models 1 and 3 include only
those control variables, which are unlikely to be directly
affected by the outcome variable; models 2 and 4 are
the full set of controls. In line with the expectation that
those more likely to benefit from economic globaliza‐
tion hold more favorable views of inward FDI, higher
levels of household income and skills are associated
negatively with individuals’ skepticism towards green‐
field as well as M&A IFDI. Interestingly for our purposes,
respondents with higher levels of education tend to
have slightly more favorable views of greenfield IFDI, but
more negative views of M&A IFDI. The female gender
dummy is associated with less favorable views of green‐
field as well as M&A IFDI, with the relationship being
stronger for the former than the latter. The inclusion of
alternative variables proxying to cultural and ideological
beliefs substantively improves model fit: More centrist
voters express somewhat more favorable views, while
respondents with subnational identities and supporters
of Brexit express significantly more skeptical views of
IFDI. The expected positive association of the national‐
ism index is weaker than expected for greenfield and
even negative for M&A IFDI when all other controls
are included.

The main results are consistent with the predictions
of the socialization hypothesis: There is no statistically
significant cohort difference in greenfield IFDI attitudes,
but cohorts born before 1960 express substantially more
skeptical views ofM&A IFDI than cohorts born after 1975,
while the attitudes of the “buffer” cohort of respondents
born between 1960 and 1975 lie in between the prefer‐
ences of these two groups. Calculations of the marginal
effect suggest that, holding all else constant, individu‐
als born before 1960 are about 9% more likely to see
M&A IFDI as “rather bad” and 6%more likely to see them
as “very bad” compared to respondents born after 1990.
The size and significance of this effect are barely affected
by the simultaneous inclusion of the variables controlling
for respondents’ broader political‐ideological beliefs in
various ways (Model 4 vs. Model 3), which—in conjunc‐
tion with the observation that cohorts born before 1960
are only more opposed to M&A IFDI but not greenfield
IFDI—supports the claim that the observed intergener‐
ational differences are not merely driven by a natural
trend towards conservatism or nationalism among older
age groups.

4.2. Causal Mediation Analysis

Finally, to disentangle the effect of economic narratives
from potential other impactful cognitive experiences
shared by the members of a specific birth cohort (such
as the end of the Cold War), I perform a CMA.

CMA methods offer ways to go beyond merely test‐
ing the theoretical consistency of patterns of association
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Table 2.Main results.

Skepticism towards greenfield IFDI Skepticism towards M&A IFDI

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Socialization
Post‐1975 cohorts Reference Reference Reference Reference
1960–1975 cohorts 0.16 (0.13) 0.25* (0.14) 0.14 (0.12) 0.03 (0.14)
Pre‐1960 cohorts −0.08 (0.12) −0.05 (0.14) 0.44*** (0.11) 0.41*** (0.14)

Education
GCSE Reference Reference Reference Reference
A‐levels −0.18 (0.13) −0.08 (0.14) 0.03 (0.12) 0.05 (0.13)
Undergraduate −0.22 (0.12) −0.02 (0.14) 0.05 (0.13) 0.16 (0.14)
Postgraduate −0.32 (0.17) −0.16 (0.19) 0.11 (0.15) 0.23 (0.19)

Household income
<15k Reference Reference Reference Reference
15–25k −0.24 (0.16) −0.09 (0.18) −0.19 (0.16) 0.02 (0.17)
25–35k −0.32** (0.17) −0.16 (0.19) −0.27* (0.17) −0.12 (0.18)
35–45k −0.46*** (0.17) −0.29 (0.18) −0.26 (0.16) −0.08 (0.18)
45–65k −0.48** (0.20) −0.42* (0.22) −0.23 (0.19) −0.11 (0.21)
65–85k −0.15 (0.21) 0.04 (0.24) −0.51*** (0.19) −0.29 (0.21)
<85k −0.51** (0.26) −0.48 (0.31) −0.24 (0.24) −0.009 (0.29)

Skills
Low Reference Reference Reference Reference
Medium −0.02 (0.12) −0.05 (0.13) −0.13 (0.12) −0.23* (0.13)
High 0.13 (0.13) 0.12 (0.14) −0.19 (0.12) −0.31** (0.13)

Multinational corporation −0.14 (0.13) −0.07 (0.13)
employee

Political ideology
Left Reference Reference
Centre‐left −0.25 (0.18) −0.12 (0.20)
Centre‐right −0.40* (0.23) −0.33 (0.24)
Right −0.31* (0.17) −0.07 (0.20)
Populist right 0.03 (0.23) 0.06 (0.24)

Brexit support 0.17 (0.12) 0.40*** (0.12)

Local identity 0.24** (0.11) 0.18* (0.10)

Nationalism index 0.002 (0.02) −0.06*** (0.02)

Female 0.39*** (0.10) 0.38*** (0.11) 0.19** (0.09) 0.12 (0.11)

Pseudo‐log‐likelihood −653.6 −529.7 −793.0 −645.9
Observations 567 471 559 469
Notes: Probit coefficients displayed; robust standard errors in parentheses; constant omitted; * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

between a proximate cause x and an outcome variable y
by explicitly modeling the intermediate stepM interven‐
ing in the hypothesized causal chain. They propose a set
of techniques that aim to decompose a causal effect into
its indirect and direct components, where the former
relates to the proportion of the total effect that is medi‐

ated through the specific hypothesized causal mecha‐
nism and the latter to the part of the effect absorbed by
all other mechanisms linking x and y.

In the case at hand, the aim is to distinguish the
(indirect) effect of socialization from other uncontrolled
mechanisms through which being born before 1960
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may affect individuals’ skepticism towards M&A IFDI.
To operationalize the hypothesized mediating variable,
I employ three survey questions, which asked respon‐
dents about their agreement with different statements
that together aim to capture the main principles of the
discourse of economic statism. Specifically, the ques‐
tions asked respondents to indicate on a five‐point
scale how strongly they (dis‐)agreed with the follow‐
ing suggestions:

• “To guarantee the long‐term prosperity of our
nation, we cannot just rely on the international
economy. Our government has to think in national
terms and defend our economic sovereignty.”

• “For the good of the national economy, it is essen‐
tial to have strong domestic companies that are
owned by UK nationals.”

• “Foreign companies cannot be trusted to act in our
national interest.”

Based on the answers to these questions, an “economic
statism index” is created, which aggregates individual
responses on a scale from 1 (respondent strongly dis‐

agrees with all three statements) to 13 (respondent
strongly agrees with all three statements).

To evaluate the extent to which the M&A IFDI skep‐
ticism of pre‐1960 cohorts is mediated by statist eco‐
nomic beliefs, I rely on the work by Imai et al. (2011)
which integrates the CMA logic in the potential outcomes
framework and makes it possible to estimate average
causal mediation effects (ACME) in nonlinear settings.
The results are presented in Table 3 and Figure 3 below.

In the first step (Model 5 in Table 3), the strength of
the correlation between the binary dummy variable iden‐
tifying cohorts born before 1960 (x) and respondents’
agreement with statist economic beliefs (M) is assessed
in a linear regression. In the second step (Model 6 in
Table 3), I run an ordered probit model as before but now
include the economic statism index as the main indepen‐
dent variable. The economic statism index is strongly sig‐
nificant while the substantive and statistical significance
effect of the pre‐1960 dummy is much reduced, which is
a clear sign of mediation.

Finally, to estimate the substantive effect of media‐
tion, I run the algorithm provided by Tingley et al. (2014).
The results are presented graphically in Figure 3 where

Table 3. Results of the CMA.

OLS predicting economic statism index (M) Ordered probit predicting M&A IFDI skepticism

(5) (6)

Economic statism index (=DV) 0.21*** (0.02)

Pre‐1960 cohorts 0.82*** (0.19) 0.23* (0.10)

Education
GCSE Reference Reference
A‐levels −0.32 (0.23) 0.08 (0.12)
Undergraduate −0.41* (0.24) 0.14 (0.12)
Postgraduate −0.23 (0.30) 0.13 (0.16)

Household income
<15k Reference Reference
15–25k −0.60** (0.31) −0.08 (0.16)
25–35k −0.72** (0.31) −0.14 (0.17)
35–45k −0.85*** (0.31) −0.10 (0.17)
45–65k −0.49 (0.36) −0.18 (0.19)
65–85k −1.05** (0.40) −0.36* (0.21)
>85k −0.36 (0.43) −0.17 (0.23)

Skills
Low Reference Reference
Medium 0.51** (0.22) −0.22* (0.12)
High −0.12 (0.25) −0.17 (0.13)

Female −0.09 (0.18) 0.23** (0.10)

Model fit R2 = 0.09 AIC = 1,525.1
Observations 555 555
Notes: Probit coefficients displayed; robust standard errors in parentheses; constant omitted; DV = dependent variable; AIC = Akaike
information criterion; * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Figure 3. Estimation of the mediation of the pre‐1960 cohort effect on M&A IFDI skepticism through economic statist
beliefs (ACME).

“Total Effect” indicates the size of the effect of the pre‐
1960 cohort dummy as a whole, “ACME” the part of the
effect that is mediated through economic statist beliefs,
and “ADE” the remaining part of the effect that can be
explained by othermechanisms. The estimations suggest
that close to half of the total effect of the cohort vari‐
able is due to differences in agreement with economic
statist beliefs.

5. Conclusions

Dominant approaches in international political economy
emphasize the role of individuals’ self‐interest as the
main driver of mass attitudes towards foreign direct
investments, neglecting the role of ideational factors.
Against this background, this article argues that what
individuals believe to be in their interest depends not
only on their material position in the economy but also
on the perceived legitimacy of certain economic actors
and transactions. Economic narratives can play an impor‐
tant role in determining how individuals perceive the
economy and thereby shape individuals’ policy prefer‐
ences. The empirical results presented are consistent
with this claim.

The bigger theoretical take‐away is that studies of
globalization attitudes could benefit from paying greater
attention to the social sources of the legitimacy of
transnational economic actors and events, and how
they can shape the formation of individual preferences.
Thematerial reality of the world economy is too complex
to be “seen.” It thus has to be told. In some sense, to para‐
phrase Wendt (1992), the economy, therefore, is what
narratives make of it. Story‐telling frames matter for the
politics of globalization.

Empirically, the study in the first instance con‐
tributes to understanding the ideational foundations of
the hyper‐globalization period of the 1990s and 2000s.
Whereas much has been written about the interests and
institutional factors behind the drive to liberalize the
world economy in the late 20th century, the sources
of the social support of (or lack of more active resis‐
tance towards) this project remain less well understood.
The findings from this study indicate that the successful
propagation of globalization‐friendly narratives played
an important—yet frequently overlooked—role in mak‐
ing the opening up of national economies to global com‐
petition acceptable to the public.

At the same time, the results can also help our under‐
standing of the unfolding backlash against unfettered
globalization in present‐day politics (Campbell‐Verduyn
et al., 2021; Lavery & Schmid, 2021; Meunier &
Nicolaidis, 2019; Schmitz & Seidl, 2022; Trubowitz &
Burgoon, 2020; Weinhardt & ten Brink, 2020). Many
studies have attributed the rise of anti‐globalist forces
to the growing threats to local cultures brought about
by technological advances and immigration, or eco‐
nomic grievances suffered in the aftermath of the North
Atlantic financial crisis. The findings from this research
suggest that it may not have been these structural
trends alone which triggered the growing resistance to
the primacy of global markets, but also the ability of
anti‐globalist discourses to make sense of these develop‐
ments in people’s minds (cf. Walter, 2021). Just as eco‐
nomic narratives played a role in legitimizing the liberal‐
ization of the world economy in the 1990s and 2000s, we
need to take them seriously to understand the erosion
of the consensus behind the liberal international order
in an era of resurging geopolitical rivalries.
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Abstract
Much has been written about the ongoing legitimacy crisis of the global investment treaty regime and the system of
investor‐to‐state dispute settlement (ISDS). In the European Union (EU), the proposed inclusion of investment protection
provisions and ISDS in negotiations on the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) with Canada and the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) with the United States triggered unprecedented levels of contesta‐
tion. This article seeks to explain why EU responses to such contestation, in the form of an investment court system and a
multilateral investment court, did not bring about a clear break away from the traditional ISDS model. Drawing on critical
political economy perspectives, it regards the EU investment policy following the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon
as deeply embedded in a broader neoliberal project mediated by material, institutional, and ideological configurations.
Several factors have inhibited possibilities for more fundamental changes. The European Commission construed the lack
of legitimacy as stemming from ISDS’ procedural features rather than questioning its social purpose. There has been no
shift in the underlying social power balance, and no comprehensive counter‐project has been proposed. The European
Commission enjoys relative autonomy vis‐à‐vis other parts within the EU institutional ensembles and wider societal inter‐
ests, allowing it to block more radical solutions. Finally, there were no clear signs of a fundamental departure from the
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1. Introduction

Ever since the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon
in 2009, ironically designed to enhance the negotiation
powers of the EuropeanUnion (EU)while simultaneously
increasing its democratic legitimacy, EU trade and invest‐
ment policy has suffered from a lack of political and pop‐
ular support. Particularly, mega‐regional projects such
as the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement
(CETA) with Canada and the ill‐fated Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP) with the United States
were met with widespread political and societal opposi‐
tion. Key to the controversies were the proposed provi‐

sions on investment protection and investor‐to‐state dis‐
pute settlement (ISDS), whereby foreign investors would
receive exceptional legal privileges to bypass domes‐
tic courts and seek monetary compensation for dam‐
ages incurred from government measures before an
international tribunal. A wide variety of NGOs, trade
unions, citizens, and political actors across Europe feared
that the inclusion of ISDS in both trade deals would
threaten democratic governance and the rule of law.
This contributed to unprecedented levels of politicization
to such an extent that EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia
Malmström recognized that ISDS had become “the most
toxic acronym in Europe” (Ames, 2015). Rather than
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abandoning ISDS altogether, the European Commission
presented the investment court system (ICS) to restore
public legitimacy, with the aim of establishing a perma‐
nent multilateral investment court (MIC).

In EU studies, various scholars have examined the
contentious politics surrounding TTIP and other EU trade
negotiations (De Bièvre & Poletti, 2020; De Ville &
Siles‐Brügge, 2015), with several highlighting the crucial
role of NGOs in driving the politicization of EU trade pol‐
icy (Eliasson & Huet, 2018; Gheyle, 2020). Particularly,
some looked at the political responses to the erosion of
its legitimacy and subsequent politicization of the ISDS
system and assessed whether the EU reforms had been
able to restore the necessary legitimacy (Diependaele
et al., 2019; Dietz et al., 2019; Herranz‐Surrallés, 2020).
Such studies often build on institutionalist approaches
that refer to legitimacy as resting on the particular
perceptions of relevant actors and the widely shared
beliefs in the appropriateness of the purposes, proce‐
dures, and performance of an international institution.
Accordingly, legitimacy gaps may exist in case of incon‐
gruence between the institutional features and gener‐
alized standards of appropriateness, and subsequent
legitimacy crises may induce institutional change (Lenz
& Viola, 2017; Tallberg & Zürn, 2019). However, these
approaches say little about the circumstances under
which such changesmay occur andwhy certain solutions
prevail over others at a specificmoment in time. Likewise,
the politicization literature refers to situations when
the salience of an institutional arrangement increases,
the range of involved actors expands, and their respec‐
tive positions become polarized (de Wilde et al., 2016).
However, such approaches are premised on the assump‐
tion of a plurality of actors and interests competing
on equal terms without considering deeper structural
inequalities in material, institutional, and ideological
power. Constructivist approaches have revealed how the
Commission managed to overcome the politicization of
ISDS and generate support for the reforms through dis‐
cursive strategies (Siles‐Brügge, 2017) but do not explain
why the EU did not abandon the ISDS regime altogether
or choose more radical reforms.

This article seeks to contribute to an understand‐
ing of the structural conditions under which institutional
and regulatory change may occur in the face of a legiti‐
macy crisis. It sets out to explain how and why EU actors
have responded to politicization and why this has not
resulted in a fundamental break away from the tradi‐
tional ISDS model. Taking a critical political economy per‐
spective, the starting point is to consider the social foun‐
dations of the ISDS regime and to place its “legitimate
social purpose” (Ruggie, 1982, p. 382) in the context
of broader social power relations. Particularly, it takes
the post‐Lisbon EU investment policy, crystallizing in EU
free trade agreements (FTAs), as materially, institution‐
ally, and ideologically embedded in a broader neoliberal
project aimed at transnational market expansion and
strengthening the global position of the EU as an eco‐

nomic powerhouse (Verbeek, 2021). Although the erod‐
ing legitimacy reveals the political limits of the neolib‐
eral project, the article aims to explain the ability of the
Commission to seize moments of crisis to reinvent and
reinforce dominant modes of foreign investment regu‐
lation. Following Wigger and Buch‐Hansen (2014), it is
argued that institutional change is conditioned by the
ways in which crisis moments are interpreted, whether
there is a shift in the underlying social power balance,
whether there is a clear counter‐project that can chal‐
lenge existing arrangements, the ways in which regula‐
tory institutions respond, and whether there are similar
changes in wider forms of regulation.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 concep‐
tualizes the social embeddedness of regulatory and insti‐
tutional arrangements and sets out the preconditions for
change in the face of a crisis. Section 3 analyses the mak‐
ing of the post‐Lisbon EU investment policy and its con‐
testation in the wake of the TTIP and CETA negotiations
while critically examining the EU responses in the form
of the ICS and MIC proposals. Section 4 explains the lack
of a fundamental break away from the neoliberal project
in the field of EU foreign investment regulation.

2. Legitimacy, Crisis of Authority, and Regulatory
Change

From a critical political economy perspective, regula‐
tory and institutional regimes should be taken as deeply
embedded in broader social power relations underpin‐
ning the capitalist system (Jessop, 2002). Hence, regula‐
tion must not be understood as imposed in a fixed and
pre‐given way but rather as political practices that are
deeply engrained in and mediated through an ensem‐
ble of class‐based, institutional, and ideological configu‐
rations in relation to dominant patterns of capital accu‐
mulation (Cahill, 2014; Polanyi, 2001). Materially, social
power balances emanate from the unequal position that
different classes and class fractions have in relation to
capital accumulation structures. Institutionally, the state
and state‐like structures such as the EU form the social
terrain in which social groups and classes struggle for
the recognition and pursuit of their strategic interests.
And ideologically, regulatory and institutional arrange‐
ments are informed by discourses as structured sets of
ideas that social classes might draw from when formu‐
lating and legitimating their political strategies (Hay &
Rosamond, 2002, p. 151). Ideas and discourses are cru‐
cial rallying devices aroundwhich social groups canmobi‐
lize and forge alliances with other social groups while at
the same time helping to legitimize their specific inter‐
ests as the general interest. The hegemonic power of
a dominant social group or class is not simply obtained
from its dominant economic position but has to be con‐
structed and compromised (Gramsci, 1971). Social and
political power can then be considered legitimate if,
according to Beetham (1991, pp. 16–17), it not only con‐
forms to established rules but, more importantly, those
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rules can be justified by reference to beliefs shared by
both dominant and subordinate groups, and if there is
evidence of consent by the subordinate to the power
relation. Hence, legitimation is a “tool of social control”
(Hurd, 2019, p. 723) to produce consent for particular
regulatory and institutional regimes that serve a partic‐
ular social purpose bound up with the particular class
nature of a hegemonic project.

Hegemonic projects are not static or everlasting but
tend to follow particular trajectories during their “life
course” due to the contradictory and crisis‐ridden nature
of global capitalism and changing social power constel‐
lations (van Apeldoorn & Overbeek, 2012, pp. 6–8).
Hegemonic crises may occur when the underlying mate‐
rial, institutional, and ideological configurations of a
hegemonic project are disrupted, and dominant social
classes are no longer able to manufacture consent for
the implementation of their policies, whereby prevail‐
ing institutional and economic arrangements are sub‐
ject to eroding legitimacy. This may lead to a “crisis
of authority” that leaves an ideological void and offers
moments of opportunity for different crisis solutions
whereby alternative projects are explored and shaped
(Babic, 2020, p. 772; Gramsci, 1971, pp. 210–211). Such
“moments of disjunction and relative openness” are
marked by the “trial‐and‐error search for new institu‐
tional fixes to restore accumulation and restabilize social
relations” (Jessop&Sum, 2006, p. 326). At the same time,
the socially embedded nature of regulatory and institu‐
tional arrangements also makes them highly resistant to
retrenchment, and crisismoments also generate political
opportunities for institutional reinvention and reinforce‐
ment, thereby showing that threats to their survival can
be exploited as opportunities for expansion (Cahill, 2014,
p. xi; Jessop, 2016, p. 417). Hence, struggles over crisis
interpretations and solutions are open‐ended as they are
discursively, and thus politically, mediated.

Wigger and Buch‐Hansen (2014, pp. 115–119) offer
a useful framework for assessing the likelihood of reg‐
ulatory and institutional change in the face of a crisis
and identify five interrelated factors that condition how
governments respond and prefer certain solutions over
others. First, the ways in which the nature of a crisis
is construed crucially shape how governments respond
and intervene. Incremental change is likely to take place
if a moment of crisis is mainly perceived as derived
from certain elements of an institutional regime rather
than from its underlying social purpose or objective.
In contrast, systemic or paradigmatic reform is to be
expected when a crisis is considered in more structural
terms and an institution’s underlying rationale is ques‐
tioned (e.g., Roberts, 2018). Second, regulatory shifts
are likely if there is a fundamental shift in the under‐
lying social power balance concerning newly emerging
accumulation structures. Capitalist crises may disrupt
and challenge previously dominant accumulation struc‐
tures and associated social power constellations and give
rise to new ones with different fractions of capital and

labor becoming hegemonic (i.e., productive/financial or
transnational/national; Van der Pijl, 2012). These new
fractions may also have different preferences regarding
the organization of the economy and may promote reg‐
ulatory and institutional change. Third, existing institu‐
tional arrangements are more likely to change or be
replaced in the presence of a concrete counter‐project
that enjoys the support of contending social forces.
Increased social contestation may point to eroding legit‐
imacy of a particular regulatory regime, but social forces
need to articulate solutions beyond their narrow mate‐
rial interest to generate necessary political support and
popular legitimacy for an alternative regime. Fourth, reg‐
ulatory and institutional change can either be facilitated
or blocked by the dominant state institutions and agen‐
cies that control a designated policy area. The state
should be understood as the material condensation of
the underlying social power balance (Poulantzas, 1978,
p. 132). Therefore, the state is not a neutral terrain
nor is it equally accessible to all social groups. Rather,
it enjoys a relative autonomy vis‐à‐vis societal pressure
and exhibits a “strategic selectivity” that makes it more
open to some types of political strategies and class frac‐
tions than others (Jessop, 2002, p. 40). In turn, regula‐
tory and institutional arrangements may not necessar‐
ily always favor the interests of dominant social groups.
And fifth, regulatory and institutional arrangements are
more likely to change if there are broader changes in
other parts of the regulatory architecture. State struc‐
tures and regulatory and institutional regimes do not
necessarily constitute a homogenous block, but a certain
coherence can nevertheless emerge and institutionalize
over time. Regulatory shifts in trade and investment pol‐
icy may therefore be informed by similar shifts in other
regulatory fields, such as competition or tax policy, or
vice versa.

3. The Post‐Lisbon EU Investment Policy and the
Resilience of Neoliberalism

Neoliberalism as a hegemonic project—in Europe and
elsewhere—emerged in the context of the collapse of
the post‐war order of “embedded liberalism” (Ruggie,
1982) in the 1970s, the subsequent processes of transna‐
tionalizing production and finance, and the shift in the
underlying social power balance in favor of transnational
fractions of capital (van Apeldoorn & Overbeek, 2012).
Neoliberalism is rooted in a liberal philosophy and based
on the assumption that “human well‐being can best be
advanced by liberating individual entrepreneurial free‐
doms and skills within an institutional framework char‐
acterized by strong private property rights, free mar‐
kets, and free trade” (Harvey, 2005, p. 2). Bilateral
investment treaties and FTAs with investment provisions
are key components of the neoliberal project as they
offer a broad set of legally binding and enforceable prop‐
erty rights to foreign investors, which shield them from
certain types of adverse state action and bind future
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generations to market disciplines, thereby contributing
to the “encasement” of the economy from democratic
processes (Schneiderman, 2008; Slobodian, 2018). These
treaties typically consist of broad and vague rules on
non‐discrimination, fair and equitable treatment, and
protection against uncompensated expropriation, with
unrestricted access to ISDS to resolve and “depoliticize”
investment disputes (Bonnitcha et al., 2017). Throughout
the 1980s and 1990s, governments worldwide massively
adopted bilateral investment treaties, rooted in neolib‐
eral imaginations of foreign investment relations that
dated back to the 1950s (Perrone, 2021), to promote and
protect cross‐border capital flows.

The entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon in
2009 brought about important institutional and discur‐
sive opportunities for contesting the global investment
treaty regime in the European context. Most notably, it
brought the exclusive competence over foreign direct
investment (FDI) into the framework of EU trade policy,
allowing the Commission to negotiate trade and invest‐
ment agreements on behalf of EU member states and
develop rules regarding FDI regulation. At the same time,
the global financial and economic crisis of 2008–2009
posed major challenges to the survival of the neolib‐
eral project. The turmoil in financial markets and the
worldwide economic downturn led to sharp plunges in
FDI primarily in the form of divestment, including repa‐
triated investment, dwindling intra‐firm loans, and the
geographical relocation of activities to emergingmarkets
that maintained relatively high economic growth rates
(Poulsen & Hufbauer, 2011). EU member states adopted
interventionist measures to keep capital at home that
resulted in (partial) nationalization of domestic finan‐
cial institutions, protectionist trade measures, foreign
investment screening, and newly introduced obstacles
to outward FDI (United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development, 2009). Rather thanmoving away from
neoliberalism, the Commission sought to counter such
protectionist trends and presented the expansion of the
external role of the EU in global markets as a key ele‐
ment of its post‐crisis strategy to restore EU competi‐
tiveness and foster economic growth (De Ville & Orbie,
2014; European Commission, 2010a). Subsequently, the
Commission started to push for an ambitious investment
policy through a new generation of FTAs with investment
chapters that should “follow the available best practices
to ensure that no EU investor would be worse off than
they would under Member States’ BITs [bilateral invest‐
ment treaties]” (European Commission, 2010b, p. 11).

Since themid‐2000s, however, the global investment
treaty regime has increasingly shown signs of a legiti‐
macy crisis (Franck, 2005; Waibel et al., 2010), with the
number of ISDS cases worldwide skyrocketing to over
1,100 at the time of writing. Some of these cases dealt
with sensitive areas of public regulation, such as human
rights, environmental protection, and financial crisis
management, and delivered multimillion‐dollar awards
against states primarily in the Global South (Poulsen,

2015). Critics started to point to the overly expansive
interpretations of investment treaty standards by arbi‐
trators prioritizing the protection of property and eco‐
nomic interests of transnational investors at the expense
of governments’ capacity to regulate in the public inter‐
est (Van Harten & Schneiderman, 2010). Through the
threat of debilitating investment claims and awards,
ISDS became conceived of as a serious threat to demo‐
cratic choice, providing foreign investors with a tool to
bend policy‐making to suit their interests, thereby con‐
tributing to “regulatory chill” (Tienhaara, 2011). Others
have pointed to a wide range of procedural concerns,
including, among others, the lack of independence and
impartiality among arbitrators, their wide margin of dis‐
cretion and inconsistent decisions, the lack of trans‐
parency and possibility of appeal, and limited avenues
for affected third parties to intervene in an investment
dispute (Eberhardt & Olivet, 2012; Van Harten, 2007).
Such criticisms have led a growing number of govern‐
ments to reconsider their investment treaties in more
recent years, with the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (2018, p. 88) concluding in 2018
that “for the first time, effective treaty terminations
exceeded the number of new treaty conclusions.” In addi‐
tion, societal opposition and contestation to ISDS in
the context of mega‐regional trade projects worldwide,
such as the Trans‐Pacific Partnership and the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership, further under‐
scored the eroding legitimacy of the neoliberal invest‐
ment regime.

In Europe, a wide range of NGOs, trade unions,
and other public interest groups opposed the TTIP and
CETA negotiations. They argued that the proposed invest‐
ment provisions were overly biased in favor of transna‐
tional corporations and potentially constrained the regu‐
latory capacities of governments to implement policies
to advance the public interest, thereby undermining
democratic governance and the rule of law (Eberhardt
et al., 2014; Seattle to Brussels Network et al., 2013).
The ISDS mechanism was considered a “trojan horse,”
allowing corporations to sue governments in “secret cor‐
porate courts” in case new government regulations neg‐
atively affected their profits (Friends of the Earth Europe,
2014; Seattle to Brussels Network et al., 2013), mean‐
ing nothing less than a “full‐frontal attack on democ‐
racy” (Monbiot, 2013). These concerns were underlined
by a number of high‐profile ISDS cases against Western
states that started tomake headlines. These included the
case by tobacco producer Philip Morris against Australia
(2011) for introducing anti‐smoking legislation and the
cases by Swedish energy company Vattenfall against
Germany (2009, 2012) for imposing environmental obli‐
gations in the construction of a coal‐fired power plant
and for the decision to phase‐out nuclear energy. Other
groups that were more embedded within the EU insti‐
tutional ensembles did not reject the negotiations but
joined the opposition to ISDS (European Trade Union
Confederation, 2013). Such cross‐linkages were pivotal
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in the contestation of TTIP and CETA that centered on
widely shared concerns regarding transatlantic market
expansion and the concentration of corporate power
to the detriment of public policy objectives and demo‐
cratic accountability. The successful mobilization behind
a European citizens’ initiative (ECI) against TTIP and
CETA helped to transform the NGO‐led opposition into
a broader societal backlash against ISDS, with hundreds
of thousands of citizens participating in street protests
across Europe.

The increased involvement of the European
Parliament in EU trade policy under the Treaty of Lisbon,
with its consent now required to conclude international
trade and investment agreements, also opened up new
institutional avenues for contestation with various polit‐
ical groups opposing the ISDS mechanism. Particularly,
the Socialists & Democrats, holding a key position in
the European Parliament, rejected ISDS in CETA and
TTIP (S&D Group, 2015), while opposition also grew
among social‐democratic trade ministers and parlia‐
mentarians in various EU member states, most notably
in Germany and France (Barbière, 2015). Against the
backdrop of escalating opposition, the Commission had
already temporarily suspended the TTIP negotiations
to launch an online public consultation on its invest‐
ment chapter, which attracted 150,000 often collec‐
tively submitted responses overwhelmingly rejecting the
ISDS mechanism. Rather than fully abandoning ISDS, the
Commission developed reform proposals that gained
traction within social democratic circles (Siles‐Brügge,
2017). After the majority of the S&D Group supported
a controversial resolution adopted by the European
Parliament in July 2015, which recommended replacing
ISDSwith a new system for resolving investment disputes
(European Parliament, 2015), the Commission published
its proposal for an ICS in November 2015 that would
replace the existing ISDS mechanism in all ongoing and
future EU investment negotiations.

The ICS sets up a semi‐permanent system composed
of a tribunal of first instance and an appeal mecha‐
nism consisting of adjudicators selected from a fixed
roster set up by treaty parties. Adjudicators receive a
monthly retainer fee and are subject to ethical require‐
ments, including the prohibition from “double‐hatting” as
counsel or expert witness. A so‐called “no U‐turn” pro‐
vision requires investors to withdraw from any domestic
proceedings before submitting a claim to ICS with the
purpose of prohibiting parallel claims. Transparency is
enhanced through open hearings, access to documents,
and the participation of third parties as amicus curiae.
Clarification of substantive standards on fair and equi‐
table treatment and indirect expropriation should provide
better guidance for arbitral tribunals, with a novel provi‐
sion reaffirming the right to regulate in the public interest.

Despite these innovations, the ICS continues to pro‐
vide a preferential legal avenue only available to for‐
eign investors and still allows them to bypass domes‐
tic courts and seek compensation for public measures

despite the emphasis on the right to regulate (Vastardis,
2018). These extensive investor rights are not equated
with ameaningful set of corresponding obligations,while
provisions on labor, sustainable development, and cor‐
porate social responsibility are addressed through soft
law mechanisms that rely on dialogue and consulta‐
tion (Bernasconi‐Osterwalder & Mann, 2019). Further,
the ICS/MIC model does not foresee legal standing for
third parties whose rights or interests may be at stake
in investment disputes (Perrone, 2019). EU FTAs still
require the adjudicators to have expertise in interna‐
tional investment law and in the resolution of trade
and investment disputes, with future cases under EU
FTAs likely to be handled by the same “clubby crowd of
investor‐friendly arbitrators” that has thus far dominated
ISDS (Van Harten, 2016).

The post‐Lisbon EU investment policy crystallizing in
response to heightened contestation should be under‐
stood as a key manifestation of “embedded neoliberal‐
ism” (Verbeek, 2021). Following van Apeldoorn (2009),
embedded neoliberalism is the hegemonic articulation
of a still dominant neoliberal discourse that seeks to
advance and legitimize the neoliberal project by incor‐
porating and neutralizing different elements of alterna‐
tive discourses. While embedded neoliberalism consti‐
tutes an inherently neoliberal political project aimed at
the expansion of capitalist class power, the “embed‐
dedness” component refers to the role of the state in
sustaining and reproducing markets by “protecting soci‐
ety from the destructive effects of the self‐regulating
market” (Polanyi, 2001, p. 138; van Apeldoorn, 2009,
p. 24). By presenting ICS as “a new, modernized sys‐
tem of investment courts, subject to democratic princi‐
ples and public scrutiny” (European Commission, 2015a),
the Commission successfully managed to co‐opt certain
center‐left elements within the EU’s power bloc with the
European Parliament ratifying agreements including ICS
with Canada, Vietnam, and Singapore. Meanwhile, the
EU has been actively pursuing the establishment of aMIC
under the auspices of the United Nations Commission
on International Trade Law since 2017, which would go a
step further by moving towards a system of fully tenured
adjudicators to enhance independence and impartiality
(United Nations Commission on International Trade Law,
2019). By focusing merely on procedural reforms rather
than the underlying substantive standards and social pur‐
pose, the currently envisaged MIC would then become
“a device for neoliberal rules of investment protection
with even greater authority” (Sornarajah, 2016).

4. Explaining the Lack of a Fundamental Break Away
From Investor‐to‐State Dispute Settlement

This brings us to the question of why the contesta‐
tion of the post‐Lisbon EU investment policy did not
bring about a more fundamental break away from the
neoliberal discourse regarding investment protection
and ISDS. Returning to the five conditioning factors
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identified in Section 2 helps answer this question. First,
the Commission never questioned the neoliberal invest‐
ment regime and its underlying purpose but rather con‐
firmed that “the basic objective of investment protec‐
tion remains valid since bias against foreign investors
and violations of property rights are still an issue”
(European Commission, 2015b, p. 15). As expanding the
EU’s presence in global markets was a key tenet in the
Commission’s crisis management strategy, it perceived
investment protection as “a tool for states around the
world to attract and maintain FDI to underpin their econ‐
omy,” which was in turn promoted as a “critical fac‐
tor for growth and jobs” (European Commission, 2013,
pp. 3–4). The Commission construed the legitimacy crisis
as primarily stemming from the ad hoc nature of dispute
settlement rather than from the underlying substantive
rules on investment protection. Bringing permanency in
dispute settlement was expected to produce more sta‐
bility and predictability for states, investors, and other
actors, reducing the potential for a regulatory chill
(Brown, 2018). Particularly, it was considered crucial that
justice had to be “seen to be done,” indicating that the
Commission was more concerned with changing the per‐
ception of ISDS than with addressing its structural prob‐
lems while reiterating that the main purpose of the
proposed reforms was to “rebuild trust in the system
and, consequently, improve the recognition and imple‐
mentation of its decisions” (European Commission &
Government of Canada, 2017, p. 3).

Second, there has been no significant shift in the
underlying social power balance. The post‐Lisbon EU
investment policy continues to cater to the interests asso‐
ciated with transnational capital, and new generation
EU FTAs further incentivize transnational accumulation
structures rather than curbing them. Indeed, transna‐
tionalization strategies were a key response to the global
financial and economic crisis of 2008–2009, reflected
in a surge in FDI flowing out of crisis‐ridden European
economies targeting large (emerging) markets (Hunya &
Stöllinger, 2009). Transnational capital actors such as the
European Roundtable of Industrialists, BusinessEurope,
and European Services Forum strongly called for the
expansion of EU FTAs to ensure broad‐based mar‐
ket access and effective protection for EU companies
abroad (BusinessEurope, 2009; European Roundtable of
Industrialists, 2010; European Services Forum, 2010).
Following the entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon,
these groups rapidly mobilized and were highly influen‐
tial in driving and sustaining much of the neoliberal con‐
tent of EU FTAs due to their privileged institutional access
to theCommission (Verbeek, 2021). They demanded that
EU FTAs grant as good, if not better, protection than
existing EU member state bilateral investment treaties,
whereby the investment chapters in CETA and TTIP
should serve as “golden standards” for future invest‐
ment protection negotiations with key partners. In their
views, investment protection was not to be traded off
against public policy objectives, including human and

labor rights and environmental protection, and ISDS was
to be retained in future agreements (European Services
Forum, 2014; Letter to Karel DeGucht, February 22, 2012,
courtesy of BusinessEurope). They did not unequivocally
support the EU reforms and feared that references to the
right to regulate, in combination with perceived restric‐
tions on the fair and equitable treatment and indirect
expropriation standards, would limit the scope of invest‐
ment protection. Also, moving away from a system in
which the investor was given the opportunity to choose
one of the three arbitrators towards a system based on a
fixed roster of publicly appointed arbitrators who would
be randomly assigned to cases raised concerns about
potential bias in favor of states (BusinessEurope, 2015;
European Services Forum, 2016). At the same time, they
often acknowledged that some changeswere required to
save the investment protection system from sinking, and
voiced overall support for the new EU approach. Other
capital fractions representing small‐ and medium‐sized
enterprises condemned the ISDS mechanism for being
too expensive and cumbersome and, therefore, only ben‐
efitting transnational corporations with the resources to
litigate (Ohoven, 2014).

Third, the formation of a widespread movement
against TTIP and CETA has not resulted in a clearly
defined counter‐project around which a new constella‐
tion of social forces could coalesce. A point of refer‐
ence is the Alternative Trade Mandate developed by an
alliance of more than 50 European NGOs, trade unions,
farmers, and fair trade networks calling for an overhaul
of the neoliberal trade regime, which envisions work‐
able alternatives for a democratic, fair, and sustainable
trade regime (Alternative Trade Mandate, 2013). This
initiative successfully mobilized a broad range of differ‐
ent perspectives sharing common values centered on
broad principles such as an increased role for govern‐
ments in regulating trade and investment in pursuit of
industrial and (sustainable) development strategies, pri‐
oritizing local and regional markets, universal access to
public services, high labor and environmental standards,
inclusiveness, and transparency. Several political groups
in the European Parliament endorsed these principles,
particularly in the run‐up to the European elections in
2014. However, they were unable to further develop
the Alternative Trade Mandate into a powerful alterna‐
tive project that could challenge the neoliberal trade
and investment regime. Different individual NGOs have
developed similar proposals (Friends of the Earth Europe,
2018), although they have largely failed to establish the
necessary political linkages and generate wider support.
Meanwhile, social groups were unable to generate TTIP
levels of mobilization and contestation to other ongo‐
ing and concluded EU FTA negotiations, such as with
Singapore, Vietnam, Mexico, and Indonesia. Opposition
to the EU FTAs became effectively reduced again to
a handful of specialized NGOs criticizing particular ele‐
ments of the EU trade agenda rather than challenging the
neoliberal trade discourse as a whole.
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Fourth, the Commission continues to enjoy signifi‐
cant powers reflected in its strategic selectivity vis‐à‐vis
other parts within the EU institutional ensembles
and wider societal interests. The Commission occasion‐
ally sidestepped recommendations from the European
Parliament, for example, to exclude ISDS from the CETA
negotiations and to maintain a state‐to‐state dispute
settlement to address investment disputes (European
Parliament, 2011, para. 11). In relation to EU member
states, the Commission claimed exclusive competence
on both FDI and portfolio investment under the Treaty
of Lisbon and sought to present CETA as an “EU‐only”
deal. It was only after fierce pressure by member state
governments that the Commission presented CETA as
a “mixed agreement,” with the exclusion of investment
protection from the scope of the provisional application
prior to national ratification (Siles‐Brügge, 2017, p. 478).
After the Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) found in
its Opinion 2/15 on the EU’s powers to conclude the
EU‐Singapore FTA, delivered in May 2017, that portfo‐
lio investment and ISDS do not fall under the exclusive
competence of the EU, the Commission started to sepa‐
rate out the investment protection provisions from the
EU‐only trade parts as a means of facilitating the ratifi‐
cation of trade agreements. Whereas the Commission
refused to request that the CJEU check the compatibil‐
ity of CETA’s investment provisions with EU law (Crisp,
2015), such a request came from theBelgian government
as part of the compromises reached in the wake of the
tumultuous CETA signing in October 2016. By the time
the CJEU delivered its Opinion 1/17 in April 2019 confirm‐
ing such compatibility, 12 EUmember states had already
ratified the agreement. Importantly, the Commission
ignored the many voices calling for a withdrawal of ISDS
from EU FTAs, and its ICS/MIC model was considered a
“slap in the face of public opinion” (Seattle to Brussels
Network, 2015, p. 3) or a mere “rebranding exercise”
(Eberhardt, 2016, p. 18). The Commission further limited
citizens’ participation by blocking the ECI, despite suffi‐
cient signatures having been collected, thereby restrict‐
ing the democratic potential for citizen participation in
EU trade policy. The CJEU ruled in May 2017 that the
Commission had no legitimate reason to block the ECI
and annulled the decision, after which the Commission
registered the ECI in July 2017, long after CETA had
been signed and ratified by the European Parliament
and the TTIP negotiations had stalled (European Court
of Justice, 2017).

And fifth, there were no signs of a fundamen‐
tal departure from the neoliberal path within the EU.
The post‐crisis EU regulatory landscape has rather shown
the “strange non‐death” of neoliberalism, revealing its
resilience in times of crisis and its flexibility to venture
into new pathways (Crouch, 2011). Developments in the
field of EU industrial and competition policy and broader
EU macroeconomic and structural adjustment strategies
have generally been pointing towards a further deep‐
ening of neoliberalism, often through processes under‐

stood in terms of “authoritarian neoliberalism” (Bruff,
2014; Wigger, 2019). A major break away from neolib‐
eralism in the field of EU trade and investment policy
would seem rather out of sync with such wider devel‐
opments. Instead, the post‐Lisbon EU investment policy
sets out to further institutionalize and entrench neoliber‐
alism by recalibrating and mutating the system of invest‐
ment protection in response to the challenges emanat‐
ing from a growing dissatisfaction with the system’s
institutional design.

5. Conclusions

The article has argued that despite the eroding legiti‐
macy and increased contestation of the global invest‐
ment treaty regime, no fundamental regulatory or insti‐
tutional shift in the post‐Lisbon EU investment policy has
occurred. In response to mounting social and political
opposition, EU solutions in the form of ICS and MIC pro‐
posals reflect a strategic attempt to keep as much of the
system intact by incorporating procedural concessions
rather than abolishing ISDS altogether and tackling the
deeper structural problems that underpin the neoliberal
governance of FDI. Although the global financial and eco‐
nomic crisis offered moments of opportunity for a break
away from neoliberalism, the prevailing responses, in
fact, revealed the resilience and reinforcement of neolib‐
eralism and showed its flexibility and organicity to ven‐
ture into new pathways. Conceptualized as “embedded
neoliberalism,” the content and form of the post‐Lisbon
EU investment policy suggest that neoliberalism should
not be taken as a static and automatic system but
rather as “an earthly process, realized through political
action and institutional reinvention” (Peck, 2010, p. 33).
It is precisely because of its constructed and negotiated
nature that embedded neoliberalism proved capable of
co‐opting key oppositional forces within the EU power
bloc and regaining political support and legitimacy for
continued transnational market expansion and invest‐
ment protection in the context of EU FTAs. The five con‐
straining factors identified in the article help explain the
absence of a more radical transformation of EU invest‐
ment policy in the wake of various crises.

At the same time, the embedded neoliberal com‐
promise remains highly fragile and continues to be con‐
tested. No single EU agreement with ICS has yet been
fully ratified due to internal opposition in a number of
EU member states, while externally, the Commission is
struggling to generate worldwide support for its MIC pro‐
posal. Meanwhile, foreign investors continue to lodge
controversial ISDS cases, for example, against climate
policy measures, that have mobilized climate justice
movements and grassroots campaigns to further con‐
test and delegitimize ISDS. Although the resurgence
of right‐wing populist and nationalist forces enabled
the Commission to re‐legitimize the embedded neolib‐
eral project, the broader crisis of the liberal interna‐
tional order and associated geopolitical challenges may
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bring certain discursive shifts, with some speaking of
a “geopoliticization” of EU trade and investment pol‐
icy (Meunier & Nicolaidis, 2019). The adoption of new
unilateral instruments such as the 2019 FDI Screening
Regulation and other trade defense measures are the
first signs of a move away from a focus on free mar‐
kets and the free flow of capital towards more strategic
and geopolitical discourses. Following this, the renewed
EU trade strategy, framed in ambiguous terms of “open
strategic autonomy,” aims to strengthen the EU econom‐
ically and geopolitically by committing to open trade
and investment regimes, sustainability and responsibil‐
ity, and increased assertiveness to enforce its trade
and investment interests. Although it is still too early
to make definitive statements, such shifts may point
to just another creative reinvention of the neoliberal
project. The new trade strategy primarily reflects efforts
to alter the forms and tactics through which the EU
seeks to pursue its commercial interests by reconfiguring
the role of the state in enforcing the neoliberal project
on a global scale rather than bringing about a strategic
reorientation of EU trade and investment policy and its
underlying social purpose. Hence, wemay find ourselves
then at a critical juncture that bears a resemblance to
what Gramsci (1971, p. 276) referred to as a situation
in which “the old is dying and the new cannot yet be
born; in this interregnum a great variety of morbid symp‐
toms appear.’’
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1. Introduction

Agreements between the European Union (EU) and
Ukraine contain a commitment to enhance labour stan‐
dards. Such a commitment can be seen as a genuine
concern for the protection of the rights of workers, as
a symbolic gesture to increase the acceptance of agree‐
ments, or as a means to protect the interests of partners
with high labour costs to ensure they can remain com‐
petitive (van den Putte & Orbie, 2015; van Roozendaal,
2015, 2017).

We start from the premise that, especially where
it concerns the international level, “without legitimacy,
there is little power” (Beetham, 2013, p. 274). This arti‐
cle argues that this has been the case for Ukraine but also
foresees that this may change as a result of its wish to
become amember of the EU, as conditions for accession
may apply.

The legitimation processes pertaining to the labour
clauses in arrangements that the EU has concluded over
the years with Ukraine are mainly rooted in one of the
conditions that Beetham (1991) sees as contributing to
the legitimacy of arrangements: legality. At the same

time, these arrangements only express the shared beliefs
of a part of the audience addressed, lacking consent
from the state as evidenced by the lack of implemen‐
tation. We argue that the provision of a legal frame‐
work is a necessary but not sufficient basis for estab‐
lishing legitimacy among all audiences. Without all of
Beetham’s conditions being fully met, the legitimacy of
labour arrangements is not sufficiently strongly rooted
in a shared perspective and fails to generate support‐
ive action.

2. The Legitimacy Argument

The relationship between the EU and Ukraine is stud‐
ied in this article. This relationship is analysed with the
help of Beetham’s (1991, 2013) social scientific approach
to legitimacy, as highlighted in the introduction to this
thematic issue. Beetham (2013, p. x) argues that “legit‐
imate power is power that is rightful, because it meets
certain normative criteria about how those in power
have obtained their power and how they exercise it.”
These normative criteria are not standards set by an out‐
sider to the power relationship but by those involved
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in it. This approach emphasises that something is legit‐
imate “because it can be justified in terms of their [those
involved] beliefs” (Beetham, 2013, p. 11, emphasis in the
original), it concentrates on the legal embeddedness of
power and actions and rules related to its exercise, on
power being exercised in accordance with shared beliefs
between the power holders and those on the receiv‐
ing end, and consent being actively given. At the inter‐
national level, however, states are authorities and audi‐
ences simultaneously and are supplemented by a global
civil society (Beetham, 2013, p. 271). However, in this
article, we also consider the national civil society as an
audience and, therefore, we have to consider their per‐
spective on whether the intended common goals of the
arrangements, though fair procedures agreed upon, are
indeed fulfilled (Beetham, 2013, p. 272). Consent also is
somewhat different on an international level than on a
national level, as “legitimacy is confirmed to the extent
that states comply with decisional outcomes, or refrain
from acting in ways which manifestly flout the institu‐
tion’s rules” (Beetham, 2013, p. 272). In the case of
civil society, consent or the lack thereof is, of course,
expressed in different ways.

The choice for Ukraine is based upon the hypothesis
that when labour standards are embedded in a compre‐
hensive agreement—including not only a trade compo‐
nent but also many other elements such as security—
labour policy transfer is even less likely to be successful
than in trade agreements and evenmore likely to take on
a symbolic meaning. This is because—in the eyes of the
partner country to the EU agreement—the legitimacy of
including labour standards is not high, and other parts of
the agreement take priority. For partner countries keen
to establish a relationship with the EU and seek the ben‐
efits that security and economic cooperation can bring,
the inclusion of labour standards is perhaps accepted
more out of necessity than willingness. In other words,
labour standards are not met with open arms. Whether
this line of argumentation will be sustained is studied in
this article. If this hypothesis is not sustained, and pol‐
icy transfer of labour standards turns out to be substan‐
tial in a comprehensive agreement such as this one, it
is likely to be even more substantial in less comprehen‐
sive agreements.

By looking at the manner in which fundamental
labour standards and priority conventions have been
addressed in Ukraine, we assess the extent to which
incorporating this value dimension into the various
frameworks ismore than symbolic. The proposedmecha‐
nisms, the compliance in law and practice, and themean‐
ing of all this to the two main audiences (the Ukrainian
state on the one hand and civil society, including trade
union organisations, on the other) will be assessed to
increase our understanding of the way in which legiti‐
macy of international arrangementsmatters and are sub‐
ject to change. In order to study this, we start by provid‐
ing a wider perspective on EU external relations and the
role of shared beliefs therein.

3. The EU’s Legal Framework and the Shared Beliefs
Guiding Its External Relations

Over the past decades, there has been a strong drive
towards including topics in trade agreements (or trade‐
related parts of agreements) that were previously con‐
sidered unrelated to trade. A consensus emerged where
trade and other international economic transactions
were seen to be embedded in the broader issues of
development and sustainability. This materialised in
the attention paid to labour standards. In 1995, the
idea of core labour standards (CLS) was introduced
at the Social Summit in Copenhagen (van Roozendaal,
2012, pp. 68–70). CLS, highlighted in the International
Labour Organization’s (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental
Principles and Rights at Work (ILO, 1998), refer to the
broad principles of freedom from discrimination, free‐
dom from forced labour and child labour, and the right
to organise and bargain collectively. These principles
are embedded in eight fundamental ILO conventions:
the freedom of association and the right to organise
(no. 87), the right to organise and collective bargain‐
ing (no. 98), forced labour (no. 29), abolition of forced
labour (no. 105), minimum age (no. 138), worst forms of
child labour (no. 182), equal remuneration (no. 100), and
non‐discrimination (no. 111). In addition, in its follow‐up
to the ILO (2008) Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair
Globalisation, four conventions were identified as being
of prime importance to how a labour standards system is
governed: labour inspection (no. 81), employment policy
(no. 122), labour inspection (agriculture; no. 129), and tri‐
partite consultation (no. 144; ILO, 2022).

Commitment to these principles is ingrained in the
legal framework of the EU, for example, in the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union and in the
European Social Charter, where values that should guide
EU institutions and member states are explicated (Rocca,
2016), as well as in legal frameworks that formulate
the EU’s external actions. Article 2 of the Consolidated
Version of the Treaty of the European Union states that
“the Union is founded on the values of respect for human
dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law
and respect for human rights, including the rights of per‐
sons belonging to minorities” (Consolidated Version of
the Treaty of the European Union, 2012). With specific
reference to external relations, Article 3.5 (further expli‐
cated in Article 21 of the Treaty of the European Union
on the EU’s external action) reads:

In its relations with the wider world, the Union shall
uphold and promote its values and interests and
contribute to the protection of its citizens. It shall
contribute to peace, security, the sustainable devel‐
opment of the Earth, solidarity and mutual respect
among peoples, free and fair trade, eradication of
poverty and the protection of human rights, in par‐
ticular the rights of the child, as well as to the strict
observance and the development of international
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law, including respect for the principles of the United
Nations Charter. (Consolidated Version of the Treaty
of the European Union, 2012)

These EU values are expressed in political clauses, such
as human rights clauses, and added to agreements.
According to Hachez (2015, p. 21), they are called polit‐
ical by the Commission as they are striving towards the
desired situation, supported by dialogue. Examples can
be found in the EU’s trade and development arrange‐
ments (van Roozendaal, 2017, pp. 64–70). Since 1995,
human rights clauses have been included in framework
agreements as essential elements, and, in 2009, the
EU confirmed its intention to include political clauses
as essential elements in all its agreements with third
countries (Bartels, 2014, p. 6; Council of the European
Union, 2013). The definition of essential elements opens
the door for “appropriate” measures against a vio‐
lating country under the non‐execution clause, with
the most far‐reaching consequence being the suspen‐
sion of an agreement, although this has never been
used (European Parliamentary Research Service, 2019,
pp. 8–9). The incorporation as essential elements means
that such clauses are either part of framework agree‐
ments of the EU with third countries, which are also
cross‐linked to in free trade agreements or directly part
of (free) trade agreements. In the latter case, respect
for labour standards is referred to in a sustainabil‐
ity chapter (European Parliamentary Research Service,
2019, p. 2). The fact that a choice has been made to
include such a chapter in trade agreements has led some
to argue that labour standards have been separated
from human rights by identifying them as a sustainabil‐
ity issue (van den Putte & Orbie, 2015, pp. 281–282),
meaning they may no longer be considered an essen‐
tial element. However, even if one still considered the
essential element clause applicable, it has never led to
trade being restricted under trade agreements contain‐
ing a human rights reference (European Parliamentary
Research Service, 2019, p. 7; EU’s Directorate‐General for
Trade, 2012). Similarly, a breach of the values prior to
the conclusion of an agreement has not led to a termi‐
nation of negotiations, although it may delay the adop‐
tion of an agreement (European Parliamentary Research
Service, 2019, pp. 5–6).

The above demonstrates that there is a legal frame‐
work in place that expresses the values shared by EU
member states (such as the importance of human rights
and labour rights) which allows action to be taken if such
values are violated. However, it is important to note that
the mere existence of a legal framework does not mean
that the EU respects labour rights (see Rocca, 2016),
nor that it has led to full ratification. The EU member
states have ratified the (fundamental) and priority con‐
ventions. However, apart from the priority convention
on labour inspection (no. 81) and on tripartite consulta‐
tion (no. 144), the other priority conventions have not
been ratified by all EU members (ILO, n.d., p. 8; ILO,

2021). An important question is how this framework is
conveyed in the EU agreements with Ukraine.

4. Relations Between the EU and Ukraine and the Role
of Labour Standards Therein

The relationship between the EU and Ukraine has
evolved from a partnership and cooperation agree‐
ment (PCA) to an association agreement (AA) with
an accompanying deep and comprehensive free trade
area (DCFTA) to discussions about membership. These
membership considerations are all the more important
now that Ukraine is confronted with an invasion by the
Russian Federation.

In the 1990s, the EU concluded a PCA with many
countries from the post‐Soviet space—including Ukraine.
The PCA between the European Communities and their
member states, on the one hand, and Ukraine, on the
other, was signed in June 1994 (EC, 1998). It went into
effect on 1 March 1998; since February 1996, an interim
agreement pertaining specifically to the trade‐related
aspects of the PCA was in effect (EC, 1998).

When analysing the goals of the PCA, three broad
categories can be discerned. First, the European
Communities and their member states aim to assist
Ukraine with its process of political transformation.
Secondly, the PCA focuses on economic transition, with
the European side offering support to its Ukrainian coun‐
terpart as it undertakes to transform what was once a
centrally‐planned, state‐owned economy into a market
economy. Thirdly, the signatories of the PCA stress the
importance of safeguarding the peace and stability of not
just Central and Eastern Europe but the European con‐
tinent as a whole. To this end, Ukraine’s independence,
sovereignty, and territorial integrity must be supported,
good‐neighbourly relations between the former Soviet
republics have to be developed, and relevant interna‐
tional agreements need to be respected (PCA between
the European Communities and their Member States,
and Ukraine, 1998). The importance that both sides
attach to political transformation and economic tran‐
sition is evidenced by the fact that these dimensions
are considered “essential elements” of the PCA (PCA
between the European Communities and their Member
States, andUkraine, 1998, Article 2). The development of
good‐neighbourly relations in post‐Soviet space is con‐
sidered to be of great significance (PCA between the
European Communities and their Member States, and
Ukraine, 1998, Article 3).

What immediately becomes clear is that labour stan‐
dards are not at the forefront of the PCA. While the pro‐
visions regarding human rights can be taken to include
labour rights, the specific attention that the two sides
devote to this topic is limited. In the PCA, the first
chapter, “Labour Conditions,” comprises six articles that
address the non‐discrimination of Ukrainian nationals
working in member states of the European Communities
and vice versa, the coordination of social security, efforts
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to combat illegal migration, and improvements to the
working conditions for business people, respectively
(PCA between the European Communities and their
Member States, and Ukraine, 1998, Articles 24–29).

The AA constituted the next step in the EU–Ukraine
relationship. The political part of the AA was signed in
March 2014, while the economic part was signed in May
of the same year. It entered into force on 1 September
2017, after already being in effect on a provisional basis
in the interim years. An important part of the AA is the
DCFTA. The AA necessitates changes to Ukraine’s legal
framework in order to bring it into line with the relevant
aspects of the EU’s acquis communautaire (Petrov, 2021,
p. 130). The importance that both sides attach to political
transformation and the safeguarding of European peace
and stability is highlighted by their designation as “essen‐
tial elements” (AA between the European Union and its
Member States, and Ukraine, 2014, Article 2). The prin‐
ciples of a free market economy are considered impor‐
tant in that they underpin relations between the two
sides, with sustainable development (among other ele‐
ments) playing a key role in advancing this relationship
(AA between the EuropeanUnion and itsMember States,
and Ukraine, 2014, Article 3).

More so than was the case in the PCA, the AA
addresses the issue of labour standards. It does so in two
ways: by emphasising the importance of the Ukrainian
side approximating its legislation to that of its EU coun‐
terparts and by including specific provisions. As part of
Title IV Trade and Trade‐Related Matters, Chapter 13,
“Trade and Sustainable Development,” contains several
articles that define what is meant by fundamental labour
conventions and priority conventions. These point to rele‐
vant policies on the part of theUnitedNations and the ILO
and tie sustainable trade to certain labour standards (AA
between the EuropeanUnion and itsMember States, and
Ukraine, 2014, Articles 289, 291–293). Concerning labour
standards, of prime importance is that “the Parties shall
promote and implement in their laws and practices the
internationally recognised core labour standards” and
that the “parties reaffirm their commitment to effectively
implement the fundamental and priority ILO Conventions
that they have ratified” (AA between the EuropeanUnion
and its Member States, and Ukraine, 2014, Article 291).
Ukraine ratified both the eight core conventions and the
four priority conventions on the governance of labour
standards long before the AA had been signed (ILO, n.d.,
p. 8; ILO, 2021). That being said, the enforcement mech‐
anisms applicable to other parts of the agreement are
not applicable to Title IV Trade and Trade‐RelatedMatters
of the AA—to which Chapter 13 belongs (AA between
the European Union and its Member States, and Ukraine,
2014, Article 478). This means that no sanctions can
be evoked when the commitments of Chapter 13 are
violated. The AA explicitly states that the sustainabil‐
ity issues are important for further integrating Ukraine
into the EU market, although they are not considered
an essential element (Petrov, 2021, p. 132).

In the midst of the war that the Russian Federation
initiated against Ukraine in February 2022, Kyiv and
Brussels redefined their relationship. On 8 April 2022,
the President of the EC Ursula von der Leyen presented
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky with the ques‐
tionnaire that the country had to fill in as the first step
on the road to EU membership (“von der Leyen handed
over questionnaire,” 2022). Ukraine completed this ques‐
tionnaire on 17 April 2022 (“Ukraine completes ques‐
tionnaire for EU membership,” 2022) and in June 2022,
was granted candidate membership status (European
Council, 2022). Membership of the EU is open only to
countries that meet the Copenhagen Criteria. These cri‐
teria have a political component (“stability of institu‐
tions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human
rights and respect for and protection of minorities”), an
economic component (“a functioning market economy
and the capacity to cope with competition and market
forces”), and a component that stresses the need for can‐
didate member states to have the “administrative and
institutional capacity to effectively implement the acquis
and ability to take on the obligations of membership”
(EC, n.d.). As such, Kyiv’s first steps on the road towards
Brussels again stress the need for Ukraine to bring its leg‐
islation in line with the European standards, including
with regard to labour standards, while also once more
reaffirming the importance that Ukraine and the EU
attach to political transformation, economic transition,
and the safeguarding of European peace and stability.

In sum, when looking at the overall development of
the EU–Ukraine relationship, the sustainability dimen‐
sions of trade have not taken centre stage.While the PCA
and the AA do address trade, that is far from their only
purpose. The samedynamic can be discerned concerning
Ukraine’s integration into the EU.While issues pertaining
to trade, sustainability, and labour standards are part of
the acquis communautaire that Kyiv will have to adopt
if it is to realise its ambitions, wider issues of political
and economic transformation—not to mention security
considerations—take precedence.

5. The Implementation of Fundamental and Priority
Conventions in Ukraine

Even though labour standards are just one of the issues
that characterise the EU–Ukraine relationship, the expec‐
tations regarding the changes in this area that cooper‐
ation could bring were ambitious. In the final impact
assessment for an EU–Ukraine free trade agreement
(FTA), it was stated that:

The FTA is also expected to encourage an overall
improvement of working conditions, health & safety
standards (via regulatory approximation) and qual‐
ity of work along the lines of the decent work indi‐
cators as identified by the EU and ILO. This effect
will be both direct, due to the need to adjust to
and comply with EU standards and more indirect,
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through the fact that the FTA will further encourage
and speed up ongoing restructuring and modernisa‐
tion in certain sectors which still use out‐dated (and
often more hazardous) technologies and production
methods. (ECORYS, 2007, p. 25)

The importance of the ILO’s fundamental conventions
and priority conventions is clear. Especially the principles
laid down in the fundamental conventions can be con‐
sidered to express universally accepted values. However,
sharing the belief that these labour standards matter,
and ratifying the related conventions, does not mean
that they are also respected and implemented. This is
illustrated by the fact that the International Trade Union
Confederation (ITUC) has rated the level of labour rights
protection in Ukraine at level 5 (only level 5+ is worse).
Compared to two of the other Eastern Partnership
countries (Moldova and Georgia), labour rights protec‐
tion in Ukraine is weakest (International Trade Union
Confederation [ITUC], n.d.).

Therefore, there is a clear necessity for labour law
reform through modernising relevant legislation, some‐
thing on which both the EU and the Ukrainian side agree.
As it was put in the 2020 Association Implementation
Report on Ukraine by the EC, “the Government made
the modernisation of labour relations one of its prior‐
ities, committing to respect ILO labour standards and
obligations undertaken under the AA” (EC, 2020, p. 17).
However, in the same report, it was also noted that
“labour legislation reform including the long‐anticipated
adoption of a new Labour Code has stalled since March
2020” (EC, 2020, p. 17). Moreover, in a joint state‐
ment, “the parties noted the necessity to bring the
Ukrainian legal framework in line with and implement
ILO standards” (Trade and Sustainable Development
Sub‐Committee, 2020, p. 1). Joint statements aremadeby
the Trade and Sustainable Development Sub‐Committee,
in which high‐level officials of the parties to the AA have
a seat. This Sub‐Committeemonitors the implementation
of Chapter 13 and assesses its impact (see AA between
the European Union and its Member States, and Ukraine,
2014, Article 300).

The nature of the problematic situation can be char‐
acterised as follows: The country’s current labour legis‐
lation dates back to 1971, when Ukraine was still a part
of the Soviet Union. Since 1991, the year that Ukraine
declared its independence, several attempts have been
made to amend what is now outdated legislation (ILO,
2020). Since the start of the 21st century, four attempts
have been made to introduce a new, comprehensive
labour law, in 2003, 2009, 2016, and most recently in
2019 (ILO, 2020). The adoption of a new legal frame‐
work would allow Ukraine to bring its labour laws in line
with international standards. Also, as mentioned in the
previous section, with approximation to European leg‐
islation being one of the goals of the EU–Ukraine part‐
nership, the adoption of new labour laws is something
that Brussels expects of Kyiv (ILO, 2020; Petrov, 2014,

p. 24). Moreover, progress concerning the adoption of
a new labour code is necessary because the current
lack thereof has a ripple effect in that the alignment of
Ukrainian legislation to EU standards concerning occupa‐
tional safety and health has also stalled (EC, 2019, p. 15).

To date, however, labour law reform in Ukraine is
proceeding in fits and starts (Yarmolyuk‐Kröck et al.,
2019). Several (versions) of the proposed draft laws
contain clauses that go against ILO and EU directives.
Regarding labour inspection, much work still remains
to be done (European Union & International Labour
Organization, 2018; Trade and Sustainable Development
Sub‐Committee, 2020, p. 2). The same goes for labour
union rights, where the current draft legislation is run‐
ning counter to international standards regarding free‐
dom of association and collective bargaining (EC, 2020,
p. 17; Industriall Global Union, 2021). In the joint
statement of the Trade and Sustainable Development
Sub‐Committee (2020, p. 2), the EU reiterated the impor‐
tance of compliance with ILO standards regarding free‐
dom of association and collective bargaining. Also, the
drafts of the new labour law have received criticism for
the following related violations (quoting ITUC, 2021):

• Excluding working people in medium and small
enterprises from the protection of the general
labour law;

• a lack of safeguards to ensure work contracts com‐
ply with minimum labour standards;

• the ability of employers to abuse the system and
use successive fixed‐term contracts; and

• a lack of compatibility with requirements to guar‐
antee working time, rest periods, minimum daily
rest, overtime and leave.

Furthermore, concerns are not only related to the
implementation of conventions but also to the lack
of involvement of social partners in the reform pro‐
cesses (European Trade Union Confederation, 2019,
2020a, 2021).

All in all, reforms are underway but not necessar‐
ily in a manner that has resulted in harmonisation with
core and other international labour standards. The ILO
and the EU are critical of the developments of the last
few years, which means that Ukraine has to step up
its game if it is to realise the newly‐offered prospect
of EU membership. The signing of the AA already com‐
mitted Ukraine to implement the agreed‐upon provi‐
sions. However, for a country that lacked the mechanism
to incorporate international obligations into its national
legal framework, this is not something that can be accom‐
plished overnight (Yarmolyuk‐Kröck et al., 2019, p. 21)—
even without the war and its associated costs.

The lack of change that is currently hampering
Ukrainian labour law reform is related, in part at least,
to our earlier analysis that labour standards are far from
prominent on the EU–Ukraine agenda. Also, it has to do
with the toothless way in which the implementation of
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labour standards is supported and monitored. Not being
recognised as essential elements of the AA, labour stan‐
dards have not been subject to any type of conditional‐
ity. Of course, depending on the recommendation by the
EC on candidate membership status and the subsequent
confirmation by the Council, this might well change as
accession to the EU would be conditional on Ukraine
meeting the Copenhagen Criteria. Such change has been
visible in other cases. Research by Kahn‐Nisser (2014)
on the accession of Central and Eastern Europe coun‐
tries has shown that the promise of accession to the
EU and the fact that the process includes monitoring,
rewarding, and naming and shaming can result in the
improvement of respect for labour rights. Still, “labour
rights conditionality regarding the ultimate reward of
accession was rather weak: Negotiation chapters were
closed, and accession was ultimately granted, despite
instances of insufficient labour protection” (Kahn‐Nisser,
2014, p. 387).

For now, however, we must conclude that even
though the agreements with Ukraine include references
to labour standards, this has not (yet) guaranteed their
actual implementation. To put it into the framework of
Beetham (1991, 2013), we can conclude that consent
of the Ukrainian authorities is lacking. While signing the
agreements and ratifying the fundamental and priority
conventions provides an international legal framework
and seems to underwrite the idea of a shared belief
that it is important, the lack of a national legal frame‐
work and the factual situation shows that implementa‐
tion is failing.

6. Procedures and Compliance: The Role of Civil
Society and Trade Unions

There has beenmuch criticismonhow the EU is enforcing
labour standards—or rather, failing to do so—through
agreements including trade components. All kinds of
consultation and monitoring mechanisms are in place,
but except for fostering dialogue, results are limited.
Article 299.2 of the AA (AA between the European Union
and its Member States, and Ukraine, 2014) calls for the
establishment of an advisory group of “independent rep‐
resentative organisations of civil society in a balanced
representation of employers and workers organisations,
non‐governmental organisations as well as other rele‐
vant stakeholders.” A Domestic Civil Society Advisory
Group has been formed on the EU and Ukrainian sides.
Besides meeting domestically, the Domestic Advisory
Groups (DAGs) of the parties to the agreements come
together once a year to discuss the matters relating to
sustainable trade. Article 469 (AA between the European
Union and its Member States, and Ukraine, 2014) also
foresees the establishment of a more general Civil
Society Platform that canmake recommendations on the
implementation of the agreement.

The introduction of these mechanisms serves mainly
to draw attention to the continuing lack of imple‐

mentation, and the concerns echo the above criticism.
During the third meeting of the EU–Ukraine Civil Society
Platform (2016, p. 3), civil society demanded:

[T]he implementation of international labour stan‐
dards and EU acquis—both in law and practice—
on social policy, employment and labour, workplace
compliance, occupational safety and health, collec‐
tive bargaining regulation, social dialogue, labour leg‐
islation reform in order to balance the interests of
the social partners and protect the rights of workers
in compliance with the ILO fundamental and priority
(81, 122, 129, 144, 167) conventions.

The meeting called attention to the fact that around six
millionUkrainianworkers are unprotected, theminimum
wage is extremely low, there are problems concerning
the implementation of conventions 81 and 129 on labour
inspection, and limitations to the right to strike and col‐
lective dispute settlement. In addition, it was pointed out
that the new labour legislation drafted at themeeting did
not include anti‐discrimination clauses (EU–Ukraine Civil
Society Platform, 2016). Arguments around the same line
were made in 2017 and 2018 (EU–Ukraine Civil Society
Platform, 2017, 2018).

Similarly, the Ukraine DAG, established in 2018,
meets with the European DAG yearly in a civil society
forum (Bureau of Social & Political Developments, 2018).
Joint statements are available for the last three of the
five meetings held. The picture that emerges from them
is not very different from those in other civil society
contexts (European DAG & Ukrainian DAG, 2019, 2020,
2021). It is once again emphasised that Ukraine vio‐
lates obligations stipulated under the AA and DCFTA.
Some small highlights seem to be that national tripar‐
tite consultationmechanisms to facilitate social dialogue
have been re‐established. However, the expectations
regarding its mandate and influence are clearly limited
(European DAG & Ukrainian DAG, 2021). On the pro‐
cedural and institutional levels, other shortcomings are
identified. First, the DAGs are not invited by the Trade
and Sustainable Development Sub‐Committee (compris‐
ing government officials). Also, the DAGs do not have the
capacity to work efficiently, and they condemn the lack
of transparency of the Sub‐Committee, which inhibits
the work of the DAGs. Additionally, the group of experts
still needs to be established by Ukraine (European DAG
& Ukrainian DAG, 2021).

The procedural and institutional shortcomings are
not specific to the operation of the Ukraine DAGs (see
Christelijk Nationaal Vakverbond, 2021), and this is also
confirmed in a study on the functioning of DAGs by
Martens et al. (2020). They show that the DAGs under
the specific agreements have no influence and limited
monitoring capabilities, but they do meet and can be
part of a dialogue. This leads, amongst others, to the con‐
clusion that “DAGs are not considered to bemerely a tool
for legitimising trade agreements. Given their multiple
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weaknesses, however, there remains a risk that theymay
relapse into mechanisms that serve to legitimise free
trade” (Martens et al., 2020, p. 4). Despite all kinds of
difficulties, “Non‐EUDAGs appreciate the potential lever‐
age enabled by the European Commission and EU DAGs”
(Martens et al., 2020, p. 5).

The above shows that different civil society and trade
union audiences participate in the institutional settings
of the AA. This can be seen as evidence of consent, indi‐
cating that legitimacy is still conveyed to the AA. This con‐
sent, however, is flanked by strong criticism of the lack
of changes the AA achieves. At the same time, one could
also argue that the lack of implementation shows a lack
of consent from the other audience—the Ukrainian gov‐
ernment.While there is a body of shared beliefs concern‐
ing labour standards, as evidenced by the acceptance of
the concept of CLS and governance standards and by the
ratification of the associated conventions, it can only be
concluded that the legitimacy is flawed as this body of
shared beliefs has not found its way to the law and prac‐
tice on labour standards Ukraine. This leads to a situa‐
tion where one could see the symbolism of the accep‐
tance of the labour clause but at the same time the lack
of willingness to actually implement it; in fact, this can
be viewed as a lack of expression of consent from the
official side.

For the civil society organisations and trade unions,
the lack of progress does not seem to lead to a lack of
legitimacy of theAA. For example, theUkrainian civil soci‐
ety declared that:

We consider the Agreement a comprehensive, holis‐
tic and indivisible document, which, in its totality,
not only ensures political rapprochement between
the EU and Ukraine, but also guarantees support
to the reforms that are vital for the future develop‐
ment of Ukraine. (Eastern Partnership Civil Society
Forum, n.d.)

And, in 2020, trade unions from Ukraine and the EU
stated that:

We fully support the European aspirations of Ukraine
and its efforts for better integration with the
European Union, but deplore the lack of respect
by the government—as seen in its economic and
social “reforms”—for the values and principles
of the European Union. (European Trade Union
Confederation, 2020b)

The AA is also welcomed in terms of its role in advanc‐
ing development and reforms on socio‐economic issues
and development (European Trade Union Confederation,
2018). Still, as a consultation among civil society organi‐
sations in the context of the Eastern Partnership showed,
there is a strong feeling that the EU prioritises security
above human rights (Eastern Partnership Civil Society
Forum, 2019).

7. Conclusion: What is The Meaning of the References
to Labour Standards? The Support and Enforcement of
Shared Beliefs

We started this article with the argument that interna‐
tional agreements (and parts thereof) need legitimacy
even more than national arrangements because means
of coercion are largely absent. Without legitimacy, cer‐
tain parts of agreements are there but hiding in plain
sight, as it were. They derive their importance frombeing
integrated and, simultaneously, are easily ignored. At the
same time, we also hypothesised that in comprehen‐
sive agreements not all parts are of equal importance,
leading to a situation where they can be easily ignored.
When labour standards are embedded in a comprehen‐
sive agreement including not only a trade component
but also many other elements such as security, labour
policy transfer is not likely to be successful and more
likely to take on a symbolic meaning.

This article showed that this argumentwas backed up
by the empirical evidence presented and that the hypoth‐
esis was confirmed in this single case. On the national
level, there is a clear lack of compliance in law and
practice with the labour standards enshrined in the AA.
Amongst the EU and Ukraine, labour standards did not
have any priority in the context of so many other issues
that were raised. The role of geopolitics has become
more prominent in relation to the EU’s trade policies.
While this aims tomake the EU’s trade policymore in line
with its foreign policy in general, it may not necessarily
contribute to its formulated values in the labour domain,
Orbie (2021) argues. The case of Ukraine does not seem
to point in an opposite direction.

This leads to a situation where the mere existence of
a legal framework as embodied in the AA which claims
to express beliefs shared between the EU and Ukraine
related to the importance of labour standards does not
mean that the ways in which it is executed lead to the
achievement of the goals. Kyiv’s track record to date
when it comes to the implementation of CLS testifies
to this. The crux of the matter is whether those with
power to actually implement the much‐needed changes
subscribe to the values that are supposed to guide
the EU–Ukraine relationship. The Ukrainian government
seems to undervalue the need to conform to interna‐
tional regulations and conventions. And without such
consent of the Ukrainian state, one wonders whether
there were ever beliefs shared beyond their symbolic
value, either between the EU and Ukraine, or shared
between the Ukrainian state and civil society. Clearly, the
labour standard’s references in the AA are much more
legitimate to civil society organisations. While the AA
maynot be the panacea leading to desired outcomes, the
situation would not be better without it.

Until the war broke out, this lack of implementation
of the labour standards clauses did not affect the legiti‐
macy of the AA as a whole. And, if it had, the war itself
would have weakened any legitimacy challenges to the
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AA as derived from the weak adherence to labour stan‐
dards. Civil society organisations on the Ukrainian side
still expressed consent to the AA and its labour standards
clause; in fact, they seem to welcome the involvement
of the EU through the agreement, even with its short‐
comings. This ties in with the wider trend in support of
European integration. Polling suggests that since March
2014 a slim but steadymajority of Ukrainians favour inte‐
gration into the EU over accession to other forms of
international economic cooperation (Center for Insights
in Survey Research, 2021, p. 52). Undoubtedly, the war
and the prospect (however distant) of membership have
increased support for the EU still further. And it is the EU
candidatemembership that can be a game changerwhen
it comes to the implementation of fundamental and pri‐
ority conventions.
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1. Introduction

Public procurement, the process by which public author‐
ities procure work, goods, or services from companies,
is critical to the European economy. It accounts for
an astonishing two trillion euros and involves more
than 250,000 public authorities per year (European
Commission, 2022a). As the public sector is the pri‐
mary contracting authority—financed through taxpay‐
ers’ money—all citizens benefit from accurate and
transparent procurement outcomes. Ideally, such out‐
comes serve the common good. However, public pro‐
curement is a policy area located between two contra‐
dictory tendencies in the European Union. On the one
hand, the European Commission strives to widen pro‐
curement markets and enhance competition (European
Commission, 2010, 2022a). On the other hand, attempts

to boost competition encounter resistance from the
member states (Bovis, 2016; Meulenbelt, 2016). While
the preferences of supranational bodies and mem‐
ber states have grown increasingly diverse in times
of crisis, we know little about how these tendencies
affect public procurement in the EU, particularly in the
wake of the major policy changes following the current
Covid‐19 pandemic.

The present study seeks to fill this gap in the research
andposes the following question: Howdid the EU change
its policy on public procurement in response to the
Covid‐19 crisis, and what are the consequences of these
policy changes for accurate and transparent procure‐
ment outcomes across the EUmember states? In answer‐
ing this question, the study links the crisis management
of the EU to the goal‐fulfilment and legitimacy of pol‐
icy implementation in the member states. Based on
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institutionalist and EU governance theories, the study
examines how swift policy changes are introduced in
times of crisis and the extent to which member states
have discretion in implementing the policies. In addition,
it considers the consequences of these changes for pro‐
curement practices in EU countries and for the legitimacy
of the EU itself.

Building on the different EU treaties, procurement
directives, case law, official EU documents, and news‐
paper articles, the study makes three contributions to
the literature. First, the findings demonstrate that the
Covid‐19 pandemic put public procurement in Europe to
the test and created a turning point in the rules relat‐
ing to these policies. Due to the pandemic, the EU was
confronted with a sudden need to purchase medical
supplies, which led to joint procurement and a substan‐
tially increased flexibility for public buyers in themember
states. Second, the pandemic opened awindowof oppor‐
tunity for the Commission to act as a policy entrepreneur
and drive the harmonisation of procurement rules, and
hence European integration, forward. Third, while these
changes strengthened the decision‐making powers of
the Commission, the flexibility of the revised procure‐
ment rules appears to have undermined the EU’s stated
goals and led to the differentiated implementation of
these policies in the member states. Accordingly, as
accurate and transparent public procurement in the EU
increasingly depends on member states’ willingness and
capacity to implement the rules, the policy changes in
the wake of the Covid‐19 crisis seem likely to jeopardise
the legitimacy of EU governance.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows:
The next section discusses the EU’s overall policy on pub‐
lic procurement to provide a background on the policy.
Then, I conceptualise a theoretical framework based on
institutionalist and EU governance theories to analyse
the changes in the policy area before and during the
Covid‐19 pandemic. Lastly, I map the different procure‐
ment practices to analyse the implementation of these
changes and derive implications for the EU’s legitimacy.

2. EU Policy on Public Procurement

Public procurement is the process by which public
authorities procure work, goods, or services from com‐
panies. Since it accounts for 14% of EU gross domes‐
tic product, harmonised procurement rules aim to cre‐
ate a level playing field for businesses across Europe.
Every year, more than 250,000 public authorities in the
EU engage in procurement across Europe (European
Commission, 2022a). In many sectors, such as energy,
transport, health, waste management, social protection,
and education, public authorities are the principal buy‐
ers. This means that public procurement provides the
public sector with significant market power (Schulten
et al., 2012) and makes it possible for politicians to exer‐
cise political power. For example, the public sector can
use procurement as a policy instrument to boost jobs,

economic growth, and investment. Moreover, it can also
use procurement strategically to ensure a more resilient
economy. This has been possible since 2014, when pro‐
curement directives were revised (Directive 2014/24/EU,
Directive 2014/23/EU, and Directive 2014/EU/25) to
allow procurement contracts to be awarded based
on social and environmental criteria (Pircher, 2020b;
Semple, 2015). Since procurement involves a high finan‐
cial volume, efficient and well‐managed procurement
practices are crucial for the economy as a whole. Ideally,
well‐functioning procurement practices serve the com‐
mon good.

Historically, procurement has been subject to
increased European integration but has remained largely
unaffected by market integration (Weishaar, 2016). This
is due to the fact that EU public procurement is a shared
competence; competencies in this area lie both at the EU
andmember state levels. Thus, the principle of subsidiar‐
ity applies (Treaty on European Union, 2008, Art. 5). This
principle means that the EU regulates member states’
procurement policies to ensure the functioning of the
internal market, but that member states have discre‐
tion in how to implement them. Today, the EU focuses
on the following six strategic priorities in procurement:
the wider uptake of green and social criteria in procure‐
ment, the enhanced professionalization of public buy‐
ers, increased access to global procurement markets,
improved transparency of procurement procedures to
avoid political corruption, the boosting of digital trans‐
formation within procurement, and joint procurement
(European Commission, 2017). These priorities aim to
create efficient procurement markets across Europe.
The Commission’s objective is to improve the procure‐
ment processes in order to save money, and it has stated
that a 1% increased efficiency in procurement could save
€20 billion per year (European Commission, 2022a).

Due to its financial volume and its crucial political
role, public procurement is critical to the European econ‐
omy and has become a policy instrument for enhanc‐
ing supranational integration (Pircher, 2020b). This was
especially visible in the aftermath of the 2008 eco‐
nomic crisis when the Commission sought to harmonise
the procurement regime in the 2014 directives; the
stated intention was to overcome domestic constraints
and avoid backsliding of national priorities (Arrowsmith,
2011). However, procurement is faced with conflicting
tensions. First, the EU has traditionally been commit‐
ted to the liberalisation and widening of procurement
markets (European Commission, 2022a; Schmidt, 2016),
while member states often seek to protect national
economies (Bovis, 2016; Meulenbelt, 2016). Second, the
EU today recommends that national authorities should
use procurement for political purposes to counteract
economic downturns (Pircher, 2020b). However, mem‐
ber states’ capacity and willingness to embark on this
path are highly divergent. In short, the EU’s policy in the
field of procurement provides contradictory economic
and political incentives that are likely to lead to varying
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implementation outcomes (Treumer & Comba, 2018).
Yet, despite the crucial economic and political role of pro‐
curement, we know little about how these tendencies
have played out during the current Covid‐19 crisis.

3. Conceptualising Policy Changes and Their
Consequences for Legitimate Policy Implementation

In this section, I develop a theoretical framework to ana‐
lyse changes in the EU’s public procurement policies and
how they affect member states’ willingness to imple‐
ment them correctly. Hence, the framework presented
here conceptualises the inherent tension between supra‐
national policymaking and member states’ practices and
how this interplay ultimately affects EU legitimacy in
times of crisis, such as the current Covid‐19 crisis.

3.1. Policy Change

Recent literature on institutional change makes an ana‐
lytical distinction between the source of change (endoge‐
nous vs. exogenous) and the time horizon of the cause of
change (short vs. long), allowing for amore in‐depth ana‐
lysis of how institutions transform (Gerschewski, 2021).
Table 1 presents the four different types of change that
result from this typology. I argue that cells A and D in
Table 1 capture the most frequent sources and causes of
change when studying the evolution of EU policymaking.
Therefore, I focus primarily on these in the analyses.

Most policy changes during the EU’s existence corre‐
spond to cell D in Table 1—that is, to changes that origi‐
nate fromdemandswithin the EU institutions that unfold
gradually, over longer time periods. The gradual nature
of such processes of change is, for example, captured
in the neo‐functionalist concept of “spill‐over,” where
enhanced integration in one policy area increases the
pressure for change in another (Jensen, 2019).Moreover,
cell D corresponds to the literature which argues that
institutions and policies are “locked into” their own
developments and routines (Pierson, 1996) and there‐
fore tend to change incrementally (Mahoney & Thelen,
2010; Streeck & Thelen, 2005a). Mechanisms of these
changes include layering—where new policies are added
to the already existing ones—or displacement—where
dormant resources are reactivated or recovered due to
an internal change in logic or prioritisations (Streeck &
Thelen, 2005b). In summary, I argue that cell D captures
the most common source and cause of change in EU pol‐
icymaking to date.

However, the EU has also been exposed to exoge‐
nous events or shocks, sparking more immediate pol‐
icy shifts (Table 1, cell A). This means that long periods
of path‐dependency are interrupted by so‐called critical
junctures, leading to swift decisions that can open com‐
pletely new paths in policy development (Baumgartner
& Jones, 1993; Capoccia, 2016; Howlett & Cashore, 2009;
Saurugger & Terpan, 2015). However, when considering
EU policymaking, I argue that swift decisions that occur
due to exogenous events rarely—if ever—imply a com‐
plete break with previous policy, as suggested in the lit‐
erature on critical junctures. Thus, while changes occur
within a short time due to causes that are exogenous,
policy shifts in the EU tend to be incremental and char‐
acterised by layering (Falkner, 2017). Examples of exoge‐
nous events that profoundly shook the EU include the
2008 financial crisis, the refugee crisis in 2015, and the
current Covid‐19 crisis. While all these events had exoge‐
nous sources and led to swift responses, EU policymak‐
ing did not break with the past. Instead, policymaking in
the EU often tended to enhance existing policy via inte‐
grative spillovers in areas with transnational interdepen‐
dence and a supranational capacity to solve the problem,
even though the issue was previously highly contested
between the member states and supranational institu‐
tions (Schimmelfennig, 2018). Consequently, exogenous
events that occur in short time horizons lead to demands
for swift response which, in turn, tend to empower
bureaucrats and EU institutions. These bureaucrats and
institutions can use this momentum to act as policy
entrepreneurs (Karlsson et al., 2019; Pircher, 2020a).
In the wake of the multiple crises mentioned above, the
Commission has had particular success in shaping certain
policies more or less unilaterally and acting as a policy
entrepreneur (Copeland & James, 2014).

While the abovementioned tension between the
goals of supranational institutions occurred when
sources of policy changes were endogenous and causes
were long‐term (Table 1, cell D), I argue that these prob‐
lems are significantly exacerbated in times of crisis, when
sources of change are exogenous and supranational insti‐
tutions take swift initiatives to introduce new policies
(Table 1, cell A).

3.2. Policy Changes and Consequences for Policy
Implementation

In general, I argue that gradual policy changes ensure
a higher degree of legitimacy since there is a longer

Table 1. Conceptualising policy changes.

Source of Change Time Horizon of Cause

Short Long

Exogenous to institution A. Exogenously driven ruptures B. Exogenous, gradual change
Endogenous to institution C. Endogenously driven ruptures D. Endogenous, gradual change

Source: Adapted from Gerschewski (2021, p. 222).
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time horizon for shaping EU policymaking, thus enabling
the involvement of more actors. Moreover, due to the
longer time horizon implementing these policies allows
member states a process of policy‐learning and grad‐
ual adaptation. However, if change occurs more rapidly
due to exogenous events such as the economic crisis
or the current Covid‐19 crisis, decisions are often swift
and made unilaterally by supranational actors. Against
this background, several scholars have demonstrated
that the many crises faced by the EU (Vollaard, 2014,
2018; Webber, 2014) have sparked not only persistent
implementation failures (asylum policy, euro crisis) and
increased politicisation of the EU (deWilde & Lord, 2016)
but also a general rise in Euroscepticism (Bulmer et al.,
2020). Furthermore, member states have often ques‐
tioned the legitimacy of policy changes that were intro‐
duced in times of crisis (Scharpf, 2015; Schmidt, 2021)
as these decisions were often taken unilaterally by the
Commission. More specifically, the EU’s responses to
crises often sparked criticism from the member states
as these measures tended to bypass crucial steps in
the decision‐making process. For example, the directly
elected European Parliament was side‐stepped in crit‐
ical economic governance decisions during the eco‐
nomic crisis (Fasone, 2013). A range of studies demon‐
strates that the domestic desire to “take back control”
originates from growing discontent with supranational
decision‐making, which resulted in differentiated inte‐
gration where some member states commit less to or
opt out of common EU policies (Schimmelfennig et al.,
2015; Schimmelfennig & Winzen, 2020). The develop‐
ment towards differentiated integration demonstrates
that EU governance is increasingly questioned in times of
crisis (Lenz&Viola, 2017; Zaum, 2017), with the potential
of paradigmatic changes in (at least) someEUpolicy areas
(Schmidt, 2020). Based on the above, I argue that policy
changes that are rapidly implementedwithin a short time
horizon should depend more on member states’ capac‐
ity and willingness and therefore increase the probability
of implementation difficulties and differentiated imple‐
mentation in themember states. In short, when change is
exogenously driven and the time horizon for implement‐
ing new policies is short, we should see a decline in accu‐
rate policy implementation in the member states, which
risks the legitimacy of the EU’s political system.

Turning to public procurement, I argue that we
should generally see tensions emerging from the EU’s
design of one‐size‐fits‐all policies and member states’
varying capacity and willingness to implement them.
However, my main expectation is that such tensions are
likely to be exacerbated in times of crisis. If such ten‐
sions grow, they have the potential to increase differ‐
entiated policy implementation among the EU countries,
especially if EU provisions also allow for greater flexibility
in implementing them. For example, member states may
use this flexibility in implementing policies to customise
them (“make them fit better”) to their preferences and
advantages (Thomann, 2015).

4. Taking Stock of Policy Changes in EU Policy on Public
Procurement

In this study, I argue that changes in the EU’s core field—
the internal market—are especially relevant to analyse
since these changes afford insights into the function‐
ing of the European integration process. Moreover, in
times of crisis, the internal market is the policy area in
which most changes are introduced. In addition, since
the global pandemic also constitutes an economic crisis,
changes in the internal market are highly likely to occur.
Public procurement is one main area within the inter‐
nal market that became a crucial policy instrument for
the EU and its member states during the pandemic. This
was due to the need to jointly purchase vaccines and the
member states’ demand for efficient and well‐managed
procurement practices to purchase medical supplies.
Consequently, the field of public procurement is a case
where policy changesmost likely were introduced during
the Covid‐19 pandemic.

Based on the theoretical framework, I first seek to
identify policy changes in the field of public procure‐
ment before and during the Covid‐19 crisis from late
2019 onwards. The first unit of analysis is therefore
the policy itself. I compare the procurement regulations
and provisions in the pre‐pandemic period with those
that were introduced during the pandemic. To identify
and analyse policy changes over time, I draw on EU
law—including the treaties and the 2014 Directives—
communications by the Commission, and other EU offi‐
cial documents in the policy area, such as fact sheets,
reports, and initiated infringement procedures. To clas‐
sify the source and time horizon of changes, I draw on
the classification byGerschewski (2021, p. 222) in Table 1.
Thereafter, I build on EU governance theories and seek
to identify the actors behind the changes and their moti‐
vations. In other words, I identify whether the drivers
of change are supranational or national actors, drawing
on relevant documents such as press releases by the
Commission, newspaper articles by Agence Europe, and
other relevant EU documents and statements by policy‐
makers. This affords insights into EU governance during
the Covid‐19 crisis.

Next, I analyse whether the policies introduced dur‐
ing the pandemic led to legitimate outcomes in prac‐
tice. Therefore, I map the implementation of these poli‐
cies and analyse whether and to what extent they differ
from the EU’s goals. For this analysis, I use the Tenders
Electronic Daily (TED) database and the Single Market
Scoreboards in public procurement, both published by
the Commission. Based on the TED database, which gath‐
ers all procurement contracts within the European Single
Market, I provide descriptive statistics on the trends in
the procurement practices from 2009 to 2020. In doing
so, I focus on two crucial criteria that afford insights into
the functioning of procurement markets and whether
there are risks of implementation failures. These crite‐
ria are the proportion of contracts awarded where there
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was only a single bidder and the proportion of procure‐
ment procedures that were negotiated with a company
without any calls for bids, both analysed in terms of
the numbers of offers received for each procurement
contract and registered in the TED database (European
Commission, 2020). While the Covid‐19 crisis was still
ongoing in 2021 and 2022, the most recently available
data relates to the period up to 2020. One might argue
that the fact that data are available only up to 2020
constitutes a clear limitation of this study. By contrast,
I argue that this makes it possible to identify the overall
trend and the impact of the rapid changes that emerged
by the end of 2019 and the beginning of 2020 when the
new procurement guidelines were introduced. I further
support these data with the Single Market Scoreboards,
which measure the countries’ performance in procure‐
ment. Analysing both data sources affords insights into
the actual functioning of the procurement practices in
the member states and how they differ. Moreover, such
a differentiated policy implementation across member
states is visible only when considering longer periods of
time, which is possible with the available databases.

5. Policy Changes in EU Policy on Public Procurement
Before and During the Covid‐19 Pandemic

5.1. Pre‐Pandemic

The field of EUpublic procurement has long beenmarked
by incremental changes towards more regulation and
increased harmonisation. Increased harmonisation was
achieved through the various treaties andwith directives
that were increasingly aimed at regulating procurement
procedures and their coordination (Arrowsmith, 2005;
Gordon et al., 1998; Turpin, 1972). Examples of such
directives include the Remedies Directive (89/665), the
Utilities Directive (90/531), and the Services Directive
(92/50) in the 1980s and 1990s. In 2004, new direc‐
tives were adopted to simplify procurement procedures
and harmonise procurement laws (Arrowsmith, 2011,
pp. 55–58). Over time, the overall policy objectives
remained the same, namely the freemovement of goods
and services, the dismantling of trade barriers, and the
harmonisation of procurement procedures among mem‐
ber states in order to boost economic growth (European
Commission, 2010, 2022a; Meulenbelt, 2016). The pol‐
icy area has therefore long been characterised by pol‐
icy continuity (Streeck & Thelen, 2005b) where the
source of change is endogenous to institutions and the
causes of change unfold over longer periods of time
(Table 1, cell D).

Moreover, in line with the typology in Table 1 (cell D),
EU public procurement policy faced difficulties that
originated from within—that is, the source of change
was endogenous. More specifically, the provisions were
vague, and the definitions were often unclear. This cre‐
ated immense legal uncertainty in the member states,
leading to different interpretations and applications, as

well as more than 400 procurement judgments delivered
by the Court of Justice of the EU until 2014 (Semple,
2015, p. XXXIV). Furthermore, applying the procurement
rules was challenging, and member states often failed
to communicate their national transposition measures.
For example, only nine member states communicated
thesemeasures timeously in the case of the Public Sector
Directive and the Directive 2007/66/EC, while 11 did so
for the Utilities Directive and only four for the Defence
Procurement Directive (European Commission, 2012,
p. 27). Between 2009 and 2011—excluding cases of non‐
communication—61 infringement procedures were initi‐
ated against member states, 53 of which related to incor‐
rect applications. During the same time period, 205 cases
were initiated in the EU Pilot, a problem‐solving instru‐
ment launched by the Commission for solving implemen‐
tation problems prior to the legal procedure (European
Commission, 2012, pp. 28–29). The report on the applica‐
tion of procurement rules for 2013 revealed similar pat‐
terns (European Commission, 2013).

Therefore, EU procurement policy has long had an
endogenous source of change resulting frompolicy learn‐
ing based on the case law and problems in applications.
However, the 2008 economic crisis constituted a turn‐
ing point, or a critical juncture (Table 1, cell A), that
created momentum for more extensive changes. As a
response to this crisis, the Commission revised the pro‐
curement directives in 2014. Three main directives were
then adopted: Directive 2014/24/EU on public procure‐
ment; Directive 2014/25/EU on procurement by entities
operating in the water, energy, transport, and postal ser‐
vices sectors; and Directive 2014/23/EU on the award
of concession contracts. These comprehensive changes
were made possible as the Commission viewed public
procurement as a critical policy instrument for boost‐
ing competition and ensuring growth in the wake of the
economic crisis (European Commission, 2010). However,
while the source of change was exogenous, the policy
shifts can be classified as layering, with new policy instru‐
ments and techniques being introduced on top of the
already existing ones (Mahoney & Thelen, 2010; Streeck
& Thelen, 2005a).Moreover, the extensive case law grad‐
ually positioned the Court of Justice of the EU in the
political centre, thus marking a shift where institutions
that were previously on the periphery moved to the
political centre. Put differently, institutional resources
were recovered or reactivated (Streeck & Thelen, 2005b,
p. 31), which implies a shift in the salience of differ‐
ent institutional arrangements (Streeck & Thelen, 2005b,
p. 22). A common assessment found in the literature is
that institutional changes such as these occur if the legit‐
imacy of practices and institutional forms are questioned
(DiMaggio & Powell, 1991; Streeck & Thelen, 2005b).
This assessment partly applies to EU procurement pol‐
icy in the aftermath of the economic crisis. Moreover,
the introduction of new procurement procedures—and
especially the inclusion of common societal, environmen‐
tal, and innovative aspects as award criteria—marked a
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shift in logic since the dominant award criterion in the
past was price (Pircher, 2020b). This changed the pol‐
icy goals more fundamentally and can be classified as
a third‐order change (Hall, 1993). Interestingly, the EU
achieved enhanced harmonisation of the procurement
rules despite an increase in protectionism in many EU
countries during the economic crisis.

However, the 2014 directives needed to be imple‐
mented and applied in themember states until the trans‐
position deadline in August 2016. Since the EU policies
were questioned by member states, their implementa‐
tion was subject to huge domestic debates; for example,
on the construction of hospitals (Sweden), airports and
stations (Germany), and the question of how to apply
the rules in specific areas such as ambulance services
(Austria). Overall, the difficulties in implementation led
to an average transposition delay of two years (European
Parliament, 2020), and the Commission initiated infringe‐
ment cases against nearly all member states (European
Commission, 2016, 2019b). As a result, the EU and its
relevant policies became increasingly politicised at the
national level, meaning that their saliency and polarisa‐
tion increased and these issues became more crucial to
national political outcomes (de Wilde et al., 2016).

While the economic crisis createdmomentum for the
Commission to introduce substantial policy changes in
public procurement (Table 1, cell A), we also observe
enhanced tensions between the EU policies and mem‐
ber states trying to adopt more national solutions when
applying them (Treumer & Comba, 2018). The same
tensions are currently visible in the wake of the initial
stages of the Covid‐19 pandemic. Thus, public procure‐
ment is increasingly characterised by tensions between
supranational institutions and member states that were
reinforced and put to the test in the current crisis
(Arrowsmith et al., 2021).

5.2. During the Covid‐19 Crisis

Briefly before the pandemic in 2019, heated discus‐
sions in the member states concerned one commu‐
nication by the Commission that introduced the cre‐
ation of an international instrument on public procure‐
ment (International Public Procurement Initiative [IPPI])
to ensure better reciprocity access to foreign markets
(Agence Europe, 2019c). This instrument was to gov‐
ern the participation of third‐country companies in pub‐
lic procurement markets (European Commission, 2019a).
The Commission’s proposal received strong criticism,
especially from the Nordic countries and Germany, as
they called for a strengthening of the award criteria
(Agence Europe, 2019c). Yet the Commission continued
its efforts in the autumn of 2019 to ensure better access
to lucrative international markets for European compa‐
nies in nine central countries, including the US and China
(Agence Europe, 2019a).Without themember states hav‐
ing come to an agreement on the IPPI (Agence Europe,
2019b), the global pandemic Covid‐19 hit Europe at the

beginning of 2020. However, global procurement with
the US (vaccines) and China (face masks and medical
equipment) became highly relevant during this time.
Therefore, even though the debates at the EU level were
controversial and lengthy, the global pandemic enabled
further changes in global procurement. The need for
joint procurements and the Commission’s role in push‐
ing the IPPI instrument forward led to an acceleration of
the negotiations and, ultimately, to its adoption in the
Council of the EU in June 2021 (Agence Europe, 2021).
These changes made in the area of global procurement
still adhered to the EU’s overall goals in public procure‐
ment but were aimed at widening procurement markets.

In the wake of the pandemic, the Commission fur‐
ther released new guidelines for public buyers to pur‐
chase medical supplies and personal protective equip‐
ment (Communication from the Commission of 1 April
2020, 2020). These new guidelines assist member states
in an emergency and apply to goods and services related
to Covid‐19. These changes in the EU’s policy on pub‐
lic procurement included the following: Public buyers
can now reduce the deadlines to accelerate open or
restricted procedures and—to ensure flexibility—a nego‐
tiated procedure without publication can be considered.
However, the European Court of Justice requires that
the use of such procedures without publication should
remain the exception and requires to assess whether
the criteria for using them are met or not. These cri‐
teria were established by the Commission and include,
for example, a daily increase in the number of Covid‐19
cases. Moreover, the use of such procedures must be
assessed on a case‐by‐case basis. Another change in the
EU’s policy on public procurement is that public buyers
are encouraged to consider alternative solutions in the
market (Communication from the Commission of 1 April
2020, 2020, p. 1). This principle focuses on extreme
urgencies, such as the current Covid‐19 crisis, where pub‐
lic buyers may need to purchase products within days or
even hours. To speed up procurement procedures, pub‐
lic buyers may also consider contacting potential con‐
tractors within and outside the EU by phone, e‐mail, or
in person. Moreover, they can hire agents with better
contacts in the markets, send representatives to coun‐
tries that have the necessary products in stock or con‐
tact potential suppliers to agree to an increase in pro‐
duction. As these measures may fail to meet the needs
of public buyers in the current situation, they are also
encouraged to seek alternatives and innovative solu‐
tions (Communication from the Commission of 1 April
2020, 2020, p. 2). In addition, the deadlines in the open
and restricted procedures may be shortened in cases of
emergency from 35 days to 15 days and from 30 days
to 10 days (Communication from the Commission of
1 April 2020, 2020, p. 4). These new guidelines signif‐
icantly increase member states’ flexibility on how to
use and implement procurement. Moreover, the EU con‐
ducted single central procurement on behalf of all mem‐
ber states when purchasing vaccines against Covid‐19.
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In summary, the cause of the policy changes in the
wake of the Covid‐19 pandemic was clearly exogenous,
while the timehorizon for implementing themwas excep‐
tionally short. Although these changes are in line with
previous policy goals, the increased flexibility in imple‐
menting them represents a transformative character in
practice, depending on the application of the rules. This
increased flexibility was directly motivated as a response
to the emergency brought about by the Covid‐19 crisis
and would have not been granted otherwise.

In addition, analyses have revealed that the
Commission was the main driver for change and unilat‐
erally implemented policies that may backfire in prac‐
tice. At the beginning of the Covid‐19 outbreak, the
member states realised that they needed the supra‐
national level to lift the EU countries out of the cri‐
sis. Therefore, as in the case of the economic crisis
(Karlsson et al., 2019), the pandemic created momen‐
tum for increased EU governance. The Commission used
this momentum in two ways. First, if public procurement
contracts at the national level exceed a certain finan‐
cial threshold—which was generally the case during
the pandemic—competition for those contracts takes
place within European or even global markets (Directive
2014/24; World Trade Organization, 2017). As a result,
supranational actors decide on the different procure‐
ment rules. Therefore, the Commission released new
guidelines for public buyers to purchase medical sup‐
plies and personal protective equipment to facilitate
procurement. Second, the Commission offered to run
single central procurement for the first time in history
on behalf of all member states when purchasing vac‐
cines against Covid‐19. While this pressure came from
certain member states that were reluctant to purchase
the product and carry the financial risks, it gave the
Commission a mandate for joint procurement. This cen‐
tralised procurement gave increased power to suprana‐
tional actors, and the Commission assumed a leading
role in establishing the rights and obligations of mem‐
ber states in relation to participation in this joint pro‐
curement (European Commission, 2020). Therefore, it
is also the Commission that decides on the possibility
of member states withdrawing from this mechanism.
At the time of writing (June 2022), Poland wishes to with‐
draw from the pooled procurement mechanism, but the
Commission argues that countries cannot unilaterally
withdraw from the contract (Agence Europe, 2022). This
illustrates the pronounced role of supranational actors in
procurement. Therefore, the Covid‐19 crisis potentially
enabled increased supranational integration.

6. Policy Changes and Consequences for Policy
Implementation

While centralised EU procurement and the new guide‐
lines can be regarded as an indication of further harmon‐
isation of procurement rules, there is evidence that the
implementation outcomes do not always serve the com‐

mon good. For example, while the acceleration of pro‐
curement procedures is efficient in the current crisis and
allows for highly flexible procurement solutions, it also
results in unintended consequences in practice. Since
the calls for tenders are announced for a shorter time
period, they also receive lower numbers of bids. One
unintended consequence is that an increasing number
of contracts receive only a single bid. Figure 1 demon‐
strates a stark trend of increased single bidders for all
countries within the European Single Market from 2009
to 2020. This sharp increase began in 2016, the year of
the transposition deadline of the newprocurement direc‐
tives that aimed to boost competition after the economic
downturn (Pircher, 2020b). Moreover, Figure 1 illustrates
that the trend reached its peak after the outbreak of
the global pandemic at the end of 2019 and in 2020.
Since the trend towards single bidders hints at increased
protectionism and/or political corruption (Fazekas et al.,
2021), the legitimacy of these policies is at stake. It,
therefore, appears that the EU policy changes in procure‐
ment have the potential to undermine competition in
practice, thus failing to achieve the EU’s aim of enhanc‐
ing competition.

Moreover, Figure 2 indicates that the share of pro‐
curement contracts with single bidders differs signifi‐
cantly across the various countries. High levels of single
bidders can be seen in Eastern and Southern European
countries (Bulgaria, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Greece,
Croatia, Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Slovenia) in par‐
ticular. This is further supported by Figure A1 in the
Supplementary File which indicates that the dispersion
(standard deviation) in the share of single bidders across
the various countries increases over time. For exam‐
ple, recent data relating to 2020 reveal that Sweden
had no contracts (0%) awarded with only a single bid
in 2020. This stands in contrast to Poland, where more
than half of all procurement contracts received only a sin‐
gle bidder (European Commission, 2022b). This discrep‐
ancy across the member states is further visible in the
use of negotiated procedures without publication, which
allows direct awarding to preselected economic opera‐
tors (Communication from the Commission of 1 April
2020, 2020). While Figure A2 (Supplementary File) indi‐
cates that the number of procedures that were negoti‐
ated with a company without any calls for bids increased
in nearly all EU member states in 2020, it is again the
Eastern and Southern countries that show the highest
numbers (Bulgaria, Cyprus, Romania, and Slovenia). This
demonstrates that the EU’s aim of harmonising procure‐
ment practices is undermined in practice. Instead, we
observe increasingly differentiated policy implementa‐
tion across the EU countries, which enhances differenti‐
ated integration (Schimmelfennig et al., 2015).

Based on these analyses, it appears that the EU’s
aims and policy changes introduced in procurement in
times of crisismay backfire in practice and have the oppo‐
site effect, namely undermining the competition and har‐
monisation of procurement practices. This potentially
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Figure 1. Trend of single bidders as average of all countries within the European Single Market from 2009 to 2020. Note:
The TED database includes NorthMacedonia. Source: Author’s own compilation based on the Commission’s TED database
(TED, 2022).
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creates a turning point for the legitimacy of EU gover‐
nance in procurement.

7. Conclusion

This study investigates the extent to which EU policy on
public procurement has changed in the current Covid‐19
crisis and how these changes affect the procurement
outcomes in the member states. Based on institutional‐
ist and EU governance theories, the study contributes
three insights to the literature. The first insight is that the
Covid‐19 crisis created momentum for policy changes
in the field of procurement that can be classified as
exogenous and where the cause of change emerged in
the short term. The new guidelines for member states
to procure medical supplies and the jointly conducted
procurement launched by the EU are examples of such
changes. While these changes represent new policies
and policy instruments in the field, it is nevertheless clear
that the EU’s overall goals in procurement remained the
same. The second insight provided by this study is that
the pandemic opened up a window of opportunity for
supranational actors to serve as policy entrepreneurs
and drive the harmonisation of procurement rules for‐
ward. The policy changes in procurement were intro‐
duced primarily by the Commission, which was capable
of enabling increased harmonisation and thus European
integration, despite the crisis. Interestingly, we see the
same tendency today as the Commission aims to launch
joint procurement of gas due to the war in Ukraine.
The third insight is that while the changes in procure‐
ment have enhanced European integration, their imple‐
mentation in practice increases the risk of protectionism
and political corruption and may therefore undermine
the legitimacy of these policies. This is because the accel‐
eration of procurement procedures and the introduction
of new practices led to a sharp increase in the number of
contracts awarded on the basis of only a single bidder
or via direct contracting without any calls for bids. This
development demonstrates that if EU policies are swiftly
decided upon at the supranational level and need to be
swiftly implemented, member states face major difficul‐
ties in applying these policies. Ultimately, this reduces
the legitimacy of the policies.

Furthermore, the new policies in the field of pro‐
curement introduced during the Covid‐19 crisis afford
member states greater flexibility in implementing them.
However, this greater flexibility leads to increasingly dif‐
ferentiated policy implementation. Moreover, this flexi‐
bility can be politically used for specific market policies
that deviate from EU policies (e.g., protectionism). This
development should be the subject of future research
as it might lead to a gradual loss of legitimacy for the
EU’s political systemas awhole. For example, while some
member states aim to promote environmental standards
as proposed by the EU, others may use the inclusion of
environmental criteria to favour certain companies and
businesses “through the backdoor.” This hidden protec‐

tionism has the potential to harm the European Single
Market as a whole. This would mean that the EU’s aims
are subverted in practice, thereby incrementally under‐
mining its legitimacy.
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1. Introduction

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is one of the
most controversial international organizations in the
global governance system. Scholars often discuss the
IMF’s “legitimacy crisis” (Best, 2007; Clift & Robles, 2021;
Seabrooke, 2007) and the institution’s continuous efforts
to reform and address these challenges (Metinsoy, 2019;
Momani & Hibben, 2017; Woods, 2006). As part of a
recent effort to address rising criticisms and garner legit‐
imacy, the Fund incorporated tackling economic inequal‐
ity in its lending programs as a “macro‐critical issue,”
i.e., an issue that is critical to macroeconomic stabil‐
ity (Ostry et al., 2016). Scholars agree that this effort
has been limited in its success (Best, 2007; Clift &
Robles, 2021; Gronau & Schmidtke, 2016; Nunn &White,
2016). They explain this by the Fund’s narrowly focused
expertise on “classic economics” and its lack of exper‐

tise in the field of politics (Best, 2007), the bureau‐
cratic structure of the Fund, and, relatedly, the institu‐
tional and ideational setbacks for change (Clift & Robles,
2021; Nunn & White, 2016), as well as fragmented
and slow‐paced change in Fund policies (Kaya & Reay,
2019). Another group of scholars look at socially, eco‐
nomically, and politically harmful consequences of Fund
lending programs such as exacerbating poverty, instill‐
ing political instability, and harming economic growth
(Abouharb & Cingranelli, 2007; Hartzell et al., 2010;
Lang, 2021; Oberdabernig, 2013; Przeworski & Vreeland,
2000), which indirectly diminishes the legitimacy of the
Fund’s lending programs. Finally, scholars have argued
that the influence and the privileged role of powerful
states in terms of voting rights at the Fund and less voice
for developing countries in comparison harm the Fund’s
legitimacy (Guastaferro & Moschella, 2012; Seabrooke,
2007; Woods, 2006),
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In this article, I propose an alternative argument
based on geopolitical interests as to why the IMF cannot
overcome its legitimacy gap and cannot reduce income
inequality in borrowing countries. I argue that US‐allied
left‐wing governments receive more labor conditions
compared to non‐US allied and right‐wing and centrist
governments. The argument builds on the US influence
on the design of conditionality and its role in securing
favorable “deals” for its allies. Scholars have previously
considered how an alliance with the US translates into
larger loans and fewer conditions for borrowing coun‐
tries (Copelovitch, 2010; Dreher & Jensen, 2007; Stone,
2008). In this article, I look at how an alliance with the
US can result in a higher number of and more stringent
labor conditions for left‐wing governments. I argue that
labor market reform under an IMF program helps these
governments preserve their geostrategic alliance with
the US and signal their pro‐market disposition to inter‐
national financial markets. In Eastern European borrow‐
ers, in addition to this, an alliance with the US coincides
with signaling a break with the Soviet past. In exchange,
these governments reinforce their alliance with the US
and demonstrate that they do not have a “radical” leftist
agenda. The alliance may then serve allied governments
(in the narrow sense of the government as an institution),
for instance, by receiving more aid from the US or gen‐
eral support for their diplomacy and foreign policy goals
as well as helping them bypass domestic opposition by
shifting the blame onto the IMF. This support, however,
comes at the expense of domestic labor groups. In other
words, the article brings in a qualification for the ear‐
lier studies that an alliance with the US results in more
lenient treatment at the Fund: It shows that an alliance
with the US does not necessarily result in more favorable
outcomes for all domestic groups. This “selective friend‐
ship” and shifting the burden onto labor groups not only
violates the Fund’s claimof assigning conditions basedon
objective and measurable economic indicators but also
makes it serve as a “backdoor” for geostrategic alliances
and goals. This is highly damaging for an international
organization that claims legitimacy based on its reputa‐
tion as a technocratic institution.

Finally, I argue that labor conditions in Fund pro‐
grams are intimately linked to rising inequality in lending
programs. As discussed in a recent IMF staff discussion
article, labor market flexibility has a considerable influ‐
ence on increasing income inequality (Dabla‐Norris et al.,
2015). IMF labor conditions that dismantle income‐ and
job‐protection measures in the labor market and bring
greater flexibility cause salary increases for a minority of
workers, whereas salaries of the majority decrease with
the declining security and regulation. Since the major‐
ity of the wider public in borrowing countries are wage
earners, income inequality substantially increases. This
contradicts the Fund’s declared policy goals of reduc‐
ing income inequality in borrowing countries and signifi‐
cantly compromises its outcome legitimacy (i.e., the out‐
comes of the programs).

In a panel data analysis of the years between 1980
and 2013, I show that left‐wing governments allied with
the US receive more labor conditions controlling for
selection into IMF programs, time trends, labor market
indicators such as the level of regulation and flexibility in
the labor market, and political indicators such as demo‐
cratic regimes and elections in a particular year. I look at
three separate indicators of labor conditions: total num‐
ber of labor conditions in a lending program, relative fre‐
quency of labor conditions among total conditions (i.e.,
number of labor conditions divided by the total num‐
ber of conditions), and the stringency of conditions such
as prior actions and performance criteria, fulfilment of
which determine whether the country can receive a loan
from the Fund. With all three measurements, left‐wing
governments allied with the US receive a larger number
of labor conditions than non‐allied and right‐wing gov‐
ernments. This shows that governments can pursue their
own self‐interest using their alliance with the US and the
IMF and can shift the burden downward onto society.
This, undoubtedly, has a significant adverse impact on
the legitimacy of the Fund in the eyes of the wider public.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: The next
section offers a survey of the existing studies and points
to gaps in and the contribution of this study to the extant
literature. Section 3 offers a more detailed theorization
of how the alliancewith theUS translates intomore labor
conditions despite fewer total conditions in programs
and how this affects the Fund’s legitimacy. Section 4 pro‐
vides the empirical evidence for the association between
an alliance between the US and the borrowing govern‐
ment, the left‐wing ideology of the government, and a
greater number of labor conditions in lending programs.
The final section summarizes the argument.

2. The International Monetary Fund and Its
Legitimacy Crisis

The IMF’s continuous “legitimacy crisis” has previously
been discussed under three subheadings in the literature
with corresponding advice on how to address it. Firstly,
the US’s privileged role in terms of voting rights at the
Fund and G7 countries making up more than 60% of
all votes are identified as problematic for the remain‐
ing IMF members. Considering that G7 members almost
never borrow from the Fund and there are repeat bor‐
rowers among developing countries, the lopsided vot‐
ing structure has been heavily criticized (Guastaferro
& Moschella, 2012; Seabrooke, 2007; Woods, 2006).
In response, the corresponding legitimation attempt by
the IMF consists of revising quotas and giving developing
countries a greater voice (Gronau & Schmidtke, 2016).
The Fund has, however, gone through multiple rounds
of revisions to its voting system without a corresponding
increase in its legitimacy (Metinsoy, 2019).

A second factor is the narrowly defined and applied
economics expertise at the Fund, usually following
the teachings of “classical economics,” which may not
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correspond to the political realities in borrowing coun‐
tries (Best, 2007; Clift & Robles, 2021; Nunn & White,
2016). Furthermore, the Fund is known to hire from
a narrow pool of macroeconomists usually trained in
Anglo‐Saxon countries (Chwieroth, 2015; Nelson, 2014,
2017). This might also feed into a “narrow” conceptual‐
ization of economic problems and solutions to them. As a
remedy, Best (2007) calls for greater intellectual plural‐
ism at the Fund and diversity in the recruitment and train‐
ing of staff members. Recent changes in the Fund’s lend‐
ing arrangements, such as a more sympathetic approach
to capital controls and greater space for Keynesian ideas,
might signal a change in this regard (Chwieroth, 2014;
Clift, 2018; Metinsoy, 2021). Nevertheless, this does
not seem to have solved the IMF’s legitimacy problems,
either. This is not least because the change is frag‐
mented, where ideational shifts in one policy area or
Fund department may not spill over to another area to
a high degree and existing and new practices co‐exist for
at least a period of time (Kaya & Reay, 2019). Some schol‐
ars have particularly drawn attention to the gap between
the rhetoric of change and the continuation of existing
practices, which they called “organized hypocrisy” at the
Fund, referring to the deliberate discrepancy between
rhetoric and practice (Kentikelenis et al., 2016). This gap
undoubtedly harms the Fund’s legitimacy in the eyes of
borrowing governments and their citizens.

Finally, the Fund has been criticized in terms of
the consequences of its programs, such as its negative
impact on economic growth (Przeworski & Vreeland,
2000), exacerbating inequality (Garuda, 2000; Lang,
2021; Oberdabernig, 2013), lowering labor’s income
(Vreeland, 2002), diminishing labor rights (Caraway,
2006; Reinsberg et al., 2019), and triggering civil wars
(Hartzell et al., 2010) and coups d’état (Casper, 2017).
As a response, the Fund has been promoting the idea
of “country ownership” (Best, 2007; Seabrooke, 2007)
and greater attention to the “political economy” of the
borrowing country (author’s interview with a senior IMF
official, 2021; see also Nunn & White, 2016). This, how‐
ever, assumes that programs are designed with certain
transparency and objectivity and without informal polit‐
ical influence behind closed doors, such as the influence
of the US. This article aims to delve deeper into why
and how conditionality that leads to adverse economic
outcomes, such as rising income inequality despite the
declared aim of reducing it, may come about.

The article aims particularly to offer a cross‐cutting
perspective on the Fund’s potential legitimacy deficiency
and proposes to unpack the term “borrowing country.”
While quota reformmay grant a greater voice to develop‐
ing countries, it does not empower labor groups within
borrowing countries to the same extent. Governments
negotiate the programs at the Fund and can mobilize
their alliance with the US to secure favorable deals for
their own narrow interests. Scholars have previously
demonstrated that the US engages in “informal, back‐
door politics” at the Fund (Stone, 2008, p. 595) and that

it secures larger loans and more lenient conditionality
for its allies (Copelovitch, 2010; Dreher & Jensen, 2007;
Dreher et al., 2015; Stone, 2008). Following the recent
advancement in IMF studies in terms of unpacking condi‐
tionality (Dang & Stone, 2021), we can also look at what
types of conditionality (in addition to the total number of
conditions) US allies receive. Furthermore, greater atten‐
tion to a country’s political economy or greater intel‐
lectual pluralism may not be extensively helpful unless
transparency and objectivity are ensured in the design of
conditionality. This article looks at how governments, as
negotiators of Fund programs, can use their seats at the
table to signal their ideological proximity to the US and
strengthen their geostrategic alliance with it by pushing
for labor market reform under IMF programs. This need
to “prove” ideological proximity is particularly strong for
left‐wing governments,whichmay be regardedmore sus‐
piciously by the US.

The next section discusses in more detail how an
alliancewith theUS for left‐wing governmentsmay result
in a larger number of labor conditions in IMF lend‐
ing programs.

3. Governments, the United States Alliance, and the
International Monetary Fund as “Scapegoat”

Governments often borrow from the IMF when they
face balance‐of‐payments problems and when they can‐
not find credit on favorable terms in international pri‐
vate markets (Copelovitch, 2010). They sometimes, how‐
ever, go to the IMF when they also want to conduct
costly reforms at home and lack the power base to exe‐
cute them (Vreeland, 2006). In such cases, they use
the IMF as an external anchor and as a “scapegoat” to
bypass domestic opposition and shield themselves from
criticism from domestic constituencies (Vreeland, 2006).
They then negotiate with the Fund with the purpose of
implementing those politically costly reforms at home.
Finally, US allies are more likely to borrow from the Fund
due to the privileged position of the US simply because
their request for loans are more likely to be approved by
the Fund (Stone, 2008).

Scholars have previously demonstrated that govern‐
ments have some influence on the design of condition‐
ality. For instance, powerful groups such as the military
might avoid budgetary cuts under IMF programs thanks
to their connection to and representation by the govern‐
ment, while other less organized groups such as the edu‐
cation sector or labor groups might suffer from exten‐
sive budgetary cuts (Caraway et al., 2012; Nooruddin &
Simmons, 2006). Affirming this point, a senior official in
the Greek government, who negotiated a program with
the IMF in 2012, argues that they had some wiggle room
to oppose some conditionality and protect some groups
such as the education sector from cuts (author’s inter‐
view with a senior Greek official, 2014).

We can logically assume that governments might
want to hold the discretion of how to distribute the
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burden with minimum political cost and with the great‐
est benefits to themselves. Left‐wing governments, how‐
ever, face a dilemma because of split domestic and inter‐
national costs and benefits. Domestically, they are often
elected on a labor‐friendly platform, and their mandate
is often not to curtail labor rights but to expand them.
Therefore, we can assume that labor market reforms
are highly costly, especially for left‐wing governments.
Internationally, their pro‐labor left‐wing agendamay pro‐
voke suspicions in the international market and can risk
their geopolitical alliancewith theUS. They can solve this
dilemma by externalizing the blame and “scapegoating”
the IMF for labor market reforms in domestic politics.
If they can blame the Fund for those reforms, this exon‐
erates them from the burden. Internationally, they can
demonstrate to the US and international markets that
they do not have a “radical” leftist agenda. To put it dif‐
ferently, they show that they are “good leftists” and ide‐
ologically close to the US. For instance, in Brazil in 1999,
the left‐leaning government received five labor condi‐
tions with an above‐average alignment score with the
US (0.26) anddid not receive any labor conditions in 2002
when its alignment score went down (0.18). In Eastern
European borrowers of the Fund—such as Romania in
2003, Macedonia in 1997, and Hungary in 1997—labor
market reform under IMF programs may also signal a
break from the Soviet past. This break with the past coin‐
cides with an alliance with the US and a greater number
of labor conditions. Hungary is an interesting example
with six labor conditions and an alignment score of 0.46
in 1997.

Although perhaps every government may want to
hold the ultimate discretion on reforms and have the
greatest benefits with the minimum political costs for
themselves, theymay not always have access to this type
of deal. Due to a certain power asymmetry between the
Fund and the borrower, borrowers do not have exten‐
sive bargaining power. The Fund is the creditor, and the

borrower is naturally in need of the loans and hence
in a weaker position. One can argue that the Fund can
push for its agenda of reducing income inequality despite
governments’ different priorities and geostrategic calcu‐
lations. US allies, however, may overcome this type of
asymmetry with the Fund thanks to the US privileged
position at the IMF. The US maintains an effective veto
power since it holds more than 16% of the votes and
85% of the votes are required for qualified majority deci‐
sions (Woods, 2006). Furthermore, it commands an infor‐
mal influence over the institution (Stone, 2008). Hence,
the US might help its allied governments to influence
the design of conditionality and help governments exe‐
cute labor market reforms under an IMF program with‐
out much cost to themselves.

Indeed, there is a statistically significant positive cor‐
relation between voting in line with the US in the UN
General Assembly (a proxy for the alliance with the US)
and the relative frequency of labor conditions for IMF
borrowers (0.61, p = 0.02). Data on UNGeneral Assembly
voting come from Dreher et al. (2015) and on IMF condi‐
tions from Kentikelenis et al. (2016). On the other hand,
there is a statistically significant (although substantively
small) negative correlation between an alliance with the
US and the relative frequency of fiscal conditions in pro‐
grams (−0.07, p = 0.03). Furthermore, delving deeper
into the data, we see that US‐allied left‐wing govern‐
ments receivemore labor conditions and fewer fiscal con‐
ditions, while US‐allied right‐wing governments receive
fewer conditions on both accounts. Figure 1 below shows
how labor conditions increase for left‐wing governments,
as the alliance with the US becomes tighter (left panel).
It also shows that labor conditions decline for US‐allied
right‐wing governments (right panel).

Furthermore, without the US alliance, there is not a
statistically meaningful relationship between labor con‐
ditionality and government partisanship. Left‐wing gov‐
ernments with a looser alliance with the US receive on
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Figure 1. Relative frequency of fiscal and labor conditions for the US allies (left graph: left‐wing governments; right graph:
right‐wing and center governments). Source: Author’s own calculations based on Dreher et al. (2015) for “voting in line
with the US,” Kentikelenis et al. (2016) for the labor conditions, and the Cruz et al. (2018) “Database of Political Institutions
(DPI) 2017” for government ideology.
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average fewer and less stringent labor conditions. One
can argue that, without the need to project ideologi‐
cal proximity to the US, these governments are more
likely to protect labor interests at the negotiation table.
They, however, receive a greater number of fiscal condi‐
tions and a greater number of total conditions, confirm‐
ing earlier studies that the US intervenes to secure more
lenient programs for its allied governments in terms of
total number of conditions. In other words, a strategic
alliance with the US alters the distribution of conditions
and the choice between labor and fiscal conditions for
left‐wing governments.

An alternative explanation might be that left‐wing
governments have a short‐term electoral strategy:
By keeping fiscal conditions to the minimum, govern‐
ments preserve their ability to govern and distribute
strategic resources to their constituencies in order to
shield them from the impact of the crisis and shrinking
resources. Secondly, via labor conditions, they socialize
and disseminate the impact of conditions to all parts
of the society and reduce the weight on their electoral
constituencies. In other words, they trade labor condi‐
tions with fiscal conditions in service of their re‐election
strategies. However, if this is the case, we should observe
a similar calculation for all left‐wing governments. In the
design of conditionality, we see that, without an alliance
with the US, left‐wing borrowers of the Fund receive
fewer and less stringent labor conditions. In other words,
labor conditions might really be the price of the alliance
with the US.

Another alternative explanation may be that
left‐wing governments find it easier than their right‐wing
counterparts to build a coalition for reform due to gen‐
eral support for pro‐market reforms from the right‐wing
opposition (Beazer & Woo, 2016). Right‐wing govern‐
ments, on the other hand, face fierce opposition from
the left‐wing parties when they want to initiate reform.
This, however, contradicts the fact that non‐US‐allied
left‐wing governments receive fewer labor conditions.
Furthermore, the theorymay be attributingmore agency
to the opposition than the government itself in policy
initiation and implementation. The empirical data seem
to show that US‐allied left‐wing governments are more
likely to receive labor market conditions than right‐wing
and centrist governments.

The IMF’s labor conditionality can be highly intru‐
sive, overhauling the labor market regulations. Some
common labor conditions consist of dismantling collec‐
tive labor agreements and replacing them with firm‐
and individual‐level agreements, such as in the Greek
and Portuguese programs in 2010 and 2011, respectively
(IMF, 2010a, 2011). This naturally diminishes the bargain‐
ing power of labor groups and results in a reduction
in their income. Conditions can also directly lower the
minimum wage and pension rights as in Latvia in 2010
(IMF, 2010b). They can mandate the layoff of public sec‐
tor workers (Rickard & Caraway, 2019), foster privatiza‐
tions (Caraway et al., 2012), and lower the wages of pub‐

lic sector workers (IMF, 2010b). Via the “demonstration
effect,” this reduces wages in the private sector as well
(IMF, 2009). Conditions can reduce the severance pay‐
ment and unemployment benefits and make firing eas‐
ier in general. The maximum duration of temporary con‐
tracts can be extended, and the number of hours one
can work on a part‐time contract might be prolonged
(IMF, 2010a).

Labor conditions in IMF programs often contribute
to rising income inequality. Especially dismantling collec‐
tive bargaining rights results in an increase in the income
of wage earners at the top, while those of lower‐income
groups diminish further (Wallerstein, 1999). With low‐
ered security due to layoffs from the public sector and
easier firing conditions in the private sector, workers
accept lower wages. Scholars have found that IMF pro‐
grams in general increase inequality (Forster et al., 2019;
Oberdabernig, 2013). Furthermore, they found that this
effect is mainly driven by income losses among lower‐
income groups (Lang, 2021). Labor conditions lower
the income of mainly vulnerable groups in society. This
squarely contradicts the Fund’s declared aim of reducing
inequality and diminishes the Fund’s legitimacy due to
the discrepancy between the rhetoric and policy.

According to the IMF, labor market reforms in its pro‐
grams are geared towards bringing greater flexibility and
efficiency to the labor market (IMF, 2013). They practi‐
cally, however, reduce protection in the labor market.
Considering the negative impact of those measures on
the prospective and current income and security of labor
groups, they are especially politically costly for left‐wing
governments to implement. The IMF then becomes a
convenient “scapegoat.”

Being “scapegoated” in this way has an additional
negative effect on the legitimacy of the Fund in two
ways. Governments “scapegoat” the IMF using “elite
cues.” Research shows that negative elite cues regard‐
ing international organizations stick more than posi‐
tive messages, and this holds especially true for orga‐
nizations such as the IMF, where public knowledge of
the organization is limited (Dellmuth & Tallberg, 2021).
“Scapegoating” diminishes the basis of the Fund’s legit‐
imacy in the public eye. This often translates into large‐
scale protests and strikes, and the legitimacy of the insti‐
tution is visibly diminished for future borrowers as well
(Abouharb & Cingranelli, 2007; Pastor, 1987). Secondly,
“backroom deals” harm the main basis of the IMF’s legit‐
imacy, i.e., its claim to non‐political, expert knowledge
(Best, 2007; Clift & Robles, 2021). Interference of pol‐
itics such as the alliance with the US and the govern‐
ment partisanship in conditionality significantly damage
the Fund’s expertise‐led legitimacy claims.

The IMF assigning a larger share of labor conditions
for US‐allied left‐wing governments also harms proce‐
dural and output legitimacy, as discussed in the intro‐
duction of this thematic issue. Procedurally, the IMF
is “instrumentalized” by governments, which lack the
mandate and power base to implement politically costly
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reforms. The legitimacy of international organizations is
sometimes argued to be granted by the willing participa‐
tion of governments, who voluntarily sign up for these
organizations (Guastaferro & Moschella, 2012). If those
governments then use the international organization to
circumvent the domestic opposition and shift the burden
of adjustment on them in order to preserve their geopo‐
litical alliances, then this naturally harms the procedural
legitimacy claims. In terms of outcome legitimacy, ris‐
ing inequality and diminished security and income for
the majority of workers contradict the stated goals of
the IMF, i.e., reducing inequality in its program countries.
Additionally, it takes the blame for an outcome that a gov‐
ernment is not normally elected to implement but can
put in place (an extensive labor market reform) thanks
to the anchor of the IMF.

The next section provides the empirical support
for the theory proposed in this section that US‐allied
left‐wing governments receive a larger number of labor
conditions than non‐US allies, controlling for preexisting
labor market regulations and firing costs and other polit‐
ical and economic variables.

4. Quantitative Evidence: Alliance with the United
States, Government Partisanship, and Labor
Conditions

The proposed theory in this article predicts that left‐wing
governments, allied with the US, will receive more labor
conditions in their programs. In order to test this theory,
I draw on a sample of IMF borrowers between the years
1980 and 2014. The unit of analysis is country‐year fol‐
lowing earlier studies in the field (Caraway et al., 2012;
Copelovitch, 2010; Dreher & Jensen, 2007; Nelson, 2014).
I limit the sample to countries that have been under an
IMF program for five or more months in a particular year
in order to avoid false “zeros” on labor conditionality
for non‐borrowers (naturally, non‐borrower countries do
not receive any labor conditions). It can also be argued
that some systematic commonalities among IMF borrow‐
ers may require them to implement labor conditions. For
this reason, in addition to limiting the sample to IMF pro‐
gram countries, I control for selection into IMF programs:
1 indicates if a country has been under an IMF program
for five or more months in a given year and 0 indicates
otherwise. In the selection, I look at the impact of GDP
(economic size), GDP per capita income (relative wealth),
GDPgrowth (economic crisis), current account deficit as a
ratio of GDP (balance‐of‐payment imbalances), and exter‐
nal debt as a ratio of gross national income (GNI). All vari‐
ables come from the World Bank World Development
Indicators data set. Finally, I also control for recidivism
since repeat borrowers are more likely to go back to the
IMF. I measure recidivism as the average number of pro‐
grams in the past five years.

Two‐stage models for count dependent variables,
such as labor conditions in IMFprograms that account for
sample selection, are relatively new in the literature. For

this purpose, I use an R package specifically developed
for count data (Wyszynski & Marra, 2018). The model
fits a probit selection model in the first stage (the depen‐
dent variable is “selection into the IMF”) and a negative
binomial model in the second stage (the dependent vari‐
able is the number of labor conditions). I use a classic
Heckman selection model when the relative frequency
of labor conditions is the dependent variable (since it is
a continuous variable ranging from zero to 0.5).

Data on the main dependent variable—“labor
conditions”—come from the Kentikelenis et al.’s (2016)
data set on IMF conditions. I measure labor condi‐
tionality in three different ways for robustness checks:
(a) count of labor conditions in a program, (b) weighted
stringency of labor conditions with greater weight
assigned to stricter conditions such as prior actions and
performance criteria and less weight to structural and
indicative benchmarks, and (c) the relative frequency
of labor conditions within the total number of condi‐
tions (i.e., labor conditions divided by total number of
conditions). The third measure is a safeguard in case
larger programs also contain a higher number of labor
conditions due to the greater adjustment requirement.
For the second measure, the performance criteria and
prior actions are given higher stringency since their ful‐
filment is a requirement for the release of the IMF’s
tranche. Non‐fulfilment of a benchmark does not nec‐
essarily result in holding up the tranche. Descriptive
statistics for all variables in the analysis are in the online
Supplementary Material.

Following the earlier robust literature, I proxy the
“alliance with the US” with a measure of the UN
General Assembly voting (Copelovitch, 2010; Dreher,
2006; Dreher & Jensen, 2007; Dreher et al., 2015; Stone,
2008). US allies follow the US voting patterns in the UN
General Assembly (Dreher, 2006). Higher values on the
UN voting variable indicate greater alignment of voting
between the country and the US and hence a closer
alliance between the two. Data come from Dreher et al.
(2015). Data on “left‐wing governments” come from the
Database of Political Institutions (Cruz et al., 2018) and
is coded as 1 if the incumbent government is left leaning
and 0 for right‐wing and center governments. In the ana‐
lysis, I look at the interaction between the two, that is
left‐wing incumbent government and the alliance with
the US. The list of left‐leaning governments, the num‐
ber of labor conditions, and their alignment score with
the US in the UN General Assembly are in the online
Supplementary Material.

In the second stage of the analysis, I also control for
several political and economic variables thatmight affect
labor conditions. First, preexisting strict regulations in
the labormarketmight prompt a greater number of labor
conditions. Conversely, in an already flexible labor mar‐
ket, there may not be a great need for a labor market
reform. In order to control for the impact of a “regu‐
lated labor market,” I add a composite variable based on
legal protection of employment and safeguards against
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overtimework. Themeasure includes indicators for firing
costs, collective agreements, and wage protection, and
the data come from the Centre for Business Research’s
Labor Regulation Index. The variable is lagged for one
year in order to exclude the potential impact of the IMF
on labor market regulation.

Secondly, in “election” years, governments may be
more likely to shy away from labor conditions, and hence
we may observe fewer conditions then. Data on elec‐
tions come from Database of Political Institutions, and
1 indicates that there was an election in a particular year
and 0 indicates otherwise. Relatedly, “democracies” may

be more representative of and responsive to labor inter‐
ests and might avoid labor conditions. Data on democra‐
cies come from the Polity II project. On a 20‐point scale,
0 indicates an authoritarian regime and 20 indicates a
democratic regime. Finally, there has been an upward
trend in IMF’s labor conditions starting from the 1980s
until recently (Caraway et al., 2012). In order to capture
this trend, I add a “time trend” variable to the analysis.
Table 1 below reports the results for selection into IMF
programs in the first stage and determinants of labor con‐
ditions (for two different measurements), accounting for
selection into the IMF, in the second stage.

Table 1. US alliance, left‐wing governments, and labor conditions.

Variables

First stage of analysis Self‐selection into IMF

GDP per capita −0.0007****
(0.0000)

GDP 0.0000****
(0.0000)

GDP per capita growth −0.0006****
(0.0000)

Current account balance 0.0000
(0.0000)

External debt (% GNI) 0.0000****
(0.0000)

Recidivism 0.0000
(0.0000)

Constant 0.0000
(0.0000)

Number of observations 490

Second stage of analysis Labor conditions (count) Labor conditions (weighted)

Left‐wing government −0.3369**** −0.3659**
(0.0347) (0.1540)

US Ally 0.9378**** 0.9679***
(0.0869) (0.2980)

Left‐wing government × US ally 1.7575**** 1.7852****
(0.1017) (0.4835)

Regulated labor market (lag) −0.0233** −0.0174
(0.0109) (0.0566)

Democracy 0.0178*** 0.0179
(0.0059) (0.0172)

Election year −0.1236**** −0.1236*
(0.0102) (0.0700)

Time trend 0.0388**** 0.0363****
(0.0007) (0.0046)

Constant −0.8633 0.3299**
(0.1249) (0.1377)

Number of observations 240 240
Notes: Two‐stage (probit in the selection into IMF and negative binomial for labor conditions) model; robust standard errors in paren‐
theses; **** p < 0.001, *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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The selection into IMF programs seems to follow the
pattern identified by earlier studies. Countries undergo‐
ing economic difficulties, such as negative GDP growth,
and poorer countries with lower GDP per capita and ris‐
ing external debt as a proportion of GNI are more likely
to borrow from the Fund. Similarly, repeat borrowers
go back to the Fund. Countries with larger economies,
measured by GDP, are more likely to borrow from the
Fund but the substantive impact is very small. A current
account deficit, on the other hand, does not seem to
have a statistically significant effect.

The results also show that left‐wing governments,
when the alignment with the US is zero, receive fewer
labor conditions. When the left‐wing government is zero
(i.e., when the government is right‐leaning or centrist),
increasing US alignment results in a greater number of
labor conditions. Furthermore, as the interaction term
shows, an increasing alignment with the US for left‐wing
governments increases labor conditions both as a count
(Model 1) and in terms of strictness of labor condi‐
tions (Model 2). Conversely, right‐wing governments and
non‐US allies comparatively are less likely to receive
labor conditions. A two‐unit increase in the US alliance
variable results in almost three and a half extra labor con‐
ditions for left‐wing governments. Furthermore, condi‐
tionality becomes stricter for US‐allied left‐wing govern‐
ments, such as receiving more performance criteria and
prior actions in their programs. The interaction term is
statistically very significant for both models.

In addition, as stipulated above, elections reduce
labor conditions, all else being equal. Governments prob‐
ably fear the negative consequences of labor condi‐
tions in election years. Interestingly, democracies receive
more labor conditions. This might be because the mea‐
sure captures some of the effects of the alliance with
theUS as democratic governments have beenmore likely
to be the US allies since the Cold War period. The time
trend captures the increasing number of labor conditions
in IMF programs throughout the years. Finally, regulated
labormarkets receive fewer labor conditions,while, para‐
doxically, more flexible labor markets are more likely
to receive conditions. In regulated labor markets, labor
groups may be powerful and block flexibility measures
and IMF labor conditions. This seems to provide addi‐
tional support for the theory that conditionality is not
purely determined based on objective economic condi‐
tions. Results for the Heckman selectionmodel are in the
online Supplementary Material.

4.1. Robustness Checks

In order to check the robustness of results, I fit sev‐
eral different regression models. I particularly look at
the results with frequently used modelling of negative
binomial regression with robust standard errors clus‐
tered across countries (Caraway et al., 2012; Model 1
in Table 2), negative binomial regression for panel data
with fixed effects (Model 2 in Table 2), and ordinary least

Table 2. Negative binomial and Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression for panel data.

(1) (2) (3)
Variables Labor conditions Labor conditions Relative frequency of labor conditions

US ally 1.821 1.283 0.0118
(1.894) (1.748) (0.0525)

Left‐wing government −1.064 −1.338** −0.0546***
(0.759) (0.569) (0.0160)

Left‐wing government × US ally 5.035** 5.746*** 0.260***
(2.423) (1.860) (0.0601)

Regulated labor market (lagged) −0.146 −0.104 −0.00274
(0.148) (0.163) (0.00607)

Election −0.110 −0.0816 0.000665
(0.123) (0.153) (0.00427)

Democracy −0.00940 0.0854** 0.00161
(0.0288) (0.0382) (0.00112)

Time trend 0.107*** 0.0640*** 0.000815
(0.0262) (0.0214) (0.000561)

Constant −1.229 −1.930* 0.00580
(1.092) (1.119) (0.0381)

Observations 369 306 336
R‐squared 0.119
Number of countries 36 49
Notes: (1) Negative binomial regression with robust standard errors clustered across countries; (2) negative binomial regression for
panel data with fixed effects; (3) OLS regression for panel data with fixed effects; robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01,
** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
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square regression for panel data again with fixed effects
(Model 3 in Table 2). Fixed effects in the models control
for heterogeneity of countries in the sample. Statistically
significant results in these models yield strong support
for the proposed theory. Table 2 reports the results.

All three models in Table 2 show that the interaction
term between a left‐wing government and the alliance
with the US remains significant. When the incumbent
government is a left‐wing one, one unit increase in the
voting alignment with the US increases the likelihood of
receiving labor conditions approximately by 48%, ceteris
paribus. When the alliance with the US is zero, i.e.,
when there is a complete divergence between the US
and the given country, then having a left‐wing incum‐
bent government would reduce the likelihood of receiv‐
ing labor conditions by 31%. This confirms the theoret‐
ical assertion that governments allied with the US can
receive “backroom deals.” Furthermore, all models show
that left‐wing governments receive fewer labor condi‐
tions and a smaller share of labor conditions in the total
number of conditions when the alignment with the US
is zero.

In addition to those robustness checks, I also run a
placebo test investigating if the impact of the indepen‐
dent variable is due to a “placebo effect” and the model
merely predicts the number of conditions in programs.
Table 3 reports the results, where the total number of
conditions is the dependent variable.

Table 3 shows that the impact of the interaction term
between left‐wing government and alliance with the US
on labor conditions is not due to placebo effects. They do
not influence the total number of conditions in the pro‐

grams. Neither of the left‐wing or US alliance variables
reaches statistical significance.

5. Conclusion

This article has discussed the IMF’s efforts to garner
greater legitimacy by incorporating issue areas such as
reducing inequality in its lending programs. Scholars
have previously argued that the bureaucratic culture of
the Fund, its narrow economic expertise, and lack of
political‐economic understanding of local conditions in
borrowing countries explain its limited success in this
regard. This article aimed to bring an additional perspec‐
tive by looking at the role of the alliance with the US.
The US occupies a privileged position at the Fund and
can affect lending decisions as well as the design of pro‐
grams. It can secure favorable terms for its allies at the
Fund. The article showed the evidence that indeed the
US provides more lenient conditions for its allied gov‐
ernments while helping to shift the burden of adjust‐
ment onto labor groups. I argued that the impact is espe‐
cially prevalent for left‐wing governments, which would
face high political costs if they launched a labor mar‐
ket reform on their own. Left‐wing incumbent govern‐
ments signal their ideological proximity to the US by
launching labor market reform under an IMF program,
strengthening their geostrategic alliance with the great‐
est stakeholder at the Fund while “scapegoating” the
IMF in the process in order to avoid political costs associ‐
ated with labor market reform. The article contributes to
the earlier studies that demonstrated that the US allies
receive more lenient terms from the Fund. It argued that

Table 3. Placebo test with the total number of conditions.

Variables Total number of conditions

US ally 1.236
(0.838)

Left‐wing government −0.235
(0.276)

Left‐wing government × US ally 0.968
(1.065)

Regulated labor market (lag) −0.144**
(0.0660)

Election −0.0909
(0.0857)

Democracy 0.0475***
(0.0162)

Time trend 0.0151
(0.00989)

Constant 0.148
(0.481)

Observations 364
Number of countries 48
Notes: Negative binomial regression for panel data with fixed effects; robust standard errors in parentheses; *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05,
* p < 0.1.
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while governments as institutionsmight benefit from the
“selective friendship” of the US, labor groups may not.

These findings have significant implications for the
IMF’s legitimacy. Procedurally, the Fund assigning more
conditions to allied left‐wing governments not only
allows governments and international powers such as
the US to instrumentalize the IMF, but it also provides a
“false target” for domestic audiences, i.e., the IMF rather
than the government. In terms of outcomes, it exac‐
erbates inequality in domestic politics and potentially
reduces the success of IMF’s programs. Greater trans‐
parency in the design of programs and autonomy for the
IMF as an institution from its principals, and especially
from the US, might help improve the institution’s legiti‐
macy. Scholars can study if the Fund takes “real” steps
towards reducing economic inequality in borrowing coun‐
tries in the future, drawing on the findings of this article.
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Abstract
Increasing multi‐polarity within global politics is understood to be a key contributor to the current legitimacy crisis facing
global governance organisations. International relations scholars studying this crisis recognise that a prominent strategy
to confront “Northern” dominance within this arena is through the construction of alternative governance institutions.
Yet while the de‐legitimation of long‐established international organisations is widely discussed, there is less focused atten‐
tion on how alternative institutions seek to gain legitimacy, particularly when they advance in fields where both “Northern”
and “Southern” interests matter and beliefs about what constitutes proper governance may differ. This article analyses
the field of transnational economic governance where the de‐legitimation of pre‐existing Northern‐oriented governance
takes the shape of new initiatives backed by Southern actors. Specifically, we focus on transnational sustainability stan‐
dards governing trade and production in the global economy. This global governance arena has been transformed by the
increasingly polycentric nature of global trade, in which producers governed by sustainability standards cater to rapidly
expanding markets in the Global South as well as markets in the Global North. As markets have expanded in emerging
economies, transnational sustainability standards must increasingly navigate and respond to actors and interests within
different geographies in order to gain and establish legitimacy. The recent development of Southern‐oriented sustainabil‐
ity standards (as opposed to established Northern‐led standards) reflects the existence of diverging perspectives on the
appropriateness of established rules and procedures when it comes to the regulation of trade and production. These stan‐
dards are seen as partially challenging established standards but may likely seek to establish legitimacy within the wider
transnational field of sustainability governance. This article examines the case of a recently established India‐based sus‐
tainability standard known as Trustea to illustrate how various actors managed design and policy dilemmas to reconcile
the preferences and beliefs of various audiences. The case illustrates the significance of both “Northern” and “Southern”
audiences to Trustea’s legitimacy‐seeking strategies in the context of broader political contestations regarding how pro‐
duction should be governed in relation to sustainable practices.
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1. Introduction

This article contributes to this thematic issue’s aim to
analyse how legitimacy questions affect international
economic arrangements and if and how these may lead

to institutional change (de Deugd & van Roozendaal,
2022). Our starting point is that increasing multi‐polarity
within global politics and evidence of Southern actors
challenging Northern dominance within international
governance may lead to a legitimacy crisis within
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established global governance arrangements (Zarakol,
2019). Yet while de‐legitimation of long‐existing gover‐
nance arrangements is widely discussed, less attention
is paid to how new “alternative” institutions seek to gain
legitimacy, particularly if they advance in fields where
both “Northern” and “Southern” interests matter and
beliefs about what constitutes proper governance vary.
Like the other contributions to this thematic issue, we,
therefore, present a study about legitimation strategies
in the context of political contestation, albeit with a focus
on newly emerging institutions seeking to gain legiti‐
macy, rather than existing institutions being challenged
(cf. Bair & Palpacuer, 2015).

Our empirical focus is on the governance of sus‐
tainability challenges through transnational standards.
Such standards have played a dominant role in govern‐
ing producers in the Global South who supply goods
and services to the Global North. These standards
have overwhelmingly been shaped by Northern actors
and have typically developed through multi‐stakeholder
initiatives (MSIs), within which corporates and NGOs
co‐develop codes of conduct to govern global value
chains (Fransen & Kolk, 2007). Yet, as markets expand
outside of advanced economies, established transna‐
tional sustainability standards and their sponsors in the
Global North must arguably seek support from state and
non‐state actors located within different geographies
and end markets to maintain their relevance as inter‐
national organisations and to expand the orbit of their
influence from Northern‐oriented to Southern‐oriented
value chains. Legitimating audiences within these emerg‐
ing economies may have different perspectives on the
appropriateness of established rules and procedures and
the output of governance, leading to uncertainty over
the longevity of these standards in an era of polycen‐
tric trade.

Indeed, evidence of different perspectives is already
present through the development of alternative sus‐
tainability standards altogether within the Global South
representing a fascinating case study of the evolu‐
tion of global governance in the early decades of the
21st century. The emergence of new “Southern” MSIs
backed by Southern actors arguably has the potential
to lead to the de‐legitimation of Northern‐oriented stan‐
dards, contributing to a wider legitimacy “crisis” driven
by broader shifts in the global economic balance of
power between Northern and Southern regions of the
world economy. Whilst the growing literature on these
new Southern MSIs argues that their development is pri‐
marily driven by Southern actors, thewider transnational
governance arena is complicated by the polycentric
nature of trade and production, wherein producers are
selling to domestic, regional, and transnational markets.
Polycentricity gives rise to the possibility of intersecting
interests and tensions between Northern and Southern
actors seeking to dominate the governance of sus‐
tainability standards within this global standard‐setting
arena. Political contestation, therefore, becomes a dis‐

tinct possibility as Southern sustainability standards
emerge in a crowded arena of established transnational
standards. Within this field, processes of convergence
and divergence are possible as diverging interests seek
to influence the development of Southern‐orientedMSIs,
in which Northern as well as Southern actors are capable
of shaping governance arrangements.

This article explores these complex dynamics
through a case study of an India‐based sustainability
standard called Trustea, which regulates social and envi‐
ronmental aspects of domestic tea production. Trustea
was designed to move away from a Northern‐dominated
governance model, and yet the complexity of trade and
production in an increasingly multi‐polar world meant
that its development was partially shaped by actors
with linkages to Northern tea markets in spite of striv‐
ing to better incorporate the needs of local Southern
audiences (as compared to established transnational sus‐
tainability standards). This article highlights the ensuing
struggles which emerged during the course of Trustea’s
development in line with the thematic issue’s commit‐
ments (de Deugd & van Roozendaal, 2022) by focus‐
ing on how various actors perceived the legitimacy of
Trustea through different lenses and how Trustea as a
new, legitimacy‐seeking institution responded to this.
We focus on the well‐established categories of input
legitimacy (who governs?), output legitimacy (gover‐
nance for whom?), and discursive legitimacy (how do
actors constitute legitimate governance?) in relation
to this case of a Southern‐oriented but not entirely
Southern‐led sustainability standard.

The next section of this article will discuss our contri‐
bution to the literature on legitimation and our approach
to the study. Next, we discuss the methodology. After
this, we introduce our case, followed by the results of our
analysis of legitimation activities. A final section presents
the conclusions.

2. Global Governance, Legitimacy, and Polycentric
Trade

The economic performance of Southern states has
inspired international relations scholars to rethink
whether global economic governance should more prop‐
erly reflect current political‐economic realities, lead‐
ing to a questioning of decision‐making procedures,
policies, and discourses that appear overly focused
on perspectives and interests from “the Global North”
(Efstathopoulos, 2021). This line of thinking emerges at
a time when Southern actors are increasingly challeng‐
ing established international economic institutions such
as the World Trade Organisation and the International
Monetary Fund, giving further credence to such efforts
(Zarakol, 2019). Moreover, we are simultaneously wit‐
nessing the development of alternative global gover‐
nance arrangements, which by design aim to reflect
the interests and perspectives of actors from Southern
economies (cf. Chin, 2014).
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In line with this thematic issue’s aims, we study the
evolution of a particular sub‐set of global governance,
focused on transnational standards which set norms in
relation to the governance of global trade and produc‐
tion. Transnational standards governing sustainability
challenges have become a central governance tool under
globalisation. Increasingly, these standards are governed
through MSIs in which a variety of different actors
(such as corporations and NGOs) design and implement
codes of conduct to govern producers embedded within
global value chains (Fransen, 2012). The legitimacy of
these institutions depends on conformation with estab‐
lished social norms, values, and expectations (Palazzo &
Scherer, 2006) which, in this arena, are largely centred
upon the degree to which such standards are inclusive
of diverse actors and interests. These norms have been
established over time as corporations in theGlobal North
have been increasingly pushed to develop accountable
governance programmes to address exploitation within
their value chains (Sasser et al., 2006).

Yet, this field of global economic governance is
also dynamic: Many new governing entities emerge
and governance arrangements adjust and adapt quickly
to expectations from their audiences (Abbott et al.,
2016). As such, legitimation activities in this field
are also often understood to be politically contested:
Different actors and interests, both governmental and
non‐governmental, profit and non‐profit, build MSIs and
engage in MSI governance to pursue varying interests.
Those interestsmay competewith each other or advance
specific versions of the good life that may be in ten‐
sion with one another (Bair & Palpacuer, 2015; Bernstein
& Cashore, 2007; Fransen, 2012; Loconto & Fouilleux,
2014). This of course, in turn, affects the overall legiti‐
macy of particular MSIs and programmes.

As discussed in the thematic issue’s introduction,
we think of global governance arrangements (such as
transnational standards) as able to function and survive in
this arena of contestation if considered legitimate by an
audience of possible rule‐takers and their constituents or
stakeholders. To gain andmaintain such legitimacy, organ‐
isations will seek to appeal to such audiences in various
ways. International relations, broader political science,
and sociological research offer a wide variety of ways
to categorise such legitimation activities (Bäckstrand &
Söderbaum, 2018; Cashore, 2002; Suchman, 1995; Zaum,
2013) but, as a minimum, they currently converge upon
three important categories. Without claiming to advance
the field by focusing on these three categories, we
describe them here as: (a) efforts to design internal
decision‐making of organisations in fair ways,most signifi‐
cantly aiming to offer various parties influence on policies
(input legitimacy); (b) efforts to produce effective poli‐
cies and policy outputs, appreciated by audiences; and
(c) discursive activities seeking to shed a favourable light
on policies and the organisation at large and constituting
inter‐subjective understandings of what is considered to
be legitimate governance.

MSIs designed in the North are frequently criticised
for failing to include Southern stakeholders or failing to
take into account Southern perspectives on what is sus‐
tainable, socially just, and fair (Otieno&Knorringa, 2012).
This reflects the reality of global trade flows throughout
themajority of the past half‐century, which has been con‐
centrated within and across the three regions of North
America, Europe, and East Asia. Presumably, governance
institutions shaping these trade relations would asym‐
metrically seek legitimacy, taking into account perspec‐
tives of what is proper governance from actors inside
the triad, relative to those actors outside it. Institutional
design, policies and outputs, and organisational and pol‐
icy discourse are likely to be more attuned to American,
European, and East Asian perspectives, reflecting the
interests of a Northern audience.

Whilst most MSIs govern goods and services con‐
sumed in the North, the global economy is increas‐
ingly shaped by polycentric trade and production flows.
As a result of rapid economic development in the
South, most notably in the “rising powers” (Nadvi, 2014),
Northern markets will soon constitute a smaller frac‐
tion of total global consumer demand as a global mid‐
dle class expands within emerging economies. The con‐
cept of polycentric trade, stemming from development
studies, complements international relations’ perspec‐
tive on multipolar political‐economic orders. It illumi‐
nates how domestic, regional, and global flows in the
world economy interact and intersect. In particular, it
shows how production sites that are the targets for
transnational sustainability governance may increasingly
cater to domestic and regional as well as transnational
markets simultaneously.

For established MSIs, the expansion of Southern‐
oriented consumption and the broadening of pro‐
ducer’s trade portfolios beyond Northern market buy‐
ers presents a dilemma, given their historical focus on
catering to Northern interests, values, and norms. As the
world order becomes ever‐more characterised by poly‐
centric trade patterns, these institutions must decide
how best to adapt and may choose to consider the inter‐
ests of Southern aswell as Northern audiences. However,
it is not only a question of how establishedMSIs respond
to these global shifts. There is evidence of new alterna‐
tive MSIs governing labour and the environment being
established by Southern actors in numerous sectors
(Langford et al., 2022; Schouten & Bitzer, 2015). Their
emergence raises questions regarding how these insti‐
tutions seek legitimacy and whether they align with or
challenge dominant transnational standards. Moreover,
is it fitting or appropriate to assume that the interests of
Southern and Northern actors do in fact differ, or that
institution‐building efforts can be separated into those
of Northern versus Southern agendas?

These questions are vital for understanding (a) how
standards develop in a Southern (as opposed to
Northern) context, (b) who shapes these standards, and
(c) which audiences are key to their development as
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legitimate institutions. If global governance increasingly
addresses polycentric trade patterns, as Horner and
Nadvi (2018) claim, then it is likely that powers from
outside the triad will be afforded a more powerful role
in shaping the legitimacy of particular economic gover‐
nance arrangements, and these arrangements may also
be based upon different norms surrounding what are
appropriate forms of governance. This gives rise to two
empirical questions which form the central focus of this
article: To what extent do the perceptions of actors from
different geographic positions diverge or converge on
the question of what constitutes legitimate economic
governance? And, if perceptions of what constitutes
legitimate governance do indeed differ within and out‐
side the triad, how do governors of global governance
arrangements go about managing such differences?

This article begins with the assumption that what
can be considered “proper” governance may indeed
vary within an increasingly polycentric world economy.
This means that for institutions that govern polycen‐
tric trade flows, maintaining legitimacy becomes a care‐
ful balancing act in which multiple audiences at differ‐
ent scales and from different geographies may remain
relevant to its overall legitimation. Where divergence
in perspectives on what is considered “legitimate gov‐
ernance” are not reconcilable in relation to particular
decision‐making, policy, or discursive compromise at
the level of the focal governance organisation, struggles
ensue and tensions arise within such transnational gov‐
ernance arrangements. By examining these processes in
relation to sustainability standards, we build on evolv‐
ing approaches of legitimacy analysis in both inter‐
governmental and transnational governance (cf. Tallberg
& Zürn, 2019). Our approach advances the sub‐field of
transnational sustainability governance studies because
such studies have not yet taken more significant stock of
the implications of polycentric trade for legitimation pol‐
itics within newly emerging governance arrangements
(cf. Bitzer & Marazzi, 2021).

We know from previous literature in transnational
standard‐setting that input legitimacy has been a central
concern in awarding or rejecting support to standards
by particular societal stakeholders (Fransen, 2012) and
that this has informed important contestation among
businesses and NGOs, as well as among various stan‐
dard initiatives. It has also received increased atten‐
tion in studies of Southern standards (Bitzer & Marazzi,
2021), although these studies scarcely deal with the
politics of legitimation that underlie institutional design
decisions made. Similarly, output legitimacy in terms
of policies produced by MSIs also receives significant
attention as it describes the activities and priorities of
these organisations, albeit with more attention for the
legitimacy aspects of these in studies that do not deal
with Southern standards (cf. Loconto & Fouilleux, 2014).
Discursive legitimacy, finally, is a concept less familiar
for most scholars of transnational sustainability gover‐
nance, although inter‐subjective understandings shap‐

ing governance do figure in some of the modern clas‐
sics on transnational standards (cf. Bernstein & Cashore,
2007). Again, we have yet to learn more about how dis‐
course shapes legitimation in the context of emerging
Southern standards.

3. Methods

This article follows a case study design based on qual‐
itative research methods (Yin, 2009). Whilst transna‐
tional sustainability standards have been a focal point
of study, the case study of Trustea as Southern‐oriented
sustainability represents one of a handful of new stan‐
dards developed to govern production in domestic and
regional value chains in the Global South. As such,
Trustea is a fitting empirical example of how Southern
standards navigate and respond to actors and inter‐
ests in an increasingly polycentric arena of sustainabil‐
ity governance. Data collection involved extensive ana‐
lysis of secondary data sources available online as well
as primary data collection through semi‐structured inter‐
views during the period 2014–2017. In total, 59 inter‐
views were held across India, the Netherlands, and the
UK with corporations, planters, smallholders, govern‐
ment bodies, and civil society actors. Interviewees were
selected based on their involvement in processes of
standard‐setting in relation to the global tea industry
and all interviews were held in person, recorded, and
subsequently transcribed by the authors. Key questions
raised in the interviews facilitated the identification of
the primary actors shaping Trustea, their relationship
to pre‐existing transnational standards governing the
tea industry, and how such actors sought to shape the
institutional structure of Trustea in line with particular
norms, values, and expectations in relation to legitima‐
tion. In both policy‐document analysis and interview ana‐
lysis, we trace both claims about legitimacy and accounts
of legitimation activities in terms of designing and debat‐
ing decision‐making procedures, policy outputs, and the
discursive construction of Trustea as a new sustainabil‐
ity standard. Data were analysed using thematic coding
aided by NVivo software.

4. Trustea as a Polycentric Tool of Governing

Since the 1990s, the Indian tea industry has been gov‐
erned by numerous transnational sustainability stan‐
dards, including Rainforest Alliance, Utz Certified, and
Fair Trade, which together certify approximately 18%
of exported tea from India (Centre for the Promotion
of Imports, 2016). Rainforest Alliance is the domi‐
nant export standard, certifying approximately 15% of
the total volume of tea produced for foreign mar‐
kets (Rainforest Alliance, 2015). The focus of these
global standards has been on export‐oriented planta‐
tion estates within India rather than smallholder tea
growers and other domestic‐oriented producers (such as
smaller plantations). Whilst the Indian tea industry was
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developed as an export‐oriented industry under colonial‐
ism, since the 1960s there has been a significant increase
in affordable teawithin the domesticmarket (Lutgendorf,
2012). Population growth, rising incomes, and urbanisa‐
tion have boosted domestic demand and India is now
the world’s largest consumer of black tea with almost
90% of the tea produced in India consumed domestically
(Tea Board of India, 2018).

The initial introduction of transnational standards
into the industry came from corporations opting to use
certification for tea sold in Northern markets. Unilever,
the world’s largest tea buyer, was the “front runner” but
major competitors including Tetley and Twinings soon fol‐
lowed suit. The majority of these corporations opted to
use Rainforest Alliance to certify their major tea brands.
Whilst the use of transnational standards was originally
limited to OECD markets, the rapid growth of emerg‐
ing economies has led some corporations to expand cer‐
tification into the South. In 2010, Unilever announced
its intention to expand certification to emerging mar‐
kets under the Unilever Sustainable Living Plan. This
new strategy was built upon Unilever’s recognition that
emerging economies represented themajority of the cor‐
poration’s future growth and that certification could be
used to differentiate their branded productswithin these
markets. This strategy involved working in partnership
with the established transnational standard Rainforest
Alliance to expand tea certification within Southern mar‐
kets. However, in 2013, a new sustainability standardwas
launched to govern tea production in India’s domestic
tea market, which was directed by Unilever’s subsidiary
Hindustan Lever. This new standard, named “Trustea,”
marked a significant deviation from the original strategy
of theUnilever Sustainable Living Plan. This development
raisesmany questions regardingwhy a new standardwas
needed for this market, what this entailed for Rainforest
Alliance as the dominant tea standard in the industry,
and how Trustea sought to legitimate itself in relation to
established transnational sustainability standards.

Trustea governs the social and environmental con‐
ditions of tea produced and consumed within India.
Its code of conduct is comprised of 11 chapters,
including social chapters (labour standards in planta‐
tions and small tea gardens, worker protection and
welfare), environmental chapters (pesticides, waste dis‐
posal, and water management), and food safety stan‐
dards. Trustea is funded by Unilever’s Indian‐based sub‐
sidiary firm Hindustan Unilever alongside another major
Indian‐based corporation Tata Global Beverages and the
Dutch development agency Initiatief Duurzame Handel
(IDH). Trustea is a well‐established standard. By 2019, it
claimed to have certified 49% of India’s total tea produc‐
tion, including 51,463 small tea growers and 622 estates
and bought leaf factories (IDH, 2019). It therefore
dwarves the volumes certified by Rainforest Alliance and
other certification schemes active within the industry.
Trustea positions itself as a bottom‐up, Southern‐led
standard designed “by the industry, for the industry”

and yet a closer look at Trustea’s internal governance
reveals a rather more complex set of actors who tran‐
scend the typical boundaries of “local” versus “transna‐
tional’’ standards.

Trustea’s internal governance is comprised of three
tiers, as illustrated below in Figure 1. The Funders
Steering Committee consists of the two largest domestic
corporations alongside IDH. The Programme Committee
consists of key advisors and implementers, whilst the
Advisory Committee constitutes a more inclusive forum
through which external stakeholders are invited to com‐
ment on Trustea’s development.

Funders Steering Group

IDH

Hindustan Unilever

Tata Global Beverages

Programme Advisory Commi ee (PAC)

Tea Board of India (Chair)

Representa ves of key Indian stakeholders

Trustea Programme Commi ee (TPC)

Tea Board of India (Chair)

IDH (Vice Chair)

Hindustan Unilever

Tata Global Beverages

Solidaridad

Rainforest Alliance

Ethical Tea Partnership

Figure 1. Internal governance structure of Trustea.

Although ostensibly Trustea is a Southern MSI, several
member organisations govern the global as well as
domestic production chains for Indian tea, as demon‐
strated in Table 1. The lead corporations—Hindustan
Lever and Tata Global Beverages—are not only domestic
firms but also global players, meaning that they sell tea
in local and global markets (Langford, 2021). Hindustan
Lever is a subsidiary of global corporation Unilever whilst
Tetley is owned by the Indian conglomerate Tata. Similar
levels of complexity between the global and the local
can be found in the NGO partner Solidaridad, which is
a Dutch organisation with an Indian office which is given
significant autonomy to direct projects locally (Langford,
2019). Whilst the Tea Board of India is a domestic
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Table 1. Trustea internal governance members and their linkages to polycentric production chains.

Actor Domes�c Supply Chain Global Supply Chain

Private (lead firm) Hindustan Unilever Unilever

Tata Global Beverages Tetleys (Tata)

Civil society (NGO) Solidaridad India Solidaridad

Rainforest Alliance

Utz Cer�fied

Ethical Tea Partnership

Public (state) Tea Board of India IDH

state‐linked actor, the Technical Committee is com‐
prised of several Northern‐linked organisations, includ‐
ing other sustainability standards such as Rainforest
Alliance. These intersections blur the boundaries of who
can be considered “Northern” versus “Southern.” or
“global” versus “local.” This appears to differ from some
other Southern standards which appear to be primarily
led by local actors (Schouten & Bitzer, 2015).

As this article demonstrates, the embeddedness of
these actors within distinct yet intersecting institutional
environments leads to a complex set of political pro‐
cesses through which legitimacy for Trustea is sought.
The following section describes this in more detail, illu‐
minating the various actors and their perspectives on
legitimate governance and demonstrating the difficul‐
ties inherent in promoting legitimacy in a world of poly‐
centric trade. Specifically, it examines the ways through
which the key actors shaping Trustea sought to legitimate
the standard through the lens of input and output legiti‐
macy, as well as through various discursive activities.

5. Legitimation in a World of Polycentric Trade

5.1. Contestation Over Input: Polder and
Multi‐Stakeholder Models

As discussed earlier, the multi‐stakeholder model based
on a principle of stakeholder inclusivity has become a
dominant norm within transnational standards devel‐
oped in the Global North. Trustea’s early development
is partly conditioned by these established norms, which
is directly linked to the fact that key actors shaping the
standard are embedded within multiple markets. Yet,
Trustea’s early development is also shaped by debates
over the feasibility of replicating such a model in the
Indian context as well as who in fact counts as a legiti‐
mate stakeholder within the Indian context. As this sec‐
tionwill demonstrate, these debates were shaped by the
necessity of bringing on board reluctant industry actors,
such as domestic tea plantations and buyers. Much of
the political contestation which follows (outlined below)
suggests that domestic lead firms and other indus‐
try representatives were a key legitimating audience
for Trustea.

In 2012, one year prior to Trustea’s launch, the Dutch
organisations Solidaridad and IDH sought to shape the
standard’s institutional design according to the “polder
model” of cooperation which laid out a template for
stakeholder inclusion. The polder model originates from
a Dutch version of consensus‐based economic and social
policymaking prevalent in the Netherlands during the
1980s and 1990s and has since become the de facto
standard for all public‐private partnerships funded by
IDH (OECD, 2016). In Trustea’s case, the model was used
by the Dutch NGO Solidaridad to counter resistance to
the inclusion of trade unions and civil society actors
voiced by industry members of the MSI. The polder
model as originally designed included the representation
of planter associations (The United Planters’ Association
of Southern India [UPASI], India Tea Association), small‐
holder associations (Confederation of Indian Small
Tea Growers Association, National Federation of Tea
Smallholders Association), trade unions, bought leaf fac‐
tories, and NGOs. Yet, by the time of Trustea’s launch
in 2013, many of these organisations were absent from
the Stakeholder Committee (see Figure 2). These by
now excluded local stakeholders (including trade unions,
NGOs, and smallholder representatives) were replaced
by IDH and Solidaridad who were invited to sit on the
Advisory Committee (as well as the other Committees)
alongside Rainforest Alliance.

The absence of these local stakeholders points to
contestation between different members on what was
deemed necessary for legitimacy‐building, with resis‐
tance towards civil society inclusion evident within the
discussions. As an Indian standard, it appears that the
MSI‐approach to institution building (in which trade
unions and/or NGOs are present) was resisted and this
resistance can be understood by acknowledging the frac‐
tious state of industrial relations in the context of Indian
tea production. Members of Trustea frequently refer‐
enced the differences between industrial relations in
the Dutch versus the Indian context, in which relations
between trade unions and planters are highly adversarial.
Industry representatives argued that trade union inclu‐
sion would result in the failure of Trustea altogether
because there could be no hope of “meaningful nego‐
tiation” and so the idea was rejected by both planters
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Proposed Project Advisory

Commi�ee Members (2012)

Tea Board of India

India Tea Associa�on

UPASI

Na�onal Federa�on of Tea

Smallholders Associa�on

Trade Union Representa�ves

Bought Leaf Factories

Non-Governmental Organisa�ons

Final Project Advisory

Commi�ee Members (2013)

Tea Board of India

India Tea Associa�on

UPASI

Tea Broker Representa�ve

Federa�on of All India Tea Trades Associa�on

IDH

Solidaridad

Hindustan Unilever

Rainforest Alliance

Figure 2. Inclusion of stakeholders: Proposed and final membership of the Trustea Advisory Committee.

and lead firms (NGO 5, 03.06.15; Planter 2, 07.07.15;
Planter 4, 20.07.15; Planter 6, 02.07.15). Trade unions,
on the other hand, were deeply sceptical about privately‐
driven standards and their critical stance may well have
led them to refuse to cooperate in any case because such
MSIs are seen as whitewashing the exploitation of labour.
These adversarial relations should be understood and
contextualised within the broader history of oppression
in the industry under colonialism.

The decision to exclude unions did however cre‐
ate tensions between different member organisations.
Solidaridad argued that the polder model should be
adhered to, despite the clear differences in industry‐
trade union relations within the Indian context (NGO 5,
15.02.15). There was a strong belief that the replication
of Dutch norms in the Indian context could foster new
forms of cooperation and that input legitimacy could
be “transposed” from the Dutch to the Indian context.
For IDH however, adherence to the polder model was
seen as impractical in the local context. For IDH, the
fractious relations between industry and trade unions,
and their argument that trade unions don’t always rep‐
resent worker interests, meant that their inclusion was
not “necessary’’ within the production of a legitimate
MSI within India (NGO 8, 20.02.15). What is striking
here is that “who” is considered important for local
input creates tensions not only between Northern and
Southern actors but alsowithin Northern actors (IDH and
Solidaridad) and between Southern actors (Indian planta‐
tions wary of Indian corporate subsidiaries).

The difficulties in transposing the polder model led
Solidaridad to pursue alignment with local norms by
including stakeholders who were acceptable to local
industry. Given that trade union inclusion was not
possible, state involvement increasingly became seen
as vital to secure Trustea’s legitimacy locally (NGO 5,
03.06.15). Corporate actors were sceptical of this, citing
concerns over the politicisation of Trustea by “power‐
ful bureaucrats” (NGO 8, 23.03.15) but internal agree‐
ment was eventually reached to invite the Tea Board
of India (a state‐run marketing board) to join both the
Programme and Advisory Committees. In theory, this

was supported by IDH who argued that their support
for Southern‐oriented standards marked a transforma‐
tive shift from the construction of “Western coalitions”
to “local convening with local industry, local govern‐
ment” (NGO 8, 04.04.17). Yet, once again, the idea of
states and corporations co‐developing new standards
was novel in the Indian context and the Tea Board ini‐
tially resisted because it did not trust the “Dutch fra‐
grance” of the programme. Indeed, the Tea Board only
agreed to join when the Indian corporation Tata Global
Beverages became a member in 2013. Tata’s member‐
ship swayed the Tea Board because Tata was a local
corporation from its inception, and therefore the firm’s
involvement legitimated the standard from the perspec‐
tive of the Indian state.

From the perspective of local industry actors, the Tea
Board’s involvement in turn proved essential in creating
local legitimacy (NGO 5, 03.06.15) and dampened reser‐
vations that Trustea was a corporate‐led programme
(Planter 4, 30.07.15). State involvement allowed Trustea
to play on a discourse of national identity in which an
alternative standard was being developed to remedy the
lack of local representation within other transnational
standards (Business Association, 25.07.15). Its involve‐
ment was also used to deflect criticism from Northern
NGOs who were concerned about the degree of stake‐
holder inclusion within its internal governance (NGO 5,
03.06.15). Yet this perspective was not uniform amongst
representatives of the producer community. Some large
domestic planters worried that the Tea Board’s authority
was being usurped by corporations through the process
of “subletting its administrative functions” (Planter 7,
04.07.15).

Trustea’s evolution demonstrates a movement away
from the typical MSI‐model of governance to one which
depends upon state‐backing for its legitimacy. The key
audience for Trustea was the local industry as these
plantations were already burdened by certification pro‐
grammes for exports and were resistant to further stan‐
dards. Therefore, it was necessary to either convince
them that Trustea was locally owned (and therefore rep‐
resentative of their interests) or to signal that it was
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legitimate through the backing of state‐based associa‐
tions. Yet, in an industry shaped by polycentric trade and
production networks, member organisations were also
keen to demonstrate Trustea’s wider legitimacy on the
global scale. This in part relates to the fact that mem‐
bers were embedded within the Dutch institutional land‐
scape, and that they should be “seen” to act within
the pre‐established norms when engaged in establishing
new sustainability standards elsewhere. A second pro‐
cess of legitimation, therefore, related to how Trustea
established itself in relation to pre‐existing so‐called
“global” standards such as Rainforest Alliance, as dis‐
cussed below.

5.2. Legitimation by Policy Outputs: Contestation
Between Northern and Southern Standards

Whilst Trustea explicitly sought to achieve legitimacy
with local stakeholders, its development continued to
be shaped by organisational ties to Northern actors.
This resulted in continued efforts to also seek legiti‐
macy within the international arena of standard‐setting,
specifically in relation to the effectiveness of policy
outcomes for sustainable tea production. As this sec‐
tion will demonstrate, Trustea’s legitimation to Northern
audiences (which includes funding bodies and members
associations for sustainability standards) draws on two
strategies. The first strategy relies on stressing the sim‐
ilarities between Trustea and established sustainability
standards such as Rainforest Alliance. The second strat‐
egy rests upon emphasising important differences (such
asminimum age for workers and engagement with small‐
holders) which defined new parameters for legitimation
in relation to policy outputs. The former marks the ear‐
lier period of Trustea’s development and somewhatmim‐
ics the earlier attempts to transpose norms from the
transnational to the local level. The latter is the result
of increased tensions between Rainforest Alliance and
Trustea, as competition leads Rainforest Alliance and
Trustea to place different emphases on policy outputs as
sources for legitimation. The debatewould focus on stan‐
dards as outputs of policymaking as well as the policy to
focus on specific farmers as regulatory targets. The ques‐
tion for Trustea rested upon whether Northern audi‐
ences accepted these new parameters (or definitions) of
legitimate governance or not.

Trustea’s development beganwhen Unilever realised
that it could not transpose Rainforest Alliance into India’s
domestic market due to differences between Rainforest
Alliance’s code of conduct and Indian labour law. Whilst
Indian labour law permits minors from the age of 14
to work in non‐hazardous industries, Rainforest Alliance
stipulated that theminimum age for labour should be 15.
In addition, Rainforest Alliance also faced difficulties
in engaging with the small tea growers, having only
ever certified export‐oriented tea plantations (Langford,
2019). Initially, Northern audiences (such as Rainforest
Alliance and ISEAL Alliance, an umbrella agency for

sustainability standards) perceived Trustea as a less
robust but “necessary” governance tool which could
provide a “stepping‐stone” for producers to eventually
meet Rainforest Alliance certification if they wished to
export tea (NGO 7, 20.02.15). Through this approach,
the two standards would cooperate and producers sup‐
plying the domestic market would have the option to
become Rainforest Alliance‐certified over a multi‐stage
process. This cooperation was facilitated by Unilever
who provided Rainforest Alliance with a role on Trustea’s
Programme and Advisory Committees.

Initial ideas of cooperation became replaced by com‐
petition as somemembers of Trustea felt that Rainforest
Alliance’s internal presence allowed them to gain the
necessary knowledge to make competitive advances
within the domestic market. These concerns were ampli‐
fied by the fact that Rainforest Alliance was seeking
to pursue its own expansion within the domestic mar‐
ket with other tea companies (i.e., beyond Unilever and
Tata). This undermined the initial informal understand‐
ing between members that Trustea would certify for the
domestic market whilst Rainforest Alliance would certify
for exports (as it had done up until this time; NGO 5,
03.06.15). Over time, some Trustea members (predom‐
inately the NGOs) began to perceive a conflict of interest
capable of undermining Trustea’s own success within the
domestic market. As competition grew, the two institu‐
tions began to emphasise their differences rather than
their similarities, and this occurred on the international
as well as the local scale.

Specifically, Rainforest Alliance argued that it main‐
tained higher benchmarks in relation to labour and envi‐
ronmental standards and therefore was more legitimate,
choosing to position Trustea as predominantly a “food
safety” rather than a sustainability standard. This was
backed by the umbrella association for sustainability
standards ISEAL Alliance which claimed that Trustea did
not meet their criteria for a legitimate MSI because it
had failed to be multi‐stakeholder in its design. ISEAL
Alliance refused Trustea’s application for membership
despite Trustea’s claim that they followed the guidelines
for accreditation. Trustea, on the other hand, argued that
its code of conduct improved upon Rainforest Alliance’s
(already an ISEALmember) because it addressed the spe‐
cific challenges of certifying producers for the Indian tea
market and so it was in fact more legitimate in terms of
its coverage of total tea volumes produced. Specifically,
Trustea highlighted the adjustments made to the audit‐
ing process to include smallholders and bought leaf facto‐
ries which brought informal sector producers (i.e., small‐
holders) into the mainstream of sustainability certifi‐
cation. Rainforest Alliance’s focus on tea exports had
meant that it had ignored smallholders (who only pro‐
duce for domestic consumption) and therefore lacked
the capabilities of adapting its model for the local mar‐
ket. Altogether, this led to competing claims about which
standard was a more legitimate model of governance
within the domestic market context.
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5.3. Legitimation by Discourse: Constructing Indian
Indigenous Standard‐Setting

A third aspect of legitimation regarding Trustea occurred
in the realm of discursive construction. Discourse around
the identity of Trustea centred on its geographical con‐
struction as a local and Southern‐owned standard, in
spite of the fact that there are clear linkages and
similarities with established sustainability standards in
the Global North. Trustea did garner legitimacy with
local Indian industry audiences who seemingly mir‐
rored Trustea’s emphasis on being locally driven, with
multiple planters discussing Trustea as an “indigenous
code,” “managed by Indians,” and “something of our
own” (Planter 2,07.07.15; Planter 4, 20.07.15; Planter 6,
02.07.15). Trustea is created “for the industry, by the
industry” according to its website. This construction
implies that other governing entities are foreign, not sen‐
sitive to Indian industry nor Indian understandings of
sustainability, and do not allow for substantive Indian
involvement. This emphasis on divergence is arguably
a useful device given that the history of sustainability
governance has been shaped by unequal power rela‐
tions in which Northern voices have tended to domi‐
nate. Interviews with industry representatives, including
planters, indicate that they were attracted to Trustea
because of its indigenous design but still tended to criti‐
cise the wider role of lead firms in setting such standards
(Planter 2, 07.07.15; Planter 7, 04.07.15).

Interestingly, actors seeking to delegitimise Trustea
as a standard‐setter also draw upon the same discur‐
sive construction of Trustea as an Indian standard. ISEAL
Alliance was among the parties belonging to external
audiences interpreting Trustea as a “local,” “national”
standard. In ISEAL’s view, Trustea’s first aim is the
“domestic market” (NGO 5, 03.06.15). ISEAL representa‐
tives perceive Trustea’s effort as an “Indian” approach,
and an attempt to “Indianise” sustainability standard‐
setting (NGO 6, 18.02.15). ISEAL representative com‐
ments indicate that this local character of standards cre‐
ates a distance to conventional (and therefore legiti‐
mate) transnational standards, in terms of policies and
standards. This distance needs to be overcome before
these standards can be accepted as ISEAL members, (i.e.,
as legitimate standard‐setters; NGO 6, 18.02.15).What is
particularly interesting here is the fact that Trustea was
largely shaped by Northern norms and by pre‐existing
transnational standards such as Rainforest Alliance, yet
ISEAL Alliance chooses to frame Trustea as a bottom‐up
standard defined by a national approach to standard‐
setting. This suggests the development of a discursive
separation of North and South within transnational sus‐
tainability standards, to justify the exclusion of partic‐
ular standards. Whilst this study of Trustea took place
between 2013 and 2017, Trustea has more recently
(in 2021) been recognised as a “community member” of
ISEAL. However, it has not become a full member and is
not considered “ISEAL Code Compliant.” Trustea’s com‐

munity membership indicates the persistence of the ten‐
sions outlined in our studied time frame, with ISEAL staff
still emphasising the national focus of Trustea as a gov‐
ernance characteristic that distinguishes it from other
ISEAL standards, while Trustea’s representatives refer‐
ring to its move towards community membership as the
ambition to belong to the class of other ISEAL member
standards (ISEAL, 2021).

What is significant here is the fact that Northern and
Southern actors use the same discursive device for dif‐
ferent purposes, illustrating another interesting aspect
of polycentricity and standard creation. Meanings and
values as attributed through discourse signify different
ideas and constructs. These historical and ongoing antag‐
onisms between North and South drive organisations
to continue defining their efforts in such terms, with
Northern actors keen to maintain an idea of Southern
standards as “lower” and with Southern actors increas‐
ingly keen to demonstrate autonomy in decision‐making
and governance processes.

6. Conclusion

This article focused on how transnational governance
institutions developed in an era of polycentric trade seek
legitimacy within a contested field of governance. Using
the case of Trustea, a Southern‐oriented sustainability
standard governing India’s domestic tea market, this arti‐
cle demonstrated the ways through which the various
member organisations sought to manage design and pol‐
icy dilemmas to reconcile the preferences and beliefs
of various audiences. This is in line with the thematic
issue’s commitment, building on Beetham (1991) to fur‐
ther understand how beliefs about what is legitimate
relate to institutional evolutions and changes in eco‐
nomic governance, which may spur, in turn, processes
of legitimation and de‐legitimation.

Our case study represents a fascinating empirical
example of how Northern and Southern interests and
beliefs matter when it comes to the shaping of new,
Southern‐oriented standards. On the one hand, Trustea
is funded and backed by corporations and state‐linked
bodies in the Global North. However, it is simultane‐
ously being developed as a locally embedded standard
which claims to reflect the norms of the domestic tea
industry. This tension plays out in relation to legitima‐
tion strategies, in which there are divergent perspec‐
tives on how to mould Trustea with regards to input
and output legitimacy as well as how to discursively con‐
struct the standard for various audiences. In relation
to input legitimacy, Trustea moved from a multistake‐
holder model to a more exclusive standard, reflecting a
shift from appeals to Northern NGOs towards Southern
industry audiences. In relation to policy outputs, similar‐
ities and differences between Trustea and established
transnational standards were emphasised at different
stages to legitimate the standard to various audiences.
However, as competition emerged, the emphasis on
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differences became more pronounced as attempts to
delegitimate transnational standards became more fre‐
quent. Finally, in discursive terms, Trustea’s identifica‐
tion as “Southern” has been used by transnational and
local interests to advance particular constructions and/or
hierarchies which result in legitimation or delegitima‐
tion, depending on the audience. As a result, Trustea
may become more appealing to Indian audiences, but
it is under threat of not being treated as best‐in‐class
in sustainability standard‐setting by prominent parts of
Northern audiences. The case shows that there is a clear
divergence in what these various actors consider legit‐
imate, and that member organisations are concerned
with appealing to multiple audiences in different geogra‐
phies of the global economy. The reasons for this relate
directly to the fact that Trustea sits at the intersection
of global and domestic value chains in which domestic
markets are expanding and global markets are shrink‐
ing. Yet, in spite of the growth of the domestic market,
Trustea’s members continued to be concerned with the
legitimation of the standard at the transnational (as well
as the local) level.

In terms of how new governance institutions seek
to gain legitimacy, this article shows firstly that new
Southern‐oriented governance initiatives may seek to
establish legitimacy in relation to both Northern and
Southern audiences. This contrasts with previous stud‐
ies which show transnational standards emerging in the
South as predicated upon different forms of legitima‐
tion in relation to pre‐established standards (Schouten
& Bitzer, 2015). Secondly, this article finds that when
Southern‐oriented governance institutions develop in
an era of polycentric trade, they become embattled
in legitimacy struggles with pre‐established institutions,
even when certifying for different end markets. This is
because transnational standards from the North and
South are seeking to establish themselves in different
markets (often “beyond” their original markets) and to
different audiences. Finally, our results show that in the
interaction between Northern and Southern‐oriented
governance institutions, the discursive construction of
initiatives on the one hand more locally, nationally,
Southern oriented, or on the other more global or
Northern‐oriented may prove important as a legitima‐
tion device, but that different audiences may draw differ‐
ent forms of signification from this. Therefore, we claim
that the study of Southern‐led transnational standards
cannot be simply read as the development of alterna‐
tive institutions to established transnational standards.
This is because the case of Trustea has highlighted the
ways through which the polycentric character of global
trade leads to complex North‐South interactions within
sustainability governance practices. This invites a more
nuanced perspective on how such governance arrange‐
ments seek, gain, and maintain legitimacy in dialogue
with their various audiences and sponsors.

In terms of the broader study of legitimation and
de‐legitimation in global economic governance, we offer

a detailed account of how contrasting perspectives on
what constitutes proper economic governance, emerg‐
ing in the Global South yet rooted in different geogra‐
phies of the world economy, may or may not be recon‐
ciled within the internal politics of a new governance
institution. This account offers ideas that may inspire
further study in this realm. In particular, we highlight
the fact that divergent expectations about appropriate
input to decision‐making in global economic governance
may complicate legitimation in an era of polycentric
trade. Similarly, we show that particular discursive con‐
structions of economic governance arrangements may
enhance the legitimacy of such arrangements for one
audiencewhile diminishing it for others. Finally, we show
that it is important to study legitimation processes of
newly emerging governance arrangements in the con‐
text of adjacent, already existing governance arrange‐
ments, because important feedback effects (such as com‐
petition) may arise (cf. Alter & Meunier, 2009). While
we illustrate these patterns in light of divergent expecta‐
tions about legitimate governance across Northern and
Southern audiences, our study at least indicates the con‐
tinued relevance of differences in attitudes and ideas
within these audiences, for instance between for‐profit
and non‐profit actors, or among firms with different
sizes or business models. Future research should con‐
sider these intricate dynamics at play within globalised
trade and production networks in order to situate the
development of Southern‐oriented standards within a
complex and ever‐changing world of polycentric trade,
production, and governance.
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